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ABSTRACT

Purpose
The primary purpose of this study was to analyze the agricul
tural mechanization experiences and education of vocational agricul
ture teachers, in addition to selected factors as they affected the
development of the agricultural mechanics phase of the vocational
agricultural program.

A second and equally important purpose was to

analyze the teachers' training and teaching in basic agricultural
mechanics activities in relation to the expressed needs of students
in agricultural mechanics.

Procedure
The Descriptive Method using the survey technique and a per
sonal visit to collect data was the method of research used In this
study.

The instrument used to collect data concerning various aspects

of the agricultural mechanics phase of the vocational agricultural
program was developed through the review of literature, the experience
of the writer, and a jury of experts.
tion were:

The aspects under investiga

(1) the status of the agricultural mechanics phase of

vocational agriculture, (2) the background and training of teachers,
(3) factors that influence the development of the agricultural mechan
ics phase of the program, (4) the degree of instruction of various
basic agricultural mechanics activities by teachers, (3) students
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needs in agricultural mechanics, and (6) the certainty of various
junior and senior high school students in relation to their occupa
tional objectives.
The population for this study included 25 vocational agricul
tural teachers from 22 selected high schools, and 70 junior and
senior agricultural students.

Twenty-five students aspired to enter

employment after completing high school, 25 aspired to continue
their formal education, and 20 aspired to enter farming.

An attempt

was also made to select schools that were thought to be representa
tive of each of the four supervisory areas of the state.

Thus, the

schools should be somewhat representative of vocational agricultural
departments in the state.

Findings

The status of the agricultural mechanics phase of vocational
agriculture in Louisiana is one of eminent variation among schools.
Numerous two teacher departments are in existence.

Teachers are re

directing programs to include training for off-farm agricultural
employment; however, some do not have a clear perception of oppor
tunities available.
Instructional time is devoted to classroom and laboratory type
instruction, with the major emphasis being placed on a "shop type"
program.
Numerous factors Influence the development of the agricultural
mechanics program.

Some factors influence the program favorably;

ix

others have little or no influence.

Local school policy and the

teaching materials provided by the university are some of the most
influential.
Vocational agricultural teachers have had a variety of agricul
tural mechanization experiences; however, few have work experience
prior to teaching and most acquire only a minimal number of college
credits in this area.

Most of the teachers experiences have been

in the area of agricultural construction and maintenance.

Teachers'

perception of educational experiences revealed that in-service edu
cation, work experience, and undergraduate preparation are among the
most influential in the development of their instructional program.
A high linear relationship was disclosed between the teaching and
background training received In agricultural mechanics.

However, a

low linear relationship was found between the instruction provided and
the expressed needs in agricultural mechanics by students.

Significant

differences were disclosed in expressed needs of agricultural mechanics
among students in the major areas of Agricultural Power and Machinery
and Soil and Water Management.

A highly significant difference was

found in the certainty of occupational planning among farm bound,
employment bound, and students planning to continue their formal
education; employment bound were least certain.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Agriculture has changed considerably through the years; however,
the food and fiber produced has been and will remain man’s most basic
requirement.

History records that agriculture has gone through two

distinct revolutions and is in the midst of a technological age that
is changing way beyond the imagination of our forefathers.

The first

agricultural revolution in this jount.-y came in the late 1700's and
early 1800’s when man first substituted animal energy for human energy.
During this same era a number of machines were developed such as the
cast iron plow, the seeding machine, the horse drawn hay rake and the
reaper.

The reaper is sometimes associated with the first era of the

agricultural machinery revolution.
The introduction of animal power and machinery enabled fewer
farm workers to do more work.

Increased output per worker started In

part with the need for feeding a growing nation and man's imagination
and work.

The first agricultural revolution was slow to pass, lasting

well over a hundred years; however, the seeds for a commercial type of
agriculture were planted in the 1800’s.
The second revolution started in the early 1900's with the advent
of the tractor as a source of power.

Now, the substitution of mechanical

power for animal power was underway.

Agriculture began to take on

the true characteristics of a commercial enterprise, shifting a number
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of production functions to

nonfarm activities.

This revolution, even

more so than the first, resulted in a further reduction in the proportion
of the total labor force who worked on farms.
The third revolution is that of ..lienee, advanced technology and
commercial ism.

In the past 30 years, technology has grown and continues

to grow at an unprecedented rate.

These technological advances have

relieved many farm workers from their work.

In the 1850's approximately

80 per cent of the population in this country lived on farms.

While on

the other hand, in the early 1960's, more than 85 per cent of the popu
lation lived in urban areas.

Agriculture is no longer merely farming

but a complex system that employs millions of people in various capaci
ties all over the world.
in industry have emerged.

Consequently, many agriculturally related jobs
The industry of agriculture now has employ

ment opportunities for job titles as draftsmen, machinests, mechanics,
tool and die makers, welders, machinery repairmen, and skilled craftsmen
who set-up and operate new machinery.

These jobs, of course, require

skills quite different than those of farming in past decades.
Unfortunately today we have a segment of society that is unable to
serve a useful function in new areas because of a lack of skills and
knowledge.

The fact should not be overlooked that as machinery and

technology become more complex the problem of displaced individuals
will increase.
Vocational agriculture has, in recent years, been given in part
the responsibility of educating and training individuals for the non
farm employment that has evolved from the changes in agriculture in
addition to training for entry and advancement in farming.
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Vocational agriculture's first undertaking under the SmithHughes Act of 1917 was to train present and prospective fanners for
proficiency in farming.

It was not until the passage of The

Vocational Education Act of 1963 that provisions were made for nonfarm
job training.

Many of today's

nonfarm jobs are associated with the

mechanization of agriculture.
Agricultural mechanics, once called "farm shop" or "farm
mechanics," has always been an Integral part of vocational agriculture.
Needless to say, the mechanization of farming has placed additional
emphasis on this phase of the program in both farming and non-farming.
In the early years of vocational agriculture, mechanics, then called
"farm shop," was designed to teach young men and farmers how to perform
the common repair and construction jobs around the farm.

Today,

agricultural mechanics has evolved to include several major areas of
study:

Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop); Agricultural

Power and Machinery; Soil and Water Management. Agricultural Structures
and Environment; Electricity; and Materials and Food, Processing and
Handling.

Farming today is complex and employment opportunities are

usually specialized in nature.

The teacher of agriculture is in a

position to give counsel and guidance along with providing basic
instruction in all the areas of mechanization for prospective and
practicing farmers, in addition to equipping employment and college
bound students mentally, socially and technically to cope with their
individual problems.
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Research as well as general observations of the program reveal
that some vocational agricultural instructors have problems with
teaching agricultural mechanics, while others do an excellent job.

This

study was planned rather comprehensively with the hope that findings
would provide Insight into the problem areas as well as the assets of
the agricultural mechanics phase of vocational agriculture.
Teacher education, as well as state supervision In Louisiana, is
concerned with the Improvement of the agricultural mechanics phase
of the vocational agricultural program and is constantly working
toward that goal.

There is, however, only limited research being con

ducted or Information on this rapidly changing segment of agriculture.
Hopefully, the facts revealed by this study will aid in future teacher
education.

Statement of the Problem
The primary purpose of this study was to analyze the agricultural
mechanization experiences and education of vocational agricultural
teachers in Louisiana, in addition to selected factors as they affected
the development of the agricultural mechanics phase of the vocational
agricultural program.

A second and equally important purpose was to

analyze the teachers' training in basic agricultural mechanics activi
ties In relation to the inclusion of these activities in the instruc
tional program and to students' occupational needs.

5
Definition of the Problem

More specifically the following objectives were formulated
and used as guidelines to aid in the solution of the problem:
1.

To describe and evaluate the status of basic agricultural
mechanics as a phase of the vocational agricultural program.

2.

To evaluate the background In experience and education In
agricultural mechanization of teachers of vocational agri
culture in relation to the development of their program
in agricultural mechanics.

3.

To evaluate the significance of influences that selected
factors have had on the development of the agricultural
mechanics program.

4.

To evaluate the relationship between teachers' training
and the degree to which basic activities are being taught
In specific agricultural mechanics areas.

5.

To determine if instruction in agricultural mechanics
activities is meeting the expressed needs of various
vocational agricultural students.

6.

To determine if there is a significant difference in
the occupational training needs in agricultural mechanics
among farm bound, employment bound, and those students
planning to continue their formal education.

7.

To determine if there is a difference in certainty of
occupational objectives among farm bound, employment bound,
and those students planning to continue their formal educa
tion.

8.

To explore possibilities and make recommendations on how the
agricultural mechanization phase o£ teacher education might
be Improved to aid in the improvement of agricultural
mechanics Instruction in vocational agriculture.

Purpose and Significance of the Study
Agricultural mechanics instruction is an Integral part of the
total program in vocational agriculture in both production and nonfarm
agricultural phases.

The expansion of mechanization in agriculture in

recent years along with the passage of The Vocational Education Act of
1963, which has expanded the objectives of vocational agriculture to
include nonfarm

aspects of agriculture, has created an increasing

need for instruction in agricultural mechanics.
phase of the program has been Blow in developing.

However, this important
It is hoped that

this study might provide some information that may be of value in the
training of established and prospective teachers.
The magnitude of mechanization in agriculture and the change
toward new programs in vocational agriculture is a problem presently
at hand.

Scientific research along with objective evaluation of the

problems in agricultural mechanics is an initial step toward the
improvement of vocational agricultural programs in the coming years.

Delimitations of the Study
The scope of this study was limited to a selected population of
70 senior and Junior vocational agricultural students, Including students
aspiring to farm, students aspiring to enter an occupation after
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completing high school,

students espiring to continue their formal

education, and 25 vocational agricultural teachers.

Geographically,

the population was selected from the four supervisory areas of the
State of Louisiana.
high schools.

The sample included 11 parishes and 20 individual

Schools selected were considered to be typical and

thereby representative of the area from which they were chosen.

The

specific parishes used in the study are highlighted in Figure 1.
Also, a list of areas,

parishes and high schools that were utilized

In this study can be found in the appendix.

The Instruments
Two Instruments were prepared to collect data concerning various
aspects of the agricultural mechanics phase of vocational agriculture
from students and teachers of vocational agriculture.

The Instruments

were designed to collect data pertinent to answering the questions
posed in the definition of the problem.
The schedule prepared for vocational agricultural teachers was
developed in two parts; Part I was designed to collect data concerning
the background, education, w o r k experience, and selected factors as
they have influenced the development of the agricultural mechanics
phase of vocational agriculture (Appendix B ) .

Some descriptive

questions concerning various aspects of the agricultural mechanics
program and student partlciptatlon were also posed for descriptive
purposes.
Part II of the survey schedule to vocational agricultural
teachers was designed to collect data concerning background,

training,

8
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Figure 1.

Location of Schools Surveyed
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and the teachers' participation in teaching specific activities in
seven major areas of agricultural mechanics as follows:
1.

Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work)

2.

Agricultural Power Units and Tractors

3.

Agricultural Field Machines

4.

Soil and Water Management

5.

Agricultural Electricity

6.

Agricultural Structures and Environment

7.

Materials and Food, Processing and Handling

In the main the activities that follow the major heading,
Agri cultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work) are those
suggested in Report IV which was compiled by the Education and
Research Committee -- Committee # 35.

This group acted as a

sub-committee of the Society of Agricultural Engineers composed
of both vocational agricultural teacher educators and agricultural
engineers.

(46:148-151)

The purpose of the report was to define those activities that
should be taught in agricultural mechanization for teachers in that
area formerly referred to as "shop work."
The activities listed under each of the other six areas, as
stated above, were five in number with the exception of Soil and
Water Management in which there were six.

These activities merely

represented activities that are normally considered basic to the major
areas.
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The activities were seLeeted and grouped Into:

(1) understanding

or theoretical activities, (2) performance or doing activities and (3)
judgement activities.
Number 1 under each major area had reference to understanding or
theory.

Numbers 2, 3 and 4 to doing activities and number 5 to a Judg

ment activity.

The only deviation from the above stated sequence of

activities was made under the major area of Soil and Water Management.
Here, a sixth activity was added which concerns most everyone today,
that of pollution in run-off water.
A second schedule was designed to collect data from three types
of vocational agricultural students (farm bound, employment bound, and
those planning to continue their formal education). This survey schedule
utilized the same activities as did Part II of the schedule directed to
teachers; however, students were asked to rate the degree to which each
activity would benefit them in view of their specific occupational
objective.

In addition, a question concerning the certainty of

student's occupational objective was posed for analytical purposes.
The initial instruments for this research study were presented
to a Jury of experts for evaluation.

The letter, accompanied by the

survey schedules, can be found in Appendix D.

The evaluation Jury was

selected, and included teacher educators, specialists in agricultural
mechanics, agricultural mechanization personnel, agricultural engineers
and state supervisory personnel in agricultural education.
Five teachers of vocational agriculture and five senior voca
tional agricultural students were selected and asked to respond to the
first draft of the survey schedules for testing purposes.

Teachers end
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students were both requested to make Improvement reconmendations.

The

recoimnendations made by students, teachers and experts were, In general,
minor.

These recomnendatlons, however, were then closely evaluated

and a final draft of the schedules was designed and printed as it
presently appears In Appendix B.

This appendix also contains the

evaluation of responses made by members of the jury.
A variety of statistical tools were used in this study to treat
data.

They are as follows:
(1) Descriptive statistics, in terms of frequency distributions,

averages, and percentages, were used to describe the vocational agri
cultural departments that participated in the study.
(2) Coefficient of variation (C.V.) was used for making compari
sons in variations between unlike data.

This comparative measurement

of variation was used to compare shop size and funding for agricultural
mechanics In the various vocational agricultural programs.
(3) Regression analysis was used to determine the effect of
one or more or a combination of several variables on another variable.
This relationship Is expressed in relative terms and was used to
determine where the vocational agricultural teachers acquire profi
ciency in agricultural mechanics and factors that influence the
development of their agricultural mechanics program.
(4) Coefficient of correlation ("r"), which may be essentially
thought of as a ratio which expresses the extent to which changes in
one variable are accompanied by or are dependent upon changes in a second
variable.

This relationship is also expressed in a relative way on a
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scale that ranges from -1 to +1.

This measurement was used to determine

the relationship between the formal background training in agricultural
mechanics of vocational agricultural teachers and their teaching of
selected agricultural mechanics activities.
(5) Analysis of variance ("F" ratio) was used to measure for
significance of differences among three means in three separate groups
of data.

It was used to determine if a difference existed in needs in

agricultural mechanics and certainty of occupational objectives among
farm bound, employment bound, and students planning to continue their
formal education.

Source and Treatment of Data
Twenty-two vocational agricultural departments were selected
which were believed to be representative of the vocational agricultural
departments in the state.

Data were collected from 2 5 teachers of

vocational agriculture and 70 agriculture III or IV students.

Personal

visits were made by the writer to collect data from teachers and students.
Teachers of vocational agriculture from the selected departments were
asked to randomly select 3 to 12 junior or senior level vocational
agricultural students preferably seniors including some aspiring to
seek employment after completing high school, some aspiring to farm,
and some aspiring to continue their formal education after completing
their high school education.
may be found in Appendix A.

A list of areas, parishes and schools
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Methodology
The Descriptive Survey Method,
and a

which utilized survey schedules

personal visit to collect data, was the method employed in this

research study.

Data were collected through yes - no, quantitative,

and qualitative multiple-choice type questions.
After the population had been selected and the instrument
validated a time table was prepared for the collection of data.
letter requesting permission to visit
dates

A

variousschools on specific

in the 11 parishes was directed to each parish school super

intendent (Appendix E) . Visitation for interview purposes was
made from January 19, 1971 through February 12, 1971.
Some of the data collected through the survey schedules were
organized in tabular form and placed on IBM code sheets from which
data cards were punched.

Data cards were then submitted to the computer

center for computations.

Both computer analyzed and descriptive data

were then arranged in tabular form, narratively analyzed, then pre
sented in Chapter III.

Definition of Terms
Terms, as used in this study, are listed and defined.
Agricultural Mechanization -- a technical area of study at the
college level below the scope of agricultural engineering.

It usually

deals with the understanding, operation and maintenance of mechaniza
tion in agriculture.

This area of study is concerned with preparing

professional agriculturalists, agricultural technicians and teachers
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of vocational agriculture to help people cope with the problems of
technology In agriculture.
include:

The various araas of specialized study

(1) Agricultural Construction and M a i n t e n a n c e , (2) Agricul

tural Power,

(3) Agricultural Machinery,

(4) Soil and W ater Management,

(5) Farm Structures and Environment (6) Electricity, and (7) Materials
and Food, Processing and Handling.
Agricultural Mechanics -- a phase of vocational agriculture at
the high school level which includes all the areas in Agricultural
Mechanization but at the understanding level of high school students.

Employment bound student -- students desirous of entering nonfarm
employment.
Farm bound students -- students desirous of entering any area of
farming or ranching.
Students planning to continue their formal education —

students

desirous of continuing their formal education by attending a vocational
school or university before entering employment.

CHAPTER II

RELATED LITERATURE

A comprehensive survey of publications and literature reveals
that some research and many articles have been written pertaining to
various aspects of the agricultural mechanics phase of vocational
agriculture.

Many articles have also been written pertaining to the

agricultural mechanisation phase of teacher education,

However*

little has been written concerning students' needs In agricultural
mechanics or the teaching of basic agricultural mechanics in modern
times.

Research findings, opinions, and philosophical articles which

have been written about various aspects of agricultural mechanics in
the past and present eras, along with some projections for the
future, are reviewed in the following pages.

Agricultural Mechanics in Early Years
A brief review of literature concerning agricultural mechanics
in the past may suggest guidelines for future program direction.
In 1917, when vocational agriculture became a part of the secon
dary school, the machine age of agriculture was In its infancy; "farm
mechanics" or "farm shop" was the term often given to that phase of
vocational agriculture.

The "farm mechanics" phase of vocational

agriculture was directed primarily at teaching prospective and
practicing farmers how to perform the common repair and construction
15
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jobs around the farm.

The teacher concentrated on developing skills

In the use of tools and materials, in doing practical construction, or
making repairs.

ThlB was the beginning of the "farm mechanics" program

-- now referred to as agricultural mechanics.
Later, in the early 1930's, the "farm mechanics" phase of voca
tional agriculture moved toward distinct areas of study.

L. M. Roehl,

an agricultural engineer at Cornell University, suggested a course of
study in farm mechanics to include the development of skills in the
following areas:
1,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

(60:160)

carpentry and woodworking
saw fitting
cold metal work
tool sharpening
forge work
harness repair
rope work
concrete work
plumbing and water supply
leveling and drainage
farm structures
household mechanics
field machinery repair
power machinery and power tranmission

The introduction of more farm tractors, field machinery, and
electricity in addition to emphasis on soil and water management on the
farm required teachers of vocational agriculture to teach more complex
subject matter.

Articles written in the late 1930's indicate that

teachers hesitated to teach the mo: a complex areas of agricultural
mechanics.

T. R. Clark, a vocational agriculture teacher in Nebraska,

in 1938, was very cognizant of the resistance of teachers to accept the
new challenge of teaching "farm mechanics" that was brought about by
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the mechanization of farming.

This appears to be one of the major

problems of the vocational agricultural program today.

Clark wrote:

(42:193)
Power machinery has been taboo in the vocational shop
in the past, largely on account of the fact that the vocational
shop was originally patterned from the old type manual pro
jects with farm needs in mind.
We are living in the greatest agricultural power machine
area in the United States; and if we are going to give our
boys the training in their problems we have to have a more
extensive shop program.
Every teacher endeavors to make his shop interesting by
relating it to life situations to human interests, to natural
impulses, and to acquire experiences and ideals. Shop work
is a life situation. School should be life itself where the
student can select his own problem.
Conditions are changing; if you make only a brief survey,
it shows one very pronounced trend, the increased mechanization
of life. This is not a new discovery--it has been going on for
years. Look at the production of oats in the United States,
and since 1919 in direct proportion to the population of horses.
This brings about a new kind of shop work in the understanding,
use, and repair of power machinery.
Our shop work must continually be kept in a state so it
will meet the needs of the farmer. Not all our students are
going to make a success of farming, and some are not going to
be able to establish themselves in farming. It will then be
necessary for them to earn a living at some other vocation.
The more things a boy can learn to do well, to which he may
turn in time of need to make a living, is a part of any
department's work in school. Fully realizing that we are
teaching vocational agriculture, we must cover all fields in
shop work--electricity, plumbing, blacksmith, auto, tractor,
carpenter, and machinist.
What are the shop problems which give the farmer the most
concern? It is not the making of a nail box, hog trough,
chicken feeder, or putting a bottom in his wagon box. We
grant we want to teach the skills in using hand tools. The
electrification of farm homes with electric appliances, motors,
and the power machinery coming on the farms In the form of
autos, tractors, large machinery, is where we find the shop
problems on the farm.
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It is our job to teach the repair of farm machinery. What
do we need to make these repairs? First, a forge and anvil,
grindei, drill, valve refacer and lathe. Forges, anvils, drills
and grinders are all picked up by fanners at a premium when
ever they're sold at sales, because the boys who have had train
ing are using them on their farms to make the repairs. Farmers
are bringing in old materials from grinders, auto parts, gas
engines, etc., to have grinders made in our shops to use on
their farms, because they are finding a great need for them
and have tractors for power to operate them.
Not every farmer will have all the equipment to do all
his work, but the vocational shop is a place to which, if you
will open the doors, he will come and work in overhauling his
motors, auto, tractors, and farm machinery. The farmer learns
to use this machinery and helps advertise your school and
course to farmers, as he sees the benefit of the machinery and
his boy's learning to do the job of keeping it in repair. Boys
are making a lot of power tools for their farms in the farm
shop. The forge, drill, grinder, and lathe make it possible
to make drill presses, grinders, forges, hammers, chisels,
punches, hacksaw, frames, power saws, etc., in the vocational
shop. I have boys who say they are going to have a lathe
in their farm shop as soon as they are established. It is
surprising how many power tools in the form of lathes, grinders,
band saws, jig saws, shapers, planers, and senders are going
into farm and city basements and shops. As soon as electricity
comes on our farms the power machines will follow.
There are places in every community to do shop work
for neighbors as a side line for vocational boys who are well
trained in shop practices. I have a boy who graduated several
years ago who has established a shop on his farm and reports
a very good income in repair work of all kinds.
The lathes in our shop are busy most of the time with boys
turning armatures for generators, starters, electric motors,
bearings for motors, wind chargers to furnish electricity for
their homes, and repair of equipment in shop, school,
machinery, and parts for cars. It enables us to do the whole
repair in many cases from waste materials or cheap materials,
which otherwise would not be accomplished if boys had to pay
for new materials and a dollar an hour for skilled labor to
make the repairs. It gives the boys an interest in doing the
work.
The lathe enables us to make a large number of tools for
jobs we need in our shop in the use of shafts, pulleys, bearings,
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repairs on forges, drill preBS, chuck, etc. It was necessary
this fall to put new handle grips on shafts; all this repair
was done in our shop from scrap Iron. All the electric motors
have been cleaned and overhauled, with bearings which needed
it because of our lathe equipment. Farmers who have or have had
boys in school are bringing cars, trucks, and machines to over
haul during the winter months, which furnishes jobs, Interest,
variety, and a healthy shop program.
The machine age--with the Increased problems brought on
the farmers with the upkeep, repair, and maintenance of this
machinery, together with the Increased interest of shop work
as well as training the boy in the use of machines and principles
of repair, also the additional crafts which a boy may use in
case of necessity--justifies the use of all the equipment
which boys are apt to find useful in their life work.

The Economic Implications of Agricultural Mechanization Today
Capital investments in machinery, buildings, and other facilities
and equipment on the modern farm have increased to the point that, in
many cases, it exceeds all other investments in the farm business, in
cluding land.

Research findings substantiate the economic importance

of mechanization in the farming industry.

David M. Tugend, Agricul

tural Extension Agent, Ellicott City, Maryland wrote: (81:210)
In a recent survey, the Farm Equipment Institute found that
the American farmers' investment in farm machinery and equip
ment was more than eighteen billion dollars. This represents ten
billion dollars more than the investment in the steel Industry
and five times the investment in the automotive industry.
Dr. Donnell R. Hunt, Professor of Agricultural Engineering at
the University of Illinois, has done much work and has written ex
tensively in the area of agricultural mechanlcatlon.

Hunt wrote the

following in the introduction to his text book on the economics of
agricultural mechanization in Illinois:(12:Introduction)
Recent cost surveys of 2,000 Illinois farm businesses show
that while machinery and equipment represents only 5 1/2% of
the total farm Investment, the cost for operating machinery
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comprise nearly 367. of the yearly farm costs. These costs are
the largest single yearly farm expenditures. The next larger,
267. of the total, represents the Interest charge on the re
maining capital investment which is primarily land.
Dr. A. K. Solstad studied the economic significance of
mechanization in farming and some of the shortcomings of the agricul
tural mechanics phase of vocational agriculture in Minnesota.
of his findings were:

Some

(77:147)

Mechanization expenses are reaching the 507. level of
total farm costs over a recent 13 year period the Minnesota
Farm Management Service found in 2613 sets of farm records
that an average of 50.57. of the expenditures were in this
area. Of this total, 17.87. was for farm power, 11.27. crop and
general machinery, 2.87. livestock equipment, 8.67. buildings,
fences, etc., 3,17. insurance and taxes (mechanization share).
The 522 most profitable farms showed a total of 46.77. expenses
in mechanization while the 522 least profitable farms showed a
higher figure Indicating that the more efficient farmer kept
expenses down in this area while still taking care of more
work units per worker and keeping the mechanization expense
per work unit lower than the less efficient operator.
In the past, vocational agriculture teachers were trained
to build a bench hook, a nail box, a bread board or even per
form an exercise in planing a small piece of wood. Are we
to continue the pattern of having one woodworking bench for
each student and Including several welding booths for the
additional increase in enrollment? Woodworking and welding
are easier to teach and fit into the school class schedule.
Also new construction is always more popular than repair and
maintenance, but are we doing justice to our job of turning
out top-notch farmers?
Not only does the mecha

*i:»n of agriculture pose a factor

of importance in terms of dollars and cents in farming enterprises;
but also, there are many employment opportunities In the related
industries for people who are willing to work and can qualify.

This

fact is illustrated by various research findings that have been re
corded at both local and national levels.
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Research conducted In the Department of Vocational Agricultural
Education at Louisiana State University by C. L. Mondart, Sr., C. M.
Curtis and others titled Nonfarm Agricultural Employment in Louisiana
With Implications for Developing Training Programs, (105:18) reports
that

1,828 jobs existed in the farm machinery saieBandservice

businesses

in Louisiana.

They also found that a22.9 per

in jobs will develop within a five year period from 1967.

cent Increase
Of the

eight occupational families, the greatest Increase in employees needed
waB in Farm Machinery Sales and Service, where a 22.9 per cent increase
was noted.

The eight occupational families in nonfarm agriculture

under consideration in the study were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Farm Machinery Sales and
Service
Farm Supplies and Equipment
Livestock and Poultry
Crops, Forestry and Soil
Conservation
Ornamental Horticulture
Wild Life and Recreation
Farm Service
Agricultual Service

Additional research in Texas conducted by Dr. Earl S. Webb,
Professor of Agricultural Education at Texas A & M University,
illustrated that many employment opportunities existed in the farm
machinery and mechanics trade.
Dr. Webb listed the following:

(108:2)

1.

An extreme shortage of farm machinery mechanics exists.
Eighty-eight per cent of the businesses participating
in this study reported mechanics to be their greatest
labor need. The estimated number needed now and within
the next five years exceeds 7,000.

2.

Partsmen represented the second greatest need as re
ported by 58 per cent of the farm machinery businesses
participating. The estimated number needed now and within
the next five years exceeds 3,600.
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The June
illustrated

Borne

1959 edition of The Agricultural Education Magazine
statistics on the status of the high school and post

secondary students preparing for an off-farm occupation.

These

statistics were prepared by The Public Information Comnittee Agricul
tural Education Division, of the American Vocational Association and
were as follows:

(67:291)

During 1966-67 there were 153,255 high school and post
secondary students preparing for employment in off-farm
agricultural occupations. Enrollment of high school students
in programs leading to employment in off-farm agricultural
occupation in 1964-65 and 1966-67 are as follows:
Off-Farm Agri-Business
Agriculture Mechanization
Agriculture Supply
Agriculture Products (Processing)
Ornamental Horticulture
Agriculture Resources
Forestry
Other Agriculture
Total

1964-65
7,836
18,434
23,136
3,827
2,304
55,681

1966-67
39,359
18,107
8,652
17,695
6,527
6,517
8.580
105,437

There is little need to emphasize that agricultural mechaniza
tion has engulfed farming and many job opportunities exist today for
specially trained people.

One of the missions of vocational agri

culture, of course, is to familiarize people with the agricultural
machinery industry and provide them with relevant training for those
jobs that exist in it.

The Agricultural Mechanics Phase of the Vocational Agricultural
Program in Louisiana
The vocational agricultural teachers in Louisiana, as well as
other parts of the country, are called on to devote a large portion
of their teaching time to agricultural mechanics.

Most states devote
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from 20 to 60 per cent of teaching time toward this phase.

There may

be special cases where even more than 60 per cent of total teaching
time is devoted to this specialized area of agriculture.
The State Department of Education in Louisiana, in cooperation
with the Louisiana State University, Agricultural Education Department,
has suggested that vocational agriculture programs be conducted as
follows:

(104)

All students in vocational agriculture must develop occupa
tional objectives based upon their interest and occupational
outlook. In preparation for choices and occupational develop
ment, students are expected to participate in a 2 year basic
program of work. Major emphasis at the 9th and 10th grade levels
is placed on the agricultural sciences, leadership and explora
tory work in farming and agricultural occupations.
The general but basic program of work, referred to as Ag, I
and Ag. II, is the foundation for more specialized training
offered at the 11th and 12th grade levels. Students are re
quired to have an occupational objective which qualifies them
for entry into one of the three training options:
1. Farming
2. Off-Farm Agricultural Occupations
3. Pre-College Preparation for Professional Careers in
Agriculture

Louisiana Vocational Agricultural Program
I.

II.

Four-year Program in Vocational Agriculture for High
School Students:
A. Classroom Instruction
B. Work Experiences
Instructional Programs for In-School Youth at the 9th
and 10th Grade Levels:

Agriculture I and II is a basic program for all 9th and 10th
grade students.
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AREAS OF INSTRUCTION AND TIME ALLOTMENT

Vocational Agriculture
Basic Areas of Instruction*
Orientation
Soil Science
Animal Science
Plant Science
Agricultural Mechanics
Basic Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Leadership
Occupational Information
Supervised Occupational
Experience**

Suggested Hours
Instruction Per Year
Ag. I
Ag. II
8
16
24
32
40
8
16
16
6 m o .+

8
16
24
24
40
16
16
16
6 mo.+

*These areas of instruction are planned to prepare students
for further vocational development at the 11th and 12th
grade levels.
**An acceptable program in vocational agriculture shall Include
supervised occupational experience provided on the home
farm, school farm or a facility approved by the school.
This supervised experience shall extend
over a period of
not less than 6 months peryear.
III.

Agriculture III and IV

Specialized training under threeoptions isprovided
beginning at the 11th grade level based upon student's occupa
tions 1 ob jec tive.
Areas of Specialization
Option 1.

Farming. Selection based on student's interest
in one or more farm types: Bees, broilers, cotton,
corn, dairy, tree farming, laying flock, fruits,
nuts, vegetables, soybeans, sweet potatoes, sugar
cane, ornamentals, swine, horses and ponies, rice,
crayfish, catfish, minnow, small grain, dogs, pets,
hay and forage crops.

Option 2.

Off-farm agriculture. Selection of one or more of
eight occupational areas: Farm Service; Farm Ma
chinery Sales and Service; Agricultural Service;
Crops, Forestry and Soil Conservation; Livestock
and Poultry; Ornamental Horticulture; Wildlife
and Recreation; Farm Supplies and Equipment.
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Option 3.

Pre-college preparation for professional careers
in agriculture. Research, education, Industry,
communications, conservation, business, service.

Suggested Time Allotments for Either Option Over the Two Year
Period: (hrs.)
Ag. Ill
Area of Specialization
Leadership
Management
Agricultural Mechanics
Supervised Work Experience*

104
16
16
24
15 hrs.p/w

Ag. IV
104
16
16
24
15 hrs.p/w

*Student pre-job work experiences are required to supplement classroom instruction.
Before final adoption of the program presented, much research
work was accomplished to identify nonfarm agricultural occupa
tional opportunities in Louisiana. Moreover, considerable
teaching materials were developed to aid teachers in implementing
both the basic programs; and the advanced specialized training
programs in nonfarm agricultural occupations were established
in several high schools to evaluate possibilities and procedures.

Fanner Training
The training of prospective farmers is still a major objective
of vocational agriculture. Students with the occupational objec
tive of farming are expected to make a choice of the farming type
they expect to pursue. The choice will be limited to thOBe found
common to Louisiana and listed under option No. 1. Students will
follow a course of study prepared by the local teacher to include
the experiences required for success with the type of farming
chosen. The work in the classroom will be supplemented with
supervised work in farming on the home farm, school farm or other
acceptable farm. Work experiences should be relevant to the type
of farming studied.
Off-Farm Agriculture
Providing training for students who desire to enter offfarm agricultural occupations is a major innovation in vocational
agriculture. In Louisiana, agricultural occupations off the
farm are found to exist in eight occupational areas. Occupa
tional titles conxnon to each area have been identified and
described. Students may elect a particular occupational title
as their training objective for instructional purposes. Avail
able to teachers are teaching aids comprehensive enough to include
both teaching plans and necessary subject matter.
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As the figures on the previous pages under the heading AREAS
OF INSTRUCTION AND TIME ALLOTMENT indicate, it was suggested that 80
hours should be
II.

devoted to agricultural mechanics in Ag. I and Ag.

This is 25 per cent of total teaching time.

It might also be

noted that a minimum of 48 hours of teaching time was recommended
in agricultural mechanics for Ag. Ill
of the total teaching time.

and Ag. IV.

This

However, since students in

is 15 percent
Ag. Ill

and

Ag. IV should specialize and work toward an occupational objective, it
is possible that a maximum of 256 hours could be devoted to agricul
tural mechanics.

This is 80

Considering the total

per cent of total teaching

time.

phase of agricultural mechanics as a

part of the vocational agricultural program, a minimum of 20 per cent
and a maximum of 52.5 per cent of total time was suggested for teach
ing agricultural mechanics.

These figures merely illustrate that

the leadership of vocational agriculture in Louisiana deems it important
that sufficient time should be devoted to the instruction of agricul
tural mechanics.

At the present time this is generally true in the

national picture.
Training and Experiences of Teachers
The vocational agricultural

teacher's background and experiences

and especially his training should certainly be an influencial factor
in the teaching of agricultural mechanics subject matter.

Teachers

often indicate that they do not teach certain areas of agricultural
mechanics because they lack training and competency in the neglected
areas.

Other teachers feel that their training Is Inadequate.
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M. R. Wilson discussed this important factor in The Agricultural
Education Magazine in 1939.
30 years ago,
the

Although this article was written over

many of the remarks he made are quite applicable to

situation today.

His remarks are as follows: (86:92)

A teacher-training institution may be compared to a manufac
turing plant and has similar problems. The end product of a
manufacturing plant depends to a considerable extent upon the
plant facilities, the personnel, and the raw product. One of
the first questions we might ask in the preparation of teachers
is this: "Are the plan and equipment adequate for the proper
training of these men?"
The plan and equipment should be adequate, if properly
organized, as this training is carried on in our A & M
colleges in most, if not all cases. And they pride themselves
upon being adequately equipped t o train teachers for this work.
If they are not, it is t h e d u t y o f the state director and the
state supervisor of vocational agriculture to call attention
to the inadequacy and to cooperate in seeing that the proper
housing facilities and equipment are made available for this
training. Colleges o f agriculture and mechanic arts showld be
very much interested in giving these trainees the proper
housing and equipment for t j i c i r training, as every vocational
agriculture teacher while in training represents a potential
high-school group o f f r o m 2 0 t o 6 0 students besides the contact
of the out-of-school group, the night-school group, and the
parent contact. The teacher of agriculture is one of the beat
missionaries the A & M college has, and it behooves Institutions
to see to it that the proper housing facilities and equipment
are provided for them while fn training.
In every college that professes to prepare teachers for
farm mechanics, there should be provided a good-sized depart
mentalized shop room and classroom with the necessary equip
ment for the teaching o f farm mechanics skills. This training
is of sufficient importance to conmand adequate housing, and
the farm shop room and classroom should be fitted as represen
tative of the plan to be carried out in the high school shop
in regard to organization, tool cabinets, departments, equip
ment, and library.
What is to be said of the personnel that is to train
teachers in their farm mechanics technical and professional
skills7 The first requisite should be a sympathetic attitude
on the part of the instructors toward the men in training
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and toward the type of work the men are being trained to perform.
In a number of cases, these trainees are taught by instructors
of agricultural or mechanical engineering in classes that also
enroll embryo engineers, and the pattern of the course Is cut
for the engineers. Doubtless these engineering courses are of
some value to prospective teachers, but these trainees do not
get much sympathy from the members of the engineering faculty.
It would appear to be advisable to have one man in each
of these institutions to head up the training in farm mechanics
and to teach a few of the courses necessary to prepare the men
to be good teachers of farm shop. His main interest should be
to see that trainees acquire the necessary skills, organizing
ability, and confidence in themselves to put on a good shop
program. This man may be an agricultural engineer, but if so,
he should be relieved of the responsibility of training engineers
and his whole attention given to the field of farm mechanics.
The program in vocational agriculture is large enough and of
sufficient importance to warrant adequate training personnel.
The raw product, of course, is that group of men taking
courses in agriculture who have signified their intention of
becoming teachers of agriculture, or, as in the case of a
couple of states, other shop teachers who will take over
the farm mechanics program in the high schools.
For my part, I will select men to teach farm mechanics
who have beer, reared on a farm, who worked on a farm, and who
know the farmer's shop problems. A man who has worked for
some time as a mechanic in a small town and who has to deal
exclusively with farmers and farm mechanics problems can be
trained to be a successful farm mechanics teacher.
In every group of prospective teachers of vocational
agriculture who go thru the training courses, one will find
a few who are outstanding in mechanical aptitude and ability.
These are the men who might be selected for those places where
it is necessary to have a separate shop teacher who must work
with the vocational agriculture teacher.
Present Training in Farm Mechanics Inadequate
Let us consider the men coming thru the A & M colleges
with the Intention of becoming teachers of vocational agriculture
who will need to teach farm mechanics as a part of their work.
These men are required to have approximately 130 semester hours
credit for graduation and are expected to spend considerable
time teaching farm mechanics.
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A large per cent of these men have the capacity to be
trained for farm mechanics instruction as well as agriculture
instruction. They are eager to learn this phase of the work
as they realize its importance, especially in the middle west
where every farmer has such a large investment in equipment.
If a man is qualified to be trained as a teacher of vocational
agriculture, he is qualified to be trained to handle the farm
mechanics part of the work.
The colleges are sadly deficient in the amount of shop
training required of the prospective farm mechanics teacher.
The time is not properly equalized. A man must have the
necessary skills and be able to use his head to be a successful
farm mechanics teacher. We are not fair to the men. We don't
give them enough shop work while in school. A requirement of
only three semester credit hours is absurd. Eighteen semester
credit hours are all too few. Twenty-five would be much better.
But only a certain number of credit hours can be crowded into
a four-year course. Oregon State College suggests that the
men who expect to be vocational agriculture teachers spend an
extra year in college making five years in all, so that they can
get the additional work necessary to do a good job of teaching
vocational agriculture and farm mechanics. If the salary for
these teachers would be proportionate to the time spent in
school, this plan would be fine. As it now stands, we are not
justified in asking a man to spend five years in training.
As 1 view this whole program of vocational agriculture from
a national standpoint, I feel that some re-adjustment is
necessary and that more time should be given to farm mechanics
training during the time the teacher is in college. After all,
the cost of equipment, repairs, cost of trade-ins, and length
of time equipment can be used, depending upon the care given to
it, all are factors that materially affect the profit or loss
of the average farm.
A. E. Blackman, a graduate student at Louisiana State University
in 1954, conducted a study entitled "A Suggested Farm Mechanics Train
ing Program for Prospective Teachers of Vocational Agriculture in
Louisiana."
1.

He drew the following conclusions:

(91:75-78)

The present farm mechanics training program at the Louisiana
State University should be reorganized in order to give more
emphasis to the farm buildings and conveniences area, rural
electrification area, and farm shop area.
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2. A number of the teachers of vocational agriculture
State of Louisiana do not teach any farm mechanics
all-day program.

in the
to the

3.

A great percentage of the teachers of vocational agriculture
do not teach any farm mechanics to adult and young farmer
classes.

4.

A study should be made to determine why farm mechanics is
not being taught in some of the vocational agriculture
departments in Louisiana.

5. An In-service training program should be developed
to meet the expressed needs of the teachers.

in order

Another study on the amount of training in agricultural mechanics
was conducted by R. F. Nalley in 1953.

This was also written in the

form of a Master's Thesis in South Carolina.
following in his findings:

Nalley expressed the

(96:43-44)

There seemed to be no correlation between the number of
years teaching experience the teachers have had and the shop
program in the schools. There was no indication that the more
experienced teachers had a more effective shop program than the
teachers with fewer years experience.
The semester hours of shop training that a teacher had in
college is often mentioned as being a factor in establishing a
successful shop program. The teachers were asked to state
whether they considered their college training as being suffi
cient to enable them to do effective farm shop work. Ten of
the forty-two teachers considered their training sufficient, but
the remaining three-fourths stated that they did not have enough
training in college to prepare them to do effective teaching
in the farm shop. The ten teachers reporting sufficient train
ing had an average of eight and one-third semester hours of
college work in shop while the thirty-two teachers reporting
insufficient training had an average of two and two-tenths
semester hours.

Factors that Influence the Agricultural Mechanics Phase of Vocational
Agriculture
Numerous factors influence the status of the agricultural mechanics
phase of vocational agriculture in high schools.

Peter Fog and W. Forrest
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Bear

(48:290)

of Minnesota.

reported findings of research conducted at the University
The research problem was designed to investigate ten

factors that were believed to be influenced by the number of weeks that
agricultural mechanics instruction was provided during the four years
in Minnesota high school vocational agriculture programs.

They dis

cussed five of the most significant factors in an article in The
Agricultural Education Magazine:
The availability of tools was a factor of significance. It
was found that as the number of tools in the agricultural mechan
ics shop increased likewise did the number of weeks of agricul
tural mechanics instruction. The following are some figures they
presented as a result of their research:
Weeks of Instruction
41
57
59
68
71

Number of Tools
0-17
18-36
37-54
55-72
73-90

In some cases vocational agriculture teachers had to share their
shop facilities with the industrial arts teacher.

The research by Fog

and Bear indicated that teachers taught agricultural mechanics for more
weeks when they had independent use of the agricultural shop facilities.
They reported that in 94 vocational agricultural departments where the
shop was used only for agricultural mechanics, an average of 66 weeks
of instruction was provided.

On the other hand, in 64 vocational agri

cultural departments where shop facilities shared with industrial arts,
an average of 54 weeks of agricultural mechanics was reported.

Further

findings revealed that in 20 schools where shop facilities were shared
with other departments, an average of 60 weeks of agricultural mechanics
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instruction was provided.

Such findings support a strong argument for

separate facilities for teaching agricultural mechanics.
According to Fog and Bear, another factor that Influenced the
amount of time devoted to instruction in agricultural mechanics was
floor space.

They found that as the square feet of free floor space

in the shop increased, the weeks of instruction in agricultural mechan
ics also in .eased.

Data below illustrate their findings by the compari

son of weeks of instruction to square feet of free floor space.
Weeks of Instruction
26
54
61
66

Square Feet of Free Floor Space
200 or less
201 - 1,500
1,501 - 2,000
2,001 - 4,500

The number of students enrolled in vocational agriculture was
found to have an Influence on the time devoted to agricultural mechanics
instruction.

They found that 75 schools with a student enrollment of

15-47 in vocational agriculture indicated that 55 weeks were allotted
to instruction In agricultural mechanics.

Eighty-four schools with

50-74 students enrolled in vocational agriculture indicated 60 weeks
of instruction was devoted to agricultural mechanics and furthermore,
41 schools with enrollments of 75 or more students reported that they
devoted 71 weeks of instruction to agricultural mechanics.
Fog and Bear also stated that the number of college credit hours
in agricultural mechanics which a teacher had to his credit was a factor
that influenced the amount of time devoted to teaching agricultural
mechanics.

The increase was not decisive; however, teachers who earned

1-14 credit hours in either graduate or undergraduate agricultural
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mechanization course work taught an average of 58 weeks.

Teachers

with 15-20 credit hours taught 59 weeks; and those teachers who had
21-50 credit hours taught 62 weeks.

No attempt was made to assess

the quality of instruction; however, It waB assumed that as teachers
acquired more college background In agricultural mechanics, their
teaching effectiveness improved.
The following recommendations were made as a result of Fog's
study:
1.

An adequate number of tools should be provided in each
instructional area.

2.

The agricultural mechanics program should have its own
facilities and tools if the vocational agriculture teacher
is to develop the most effective instructional program.

3.

The shop facilities must have adequate free floor space.
The minimum free floor space should be from 1,500 to 2,000
square feet in the shop area. The recoimnendatlon of 150
square feet of floor space per student in the largest class
should be accepted as a minimum only.

4.

Schools should be large enough to allow a total enrollment
in vocational agriculture of 75 or more students.

5.

Teachers of agricultural mechanics should be encouraged to
keep pace with the agricultural mechanics needs of their
communities. Encouragement can be provided by requiring
more courses in agricultural mechanics in pre-service
teacner education programs plus increased emphasis in
graduate courses and in-service workshops.

Carpenter and Rodgers (99:38) in Review and Synthesis of Research
in Agricultural Education indicated that Verne C. Spengler did research
for a Master's Thesis at the University of Minnesota on Agricultural
Mechanics' Facilities in Minnesota High Schools.

One of his findings,

based on the class with the largest number of students, was that fewer
than 15 per cent of the school shops provided 150 square feet of free
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floor space per student.

One hundred and fifty square feet per student

is recomnended by the U. S. Office of Education.
Another interesting finding by Spengler was that the degree to
which a shop was well equipped seemed to be directly related to the
adequacy of the preparation of the instructor in agricultural mechanics.
This study supplies further evidence of the need for well prepared
teachers if programs are to be operated effectively.
Other factors affecting agricultural mechanics instruction were
reported by Carpenter and Rodgers (99:15) on research that was conducted
by Thomas Hoerner at The Pennsylvania State University.

The title of

the study was Level of Mechanics Skills, Abilities, and Understanding
Needed and Possessed by Teachers of Agriculture. The nature and findings
are as follows.

A survey type study was designed to determine the

competence needed and possessed in seven areas of agricultural mechanics
by teachers of vocational agriculture and to identify their relation
ships with selected teacher and program characteristics.

Findings

indicated that teachers with more years of experience had higher compe
tencies in general mechanics and welding. Hoerner also found that the
largest number of skills, under consideration In this study, were acquired
in college or were self taught.
Dr. C. M. Curtis made an extensive study of factors that affect
the teaching of farm mechanics in Louisiana high schools in the form of
a dissertation in 1958.
Dr. Curtis reported the following findings and conclusions in
the abstract of his study:

(92:viii-ix)
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It was revealed by this study that the number of years
teaching experience which the teachers who cooperated in this
study have had ranged from one year to thirty-six years. A
small percentage of the teachers are teaching farm mechanics
to young and adult farmers. Twenty-four per cent of the
schools represented do not have farm mechanics shops. In a
large percentage of the cases the farm shops were not of
adequate size and properly equipped to teach all areas of
needed farm mechanics. Many of these teachers teach subjects
other than agriculture. Too frequently the teachers lack
sufficient training in farm mechanics, particularly in farm
power and machinery and farm electricity.
It was concluded in this study that: (I) the length of
time a teacher had been at one school did not affect the
quality of his instructional program; (2) in the majority of
the cases the enrollments in all-day, young and adult farmer
classes are of a size that enables the teacher to keep shop
classes within the number usually reconvnended; (3) in many
cases the size and equipment of the farm mechanics shops pre
vent the teaching of all areas of farm mechanics needed in the
school community; (4) most teachers have familiarized the local
administrators with the aims and purposes of the farm mechanics
phase; (5) very few of the teachers and local school adminis
trators have a longtime plan for the improvement of farm
mechanics facilities; (6) the schedule followed by the majority
of the schools may be a deterrent to the development of a
functional and most effective farm mechanics program; (7)
the teachers of agriculture lack sufficient training for teach
ing farm power and machinery, and farm electricity; (8) with
the exception of the farm shop and carpentry phases in the total
mechanical program there is an obvious lack of teacher planning
and Instructional organization, (9) teachers of agriculture
are required to perform many other special school duties and
also many of them are assigned to teach subjects other than
agriculture; (10) many non-farm mechanics activities are in
cluded in the shop programs of a number of teachers of vocational
agriculture; (11) in 46.7 per cent of the cases, all boys in
high school must take vocational agriculture. This practice is
not in accord with the basic principles of vocational education.
Vocational education in agriculture should be for those who want
it, need it and can profit by it. (12) Most teachers in
Louisiana allot one-fourth to one-third of the total class time
to farm mechanics.
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Types of Agricultural Mechanics Training Available for Teachers
Traditionally, teachers of vocational agriculture have received
their formal training in agricultural mechanization through pre
service and through in-service teacher training programs at colleges
and universities.

Teachers also train themselves through experience.

In more recent times a major step was taken in utilizing various
businesses as training centers for teachers of vocational agriculture.
Through the latter type of training, teachers are able to acquire very
practical first hand experiences that they might draw upon in their
teaching.

Preparing Prospective Teachers
Through the years, teachers of vocational agriculture have been
required to obtain a degree in agricultural education.

This means that

they have completed a college program designed to develop competencies
needed as a beginning teacher.

There is some question as to whether

this is still the best way to train teachers for the future, since there
seems to be a general trend in redirection and specialization in voca
tional requirements.

(74:123)

Many of the earlier programs in teacher education were based
on job analysis.

The job analysis approach analyzed first that which

was expected of the vocational agricultural teacher, and second the
competencies that were needed to perform hiB job.

Using this as a

basis the courses and experiences, including student teaching in a
typical school, could be formulated to prepare the teacher for his work.
It was thought that this recipe had some built-in disadvantages such as
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overlooking the student as an individual and his problems in develop*
ing competencies; however, 30 to 40 years ago this approach resulted
in many extremely effective teachers for the rural and small town high
schools over the country.
somewhat different.

Today, the problem of preparing teachers is

Even if the old job analysis approach is followed,

there are associated problems.

Even in the one-teacher department, the

job of today's teacher of vocational agriculture differs from what it
used to be.

The role expected of the young teacher varies widely from

school to school.

State direction is generally lessened.

Teachers are

becoming more involved as local faculty members and less as members of
a statewide group of teachers.

Many new programs in agricultural

education, not in existence or of concern a few years ago, are in the
process of developing in post secondary institutions.

Therefore, the

job analysis approach becomes less reliable as a basic approach to
teacher preparation.
Many articles based on research, philosophy, and conmittee re
ports have been written in an attempt to define the agricultural
mechanization phase of pre-service teacher education.

Some of the

literature that is pertinent to this study is explored on the following
pages.
Vincent M. Salmon, a teacher educator at the University of Arizona,
conducted a study that involved 101 agricultural education and agri
cultural engineering department heads in the United States.

Results of

his findings were reported in the September 1969 issue of The Agricul
tural Education Magazine (72:73-75).

This study was conducted in an
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attempt to answer some pertinent questions that are relevant to the
agricultural mechanization phase of teacher preparation In agricultural
education.

These questions were:

Are agricultural educators exerting sufficient influence
on the agricultural mechanics phase of training for prospec
tive vocational agriculture teachers?
How Important is agricultural mechanics to the total
vocational agriculture program?
Who is responsible for providing leadership and finances
in agricultural mechanics curriculum and instruction?
What new curriculum innovations are taking place in agri
cultural mechanics training programs?
In siuimary Salmon stated that there was no agreement on how
to prepare prospective teachers of vocational agriculture in agricul
tural mechanics; and no one was taking the major responsibility for
determining what the agricultural mechanics undergraduate curriculum
should encompass.

Furthermore, no one seemed to be concerned.

The

responsibility for training teachers, however, tended to float between
various departments, with agricultural engineering doing most of the
teaching.

Few curriculum innovations appeared to be taking place.

More specifically Salmon reported the following findings:
There is no clear cut division of responsibility relative
to the teaching of major areas of Instruction in agricultural
mechanics to agricultural education trainees. The primary
responsibility for teaching rests with departments of agri
cultural engineering although there is some Involvement by
agricultural education departments. Some departments of
agricultural engineering handle methods of teaching. There
is little evidence of team teaching between the departments.
The major areas of instruction in agricultural mechanics
for agricultural education undergraduates are following
traditional lines. Undergraduate offerings in agricultural
mechanics for agricultural education students are not keeping
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pace with technological changes. The highest number of semester
hours required for agricultural education undergraduates were
in agricultural mechanics skills development, farm power and
motors, farm mechinery, and agricultural buildings and struc
tures. The number of semester hours required for rural
electrification and processing materials handling were the
lowest of the major areas of instruction.
The total number of semester hours in agricultural
mechanics required for agricultural educ. cion undergraduates
is relatively low. This was found to average twelve semester
hours which represents approximately 9 per cent of the total
baccalaureate degree requirements. It appears that a need
exists for more emphasis on this phase of the undergraduate
agricultural education program if agricultural mechanics is
vital to the total program. The range of semester hours in
agricultural mechanics required varied from 0 to 29.
Budgets in departments of agricultural education do not
provide sufficient resources to defray instructor's salaries,
operating expenses, or capital outlay for agricultural mechanics.
Approximately 31 per cent of the department heads reported that
agricultural education departments contributed 26 to 100 per
cent of instructors' salaries for teaching courses in methods
of agricultural mechanics. Operating expenses and capital out
lay expenses were contributed by agricultural education depart
ments in 20 per cent of the cases for courses in methods of
teaching agricultural mechanics. As a result of the low
monetary contribution, departments of agricultural education
seem to have very little direct control of the agricultural
mechanics program for their students.
Agricultural mechanics instructors hold advanced degrees
in their area of specialization. Sixty-two per cent of the
instructors teaching major areas in agricultural mechanics
held master's degrees, and 2 per cent held bachelor's degrees.
Nearly two-thirds of the instructors earned their degrees in
agricultural engineering and approximately 29 per cent
earned their degrees in agricultural education.
The most frequently reported disadvantages of existing
organizational patterns for training agricultural education
undergraduates in agricultural mechanics were: difficulty
in coordinating the program; Inadequate instruction due to
background, interest, and attitude of instructor; limited
number of courses available; and existing courses were too
theoretical and lacked practical application to agriculture
teaching.
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Anticipated changes in the next five years in the
agricultural mechanics program for agricultural education
undergraduates parallel changes made in the last five years,
Changes identified as having taken place during the past
five years were updating and intensifying course content,
increasing emphasis on in-service education, revising re
quirements in the undergraduate program, and utilizing
specialists to teach agricultural mechanics. Changes
anticipated in the next five years were further revision and
refinement of course content, increased requirements in
agricultural mechanics, increased use of staff specialists to
teach agricultural mechanics, and updating the Instructional
program in agricultural mechanics.
Since departments of agricultural engineering are
primarily responsible for determining course content and
teaching agricultural mechanics for agricultural education
trainees, persons in these departments must be cognizant of
needs of prospective agriculture teachers.
Based on a California study, (71:128-129) undergraduate prep
aration in agricultural education 1b in a state of evolution.

This is

as it should be, since agriculture is the world’s most dynamic industry.
Rudd and Thomas report the following trends in undergraduate training
in agricultural education in this article entitled "Trends in Under
graduate Preparation of Teachers" which appeared in the December 1967
edition of The Agricultural Education Magazine.
Based on the study, there appeared to be;

(1) a realization

of the rigid requirements formerly required of teachers to qualify as
instructors in vocational agriculture, (2) a reorientation of the
curriculum from emphasis upon production agriculture to emphasis on
and preparation for other occupations in general agriculture, (3)
allowing individuals prepared in majors other than agricultural educa
tion to teach vocational agriculture, (4) general increase in the general
education and science requirements with an accompanying reduction in
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the agriculture-related courses, (5) a change in the objectives of
vocational agriculture, reflected in the preparation of teachers, and
(6) improvement of undergraduate teaching in agriculture is now
recognized as a significant problem and steps are being taken to
promote change.

Many of these changes are being implemented through

agricultural education departments.
Traditionally, teachers of vocational agriculture have received
their agricultural mechanization training in agricultural engineering
departments in colleges and universities.

As a result, the American

Society of Agricultural Engineers has long had an interest in the
problems of training teachers of agriculture.

Therefore, they have

appointed a subcommittee composed of both teacher educators and
agricultural engineers to resolve problem situations in teacher educa
tion.

The subcommittee and its resulting reports and recommendations

have had much influence in the establishment of a pattern in the
education of teachers.

This joint committee is still very active and

will continue to exert a desirable influence upon the type of agri
cultural mechanization instruction students receive.
The present title of the committee is Education Research Commit
tee (#35).

Its last report is referred to as Report IV (46:148-151).

This report was developed in 1968 in an effort to promote progressive
leadership and establish a philosophy and, in addition, to suggest a
basic curriculum in agricultural mechanization.

In Report IV, the

conxnlttee suggested the following pre-service education for prospective
teachers of vocational agriculture:
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Teacher-trainees in order to be prepared to teach agri
cultural mechanics as part of any of the agricultural educa
tion specialties in the secondary school should devote a
portion of their undergraduate training program in agricultural
engineering technology. The amount of the training, and also
the selection of courses, will depend upon the agricultural
education speciality for which the trainee is preparing. For
example, the teacher of agricultural mechanization will,
generally, carry nearly a double major in agricultural educa
tion and agricultural engineering technology. Teachers of
conservation, ornamental horticulture, and agricultural produc
tion in a like manner often carry a double major with the above
specialties the second major. The amount of agricultural
mechanics teaching time (and therefore the need for courses in
agricultural engineering technology) will be less than for
these particular specialties.
The comnittee recognized the increasing importance of
agricultural engineering in the future of farming. Agri
cultural engineering is considered to include two important
areas:
1.

Professional agricultural engineering -courses
requiring a background of mathematics, physics,
engineering fundamentals, and theory.

2.

Agricultural engineering technology-courses
emphasizing simplified engineering principles and
technical skills usable in practical farm applica
tions by other than professional engineers.

To improve the present teacher training program in agricultural
mechanization at the college and university level, the committee
proposed the following reconinendations in Report IV:
1.

That the course offerings be examined to make certain
they are up-to-date and effectively meet the most
pressing problems confronted by farmers -- not simplified
professional engineering courses.

2.

That pre-service graduate and non credit in-service courses
be considered parts of a total program and be planned to
supplement each other.

3.

That staff members for teaching these courses be selected
on the basis of their special abilities and field ex
perience as well as on academic attainments in order to
maintain a proper balance between applied and theoretical
understandings.
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4.

That staff members who teach these courses be given
status and opportunities for promotion equal to those
who teach professional engineering courses. Effective
teaching of agricultural engineering technology courses
requires not only a thorough understanding of engineering
principles but also special experience and ability in
the application of these principles to the solution of
farm problems.

5.

That agricultural engineering technology courses provide
fundamental training in basic principles so that teachers
can keep up-to-date and adopt new techniques as they
are developed. Additional courses emphasizing the applica
tion of principles, methods of teaching and development of
confidence should be provided to aid the trainee directly
in his teaching.

6.

That course work in agricultural engineering technology
for teachers of agriculture should be related closely to
the various specialties. The ultimate goal of agricultural
education is the production and processing of high-quality
agricultural products at low cost with minimum physical
effort and which makes possible a high standard of living
on and off the farm.

7.

That departments of agricultural engineering and agricul
tural education be encouraged to conduct research studies,
either jointly or individually, in an effort to develop
Improved programs of teacher education in agricultural
engineering technology.

Dr. Curtis Weston, Associate Professor of Agricultural Education
and Agricultural Engineering at the University of Missouri, Columbia
presented a paper at the 1968 Central State Seminar in Agricultural
Education in Chicago.

Dr. Weston wrote an article that was published

in the January 1969 issue of The Agricultural Education Magazine which
was based on this paper in which he expressed some very realistic ideas
and observations.

He also made some reconxnendations concerning the

improvement of teacher education.

Dr. Weston indicated that in Missouri

the course of study in vocational agriculture requires almost one-half
of the teacher's time be devoted to teaching agricultural mechanics.
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However, a recent study indicated that teachers were spending more time
than recommended.

Weston believed that teachers devote 30 to 60 per

cent of their time teaching agricultural mechanics, plus the teaching
of some agricultural mechanics in adult education; however, Dr. Weston
indicated that the corresponding training that teachers receive was
not realistic.
In reply to the question, "Are we realistic?" Weston states
(83:171-173):
Either we have been very unrealistic in training teachers
or in the amount of time suggested for teaching agricultural
mechanics. I assume that fifteen semester hours of credit in
agricultural engineering is more or less typical of most
graduates in agricultural education. How educated persons can
continue to think that teachers are qualified in agricultural
mechanics with this type of undergraduate training is incompre
hensible to me.
There are several thingB which disturb me as 1 think about
where we have been and where we are going in agricultural mechan
ics. A few of these concerns are as follows.
The decreased emphasis on agricultural mechanics at all
levels, except by the teacher at the local level. For example,
since the passage of the 1963 Act there have been national
seminars, workshops, meetings, and conferences on about any
subject you choose. But to my knowledge not a single conference
has been held on agricultural mechanics.
— - The continual trend of devoting less and less time in our
agricultural engineering departments to the so-called practical
approaches to teaching. This lack of adequate training of
teachers must surely some day catch up and destroy our image.
The trend of all other agricultural agencies at the local
level to avoid all training in agricultural mechanics. Voca
tional agriculture is the only agency with the facilities and
training that can even attempt to give training in mechanics.
--- The practice of teachers avoiding the teaching of such
subjects as power and machinery, buildings, and electrifica
tion. This is a direct result of their training, of course.
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The debate by staffs In agricultural engineering depart
ments as to whether they should even train students In the
area of mechanics. Many believe this type of training Is
below standard. Many departments prefer the purist role
although without the agricultural mechanization student, the
department would be a much smaller department.
— - Reduced time available for teaching mechanics.
Dr. Weston proposed the following recomnendatlons regarding
instructional needs in agricultural mechanics:
That course offerings in agricultural engineering depart
ments be examined to make certain they are up-to-date and that
they effectively meet the needs of teachers and not be simpli
fied or "watered down" courses in agricultural engineering.
That staff members who teach agricultural mechanization
courses be selected on the basis of their special abilities and
not only upon academic attainments.
That there be established an institute where persons can
receive adequate training at the graduate level. There should
be at least one institution in this country where a person
can get a doctorate in agricultural mechanics if this is an
important subject matter area.
That staff members in agricultural mechanics have equal
status and opportunities for advancement as any other staff
members.
With the increased emphasis upon agricultural mechaniza
tion, there must be additional persons added to each department
or state staff to serve as specialists In agricultural engineer
ing, agricultural mechanization, or agricultural mechanics -take your choice of terms.
That specially trained persons who have majored in agri
cultural mechanics be provided for the multi-teacher vocational
agriculture department. At the University of Missouri a student
who wanted to specialize in agricultural mechanization could
only take twenty-four semester hours if he took every course
offered for majors in agricultural mechanization.
If the training in skills is below the educational level
acceptable by universities, then it may be necessary for us
to look to some other agency to give part of the training for
teachers of vocational agriculture. Training in principles
alone is not the answer to training in agricultural mechanics.
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There is need for persons at national and regional levels
to coordinate training and other activities in agricultural
mechanics.
There is need for a coordinating center to distribute
project plans that would be useable in all states.
There is a need for instructional materials to be made
available at all levels of training in agricultural mechanics.

Preparing Teachers for Today and the Future
Change is occurring very rapidly in the mechanization of agricul
ture, and there is little doubt that this trend will continue in the
future.

These changes will present a great challenge to agricultural

education at all levels.
H.

N. Hunsicker of the Agricultural Education Service, U. S.

Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(Washington, D. C.) made the following conments on the trends in
vocational agriculture and education in agricultural mechanics at the
Sumner Institute in Agricultural Mechanics at the Virginia Polytechnical
Institute in Blacksburg, Virginia in the summer of 1970:

(100:59-62)

Agricultural engineering as a profession has made dramatic
strides in the past 30 years and deserves much credit for
the mechanical advances in the industry of agriculture today.
You are acquainted with the wide range of technical advance
ments which, in a short period of time, have created an evolu
tion of farm power and machines. From horses, steam threshers
and walking cultivators have evolved today's big tractors,
combines and complex agricultural machinery. What is not often
recognized is the importance of education in bringing about this
mechanical revolution.
Agri cultural engineers project that as many exciting
developments in mechanization are ahead in the next 30 years as
have taken place in the past 30 years. But, whatever
technological advances lie ahead, one thing la certain, educa
tion will be required to narrow the lag between research and
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development and practical application. No machine is better
than man's understanding of it and his skill and ability to
use it. Adequate training, therefore, is essential if the
machinery is to serve the owner efficiently and make a profit
for the manufacturer as well. Obviously everyone gains by
education and training in agricultural mechanization. For this
reason both of our professional groups have been and will con
tinue to be closely allied.
Paralleling the dramatic strides in agricultural engineering
are equally exciting changes in vocational agricultural education.
Often these changes are not as obvious but they are just as
dramatic, reflecting the growth and development of the agricul
ture industry.
Prior to 1963, vocational agriculture by law was designed
chiefly to prepare youth and adults to farm. Actually, however
when one analyzed the needs of farmers and the variety of sub
jects taught in agriculture, the program served well as an intro
duction to many different careers in agriculture. Classroom
subjects including agricultural chemicals, insecticides, animal
nutrition, genetics, record keeping, finance, farm mechanics
and conservation have stimulated hundreds of youth to specialize
in these agricultural related fields.
The Vocational Agriculture Acts of 1963 and 1968 broadened
the scope of vocational education in agriculture to include
"training for agricultural occupations both on and off the farm."
It also stressed greater concern for persons of all ages -- both
youth and adults -- in all types of communities, including rural
and urban. It required that teachers work with the disadvantaged
and the handicapped and provided for programs in secondary school,
post-secondary institutions, residential schools and private
schools. Finally the new Vo-Ag Acts stressed the value of coop
erative work experience, research, teacher education and other
auxiliary services.
The term vocational agriculture gradually is giving way
to "vocational agri-business education." The new look in the
vo-ag program identifies seven clusters of occupations Including
farming, agriculture supplies/services, agricultural mechanics,
agriculture production/processing, ornamental horticulture,
agricultural resources and forestry. Generally most agricul
ture occupations can be classified under one of these areas.
The areas, however, are subject to modification as the need
arises.
Agriculture engineers will continue to be the professional
group providing agri-mechanics instruction for teachers of
agriculture. For this reason, it is important that we be aware
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that teachers trained in the 70's will be teaching students
who will own, manage and operate machinery in the year 2,000
and beyond. Obviously, the agri-mechanics instruction today
must be relevant to farming and agri-business needs of the
future. Host agriculture engineers, manufacturers and leaders
in agri-business have some knowledge of the machinery projected
to the year 2,000. Encourage all of these individuals to Join
agriculture educators in developing currlculums and courses
of study to prepare teachers and students for years ahead.
Keep in mind that the school situations and organizational
patterns in vocational agriculture may differ widely from state
to state and even from school to school. These variations have
a marked influence on the Instruction in agri-mechanics. The
following are some organizational patterns we must consider in
developing courses of instruction:
1.

The most common organization of courses in vocational
agriculture is:
(a) Exploratory in grades 9 and 10, including basic skills
in agri-mechanics.
(b) Specialization beginning in grades 11 and 12 -students select career objectives.
(c) Specialized occupational training for employment in
grades 13 and 14 (post-secondary).

2.

Specialized agri-mechanics courses offered in many high
schools.

3.

Multiple teacher agriculture departments are increasing
(32% In 1969). Usually one teacher is a specialist in
agri-mechanics.

4.

School administrators are demanding:
(a) Instructors be well trained and knowledgeable in
agri-mechanics.
(b) Continuous in-service training for instructors.
(c) Instruction related to employment.

5.

Students with different career objectives may be in the
same agri-mechanics class.

6.

Greater emphasis on occupational experience.

7.

More classes in agri-mechanics for young farmers and
adult farmers.
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The projected changes In agriculture mechanization in the
years ahead will necessitate that professional agricultural
educators at the universities work closely with agricultural
engineers in determining appropriate courses for prospective
teachers. Recently 1 asked manufacturers of farm machinery,
agricultural engineers and professors in agriculture education
as well as machinery users what training they felt teachers of
agri-mechanics would need in the future. Their recoranendatlons
included the following:
1.

Ability to motivate students to use machinery efficiently.

2.

Effective use of FFA awards program in agri-mechanics.

3.

Kinds and amountB of instructional equipment and supplies
needed for school shops,

4.

How to make machinery pay as well as how to operate it
efficiently and safely.

5. How to select machinery for specific purposes.
6. Understanding of the principals of mechanics including:
(a) Hydraulic systems
(b) Electrical systems
(c) Control systems
(d) Fuel systems
(e) Water systems
7. How to protect and store machinery.
8.

Understanding of the economics, management and control of
mechanical power, especially farm power.

9. Understanding of career opportunities in agri-mechanics.
10.

Understanding of the techniques of cooperative work
experience in all types of agricultural establishments.

11.

Understanding of labor laws and IRS allowances.

12.

How to make field tests.

13.

How to establish shops on farms.

14.

Ability to thoroughly Inspect machinery and to Identify
worn parts and repairs needed.

15.

Familiar with sequential damage resulting from lack of
needed repairs.
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16.

How to repair small gasoline engines at the high school
level and larger ones at the post high school level.

17.

How to service machinery.

18.

Knowledge and use of electricity.

19.

Knowledge of plumbing.

20.

An understanding of farm structures.

21.

Understand the values of training in agri-mechanics.

22.

A knowledge of agri-mechanics publications and references.

23.

Knowledge of anti-polution practices.

24.

Learn dealer relationships.

There is no doubt that vocational agri-business teachers in
the future will be more and more involved with mechanics. Some
will be specialists in this field, but all teachers will need
training to keep abreast of the neeas of their particular occupa
tional area. The day is past when six to nine hours of special
ized course offerings will be adequate preparation for teachers
of agriculture mechanics. The future, however, is promising
for those who will prepare for it with a complete training
program in the areas I've mentioned.
Dr. C. 0. JacobB, Teacher Educator at the University of Arizona,
presented an article concerning teacher education for agricultural
mechanization in the January 1970 issue of The Agricultural Education
Magazine.

(52:182-183)

Jacobs indicated that more than ever before

teacher education must develop insights and projections for instruction
in agricultural mechanization if agricultural education is to serve the
broadened base of education for occupations in agriculture.

The objec

tives of agricultural mechanization must not only include emphasis on
shop skills, but also on the technology in agriculture.
Jacobs reported that the Departments of Agricultural Education
and Agricultural Engineering at the University of Arizona have used
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Report No. IV, "Agricultural Engineering Phases of Teacher Education,"
as a basis for projections on a dual teaching major In agricultural
mechanization and agricultural education.

In addition to the dual

teaching major, the teacher education department there has established
several working principles which they considered necessary to meet
Arizona's growing needs for secondary and post secondary teachers of
agricultural mechanics.

The following principles were developed:

Establishment of a state advisory comnlttee charged with
the specific responsibility of curriculum planning for the
state's agricultural mechanization needs. Principally, this
comnittee would be composed of representatives of business
and industry so that the curriculum and its content could be
responsive to the demands of the Industry and avoid stagnation
gaps.
Upgrading of instruction in agricultural mechanization
at the secondary and post-secondary levels will be accomplished
primarily through the pre-service teacher education program.
While inservice education is valuable and necessarily must be
provided, to bring about change it is necessary to "cast the
die" within the system at the pre-service level. Upgrading an
entire program through inservlce education can be compared to
"chasing pigs" or "beating snakes" - nothing much is ever
accomplished. It is, therefore necessary that an especially
strong undergraduate program be the principal and initial
thrust of a teacher education institution for the preparation
of quality teachers of agricultural mechanization.
The philosophy of the instructional program at the pre
service level in agricultural mechanization must be placed on
the "hand-book" approach and taught by faculty who are instilled
in the "hands-on" concept of teaching. A new teacher of agri
cultural mechanization is unique to his counterpart in Industry
by the fact that he does not have a training program to grow
under. Conversely, the teacher is placed on the firing line
when he accepts his first Job by a public who has been led to
believe that he can perform. Therefore, actual laboratory or
field experiences are probably the most valuable part of a teach
er's preparation since it provides him with the opportunity to
develop confidences and abilities to apply the why to his teach
ing. Furthermore, he will teach as he was taught.
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The necessity of Initiating a cooperative training pro
gram in agricultural engineering technology with agricultural
industry for future teachers of agricultural mechanization.
This system would involve the prospective teacher during his
freshman year and for each remaining year with a possibility of
earning up to six credits in a cooperative education experience.
In essence, training of this nature would be classified and ad
ministered as a part of a formal training program in the teacher
education curriculum. It is envisioned that this system would
provide feed-back to the curriculum for self-evaluation. The
student would gain by obtaining a greater appreciation for
education in general, have greater motivation as a result of
a planned experience program, provide orientation to the world
of work, and develop his human relations work experience.
There is a continuing need for instruction in basic shop
skills to serve as the core of a curriculum considered
necessary for freshmen and sophomore students of vocational agri
culture since many of these units of instruction are common to
a variety of agricultural occupations. This will imply the
introduction of a multi-level introductory course in agricultural
mechanization for prospective teachers who need exposure to
basic skills. It is anticipated that advanced high school
students or students transferring from junior colleges would
have the opportunity to test or petition out of the course and
begin at a more advanced level.
Applied in-depth instruction on the systems approach at
the technology level of agricultural mechanization which will
allow student involvement will need to be implemented.
Emphasis will need to be given to electric and fluid power as
a special phase of power transmission, to the mechanics of
environment control, and to product processing, handling, and
storage.
The curriculum with an explanation of the course of study in
the agricultural mechanization phase, was presented by Jacobs as follows:
The construct represents a schematic Interpretation of the objectives
of Committee Report No. IV and the concept presented in the article.
(See following page)
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Jacobs explained the construct as follows:
The construct represents only the agricultural mechaniza
tion areas of Instruction and classifies this subject matter
into three areas: General (5 credit hours), Technical <21
credit hours) and Professional (6 credit hours) for a total of
34 credit hours of course work for meeting dual major require
ments. Two credits of General course work could be waived by
petition or entrance testing. In no case would Construction
and Maintenance II (3 units) be waived since the course would
be prerequisite to the technical subject matter.
Technical subject matter emphasis is principally centered
about the areas of power machinery, processes, and controls.
Structures as such would be an implied part of environment
control and storage and handling.
The professional phase of the curriculum would be con
centrated in Organized Individual Study utilizing the coopera
tive training process with agricultural equipment industry.
The six units of credit would be earned during three summers’
employment utilizing cooperative education techniques. A final
Senior Project phase of the professional structure would imply
a teaching Internship in a suitable school environment and would
serve as a catalytic agent in bringing identity to real teach
ing situations of both secondary and post-secondary school
structure.
The Education Research Committee in Report IV suggested activity
concepts to be used by agricultural mechanization departments for pre
paring teachers of vocational agriculture.

Five broad Instructional

areas were outlined, providing a basis for the teacher training program.
The following activities are suggested:

(46:150-151)

Farm Power and Machinery
Obj ectives
Develop understanding of basic principles involved, Judgment,
and ability to:
1.

Recognize and Identify the fundamental principles Involved
in machines and the relationship of mechanisms and systems
to processes and functions; and recognize that basic prin
ciples and processes are unchanging but that mechanisms
vary with systems employed in machine design.
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2.

Select power units and machines with regard to adapting
systems of machines to types of farming, considering the
compatibility of individual machines with other components
of the machinery system; size and number of power units,
hours of utilization, annual cost, and availability of
custom rental and dealer service.

3.

Operate, adjust and service field machines Including
lubrication, recognition of malfunction such as sources
of harvest losses; make the operating adjustments and
properly hitch implements; calibrate planting, fertiliz
ing and spraying equipment.

4.

Operate, adjust, service and maintain farm tractors, includ
ing spark-ignition and diesel types, and small internal
combustion engines.

5.

Locate and remedy contnon operating troubles due to wear
of parts, breakage, misalignment, and other improper func
tioning.

6.

Flan and execute a program of preventive maintenance in
cluding protection-shelter, rust prevention, periodic
inspection and adjustment to compensate for wear, and
repair in anticipation of breakage and improper function.

7.

Make repairs and replace parts.

8.

Recognize the need for major repairs involving the use of
specialized tools and equipment and determine appropriate
methods of getting such work done by a well qualified
service agency.

9.

Adjust, adapt and modify machinery to satisfy local con
ditions such as trash cover, hillside operation, specialized
crop use and multiple hitching.

10.

Determine and use safe operating practices with special
emphasis on proper speed, protection from moving parts
and stopping the machine to adjust and remove obstructions,
and for refueling.

11.

Be familiarly conversant with heat engineering as it relates
to the development of power in Internal combustion engines
(both epark and compression ignition) together with the
involvement of principles of ignition, carburetion and
engine cooling.
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12.

D i f f e r e n t i a t e the types, uses, torque c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s and
speed r e l a t i o n s h i p s of t r a n s m i s s i o n units in tractors.

13.

A n a l y z e power d e v e l o p m e n t and e f f i c i e n c y te3ts (e.g.,
N e bra sk a) so as to a p p ra i se power d ev el o pm e nt at rated
e ngine speeds in terms of m u l t ip l e usage, b r i n g i n g into
focus su ch factors as tractor weight, speed cf travel,
PTO speed, etc.

14.

Be familiar w i t h the fun ct io ns of h yd rau lic s ys t e m compon ent s
and the use of such systems to transmit power.

S tr u ct ur e s and E n v i r o n m e n t
O bj e c t ives
D e ve lo p u n d e r s t a n d i n g of basic pr in ci p le s
and a b il i ty t o ;

involved,

judgment

1.

Lay out a f armstead and plan an integrated farm i mp rovement
program, e v a lu a te e x i s t i n g bui ld in gs , a n al yz e the needs for
new or r em od el ed co ns tr uc t io n, plan new buildings, d ev el op
a m a i n t e n a n c e and i m pr ov em en t p r o g r a m r e c o g n i z i n g basic
re qu ir e me n ts for farm dwellings.

2.

P l a n b ui ldi ng s for u t i l i t i e s and p r o d u c t i o n e qu i p m e n t to
m e et the o p e r a t i n g needs of a g r i c u l t u r e or agriculturebusiness: e le va to rs , conveyors, w a t e r d i s t r i b u t i o n and
d is po sa l systems, light and power, f e e d - s t o r a g e , h andling,
and p r o c e s s i n g devices.

3.

R e c o g n i s e and me et r e qu ir e m e n t s of farm animals and poultry
for e n v i r o n m e n t a l and s a n i t a t i o n control, such as temperature,
ve nt il a ti o n, light and moisture.

4.

Select suitable building materials for specific uses, including
durability, functional performance, strength,ease of applica
tion, availability, economy and appearance. Recognize standard
commercial units, grade, estimate quantities and determine
construction costs.

5.

Recognize good construction methods and standard building
materials.

6.

Recognize and be prepared to correct cotmion occupational
hazards to life and property; fire, accident, wind, lightning.
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E l e ct r ic Power a nd P ro ce ssi ng
O bj e ct i v e s
D e v e l o p u n d e r s t a n d i n g of basic p ri nc ip le s
and a b i l i t y to:

involved,

judgment,

1.

Plan w i r i n g systems and r e w i ri n g for ad equacy, convenience,
and safety, in cluding d e t e r m i n a t i o n of pro ba bl e future
e lec t ri c loads .

2.

Select l ig hting e qu ip me nt and locate it in the yards, lots,
buildings, and w o r k areas to provide ad eq u at e illumination.

3.

Select electrical home a p p l i a n c e s and f ar m equipment, i nc l ud 
ing motors, and controls.
Con si de r safety, quality, energy
c onsumption, life and servicing.

4.

Ada pt e le c tr i c i t y to the farm e nt er pr is es, c o o r d i n a t i n g the
e q uip me nt w i t h the size and a r r a n g e m e n t of the farm buildings.

5.

Repair, service, and m a i n t a i n electr ic al equipment.
L oc a te
and correct tr oubles and h a za rd s in c o n n e c t i o n w i t h fuses,
controls, switches, fixtures, cords a n d w i rin g, motors,
h e a t i n g app Li an ces , and lamps.

6.

Install el e ct r ic al e q ui pm en t c o n s i d e r i n g power transmission,
e q uip me nt v e nt i l a t i o n , servicing, safety, etc.

A g r i c u l t u r a l C o n s t r u c t i o n and M a i n t e n a n c e

(Farm Shop Work)

O b jec tives
D e v e l o p u n d e r s t a n d i n g of b as ic p r in c ip l es
and a bi l i t y to:
1.

2.

3.

P r om ot e the e st ab l is h me nt
center.

involved,

judgment,

of a ho me f a r m sh op or farm service

S u p e rv i se and a s s i s t in planning, equipping, a r r a n g i n g and
m a n a g i n g a school a gr i cu l t u r a l m e c h a n i c s shop.
Se lect hand and p ow er tools and shop e q u i p me nt for the school
a gr i cu l t u r a l m e c h a n i c s shop and home farm shop, including
makes, models, sizes, q ua ntities, and grades.

4.

Sharpen, repair, m a i n t a i n and safely use the c om mo n shop
tools and equipment.

5.

Install, sa fe ly use, service, and m a i n t a i n power tools
found in the a g ri c u l t u r a l m e c h a n i c s shop.
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6.

Do electric arc and o xy a ce t y l e n e w e l di n g,
bronze w e l d i n g and hard surfacing.

7.

Do hot me ta l work,
ing .

8.

9.

including cutting,

i ncluding b e n d i n g , s h a p i n g , a nd heat

Do cold metal work, in cluding cutting, drilling,
tapping, threading, riveting, and bending.
Do sheet metal work,
ing.

incl ud in g cutting,

tubing w o r k and m ak e simple

bending,

treat

filing,

and

fasten

10.

Do pipe and

11.

Select lumber, hardwa re and other bu il d in g m a t e r i a l s and
c a l c ul a te bills of material.

12.

S up ervi se and as si st wi th c o n s t r u c t i o n and m a i n t e n a n c e of
smaller farm b u i l d in gs and equipment.

13.

Do p ai nt in g and glazing.

14.

C o n s t ru c t and m a i n t a i n ade qu at e

15.

Do concrete w o r k i nc lu di ng b u i l di n g forms, testing m a te ria ls ,
p re par in g mixes, placing, f in i sh i ng and curing; and laying
concre te and m as onr y b u il d in g units.

16.

M a k e the m o r e
halters.

17.

R e c o g n i z e dangers and h az ard s c on ne ct ed w it h
tools a nd e q uip me nt and guard a ga in st them.

Apply wood

plumbing repairs.

preservatives.

f a rm fences.

important rope knots,

hitches,

splices,

and

the use of

T he se a c t i v i t y concepts w h i c h have b e en listed by the co mm i tt ee s e em to

provide a sound basis from which to develop a program for training
teachers of agricultural mechanics and are being used by many states.
Research, imagination, and the initiation of progressive change
is necessary to improve educational programs in areas such as agricultural
mechanics when these programs become stagnate.

However, teacher certifi

cation, to a large extent, provides guidelines for teacher training
programs. Therefore, all Innovation must fall within the guidelines set
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up in a particular state; this may oiten shackle progress instead of
stablizing teacher education as it was orignially intended.
Teacher
g u ar an te e

c e r t i f i c a t i o n has been e st a bl i s h e d in an atte mpt

that

the p r o s p e c ti v e

st a nd ar d s or requirements,
learning.

The se

group of experts

an d

teacher c a n d id a te has c o m p l et e d

to
cer ta in

is e n do r se d by an i n s t i t u t i o n of h igher

s tandards have b e en d e s i g n a t e d by a coirmittee or a
in the e d u c a t io n al

field as b ei n g n e c e s sa ry

for s u c c e s s 

ful teaching,

and are a p p ro v ed by the U. S. O ff i c e of E ducation.

be certified,

the p r o s p e c t i v e

teacher must d e m o n s t r a t e p ro f ic i e n c y

the art of teaching,

must

d e m o n s t r a t e a d eq u at e

s ch ola st ic ability.

long been c ons id er ed

a good p re d ic t iv e m ea n s of

co mplete

c er ta in r eq uir ed courses,

p e rf o rm a nc e

a p p r ai s al

can be a c c o m p l i s h e d w i t h o u t
T he re fo re , w i t h
a tt em pt

to u p gr ad e

i n s tr u ct io n at

c e r t i f i c a t i o n committ ee s

(38:139-140).

of the

success,

t e a c h e r ’s

to the e v a l u a t i o n or
N e ve r t h e l e s s ,

first e s t a b l i s h i n g ob j ec ti v es

the new programs

and must

i ns ur in g teacher

is co nsi de re d w i t h o u t respect

of his w o r k as a teac he r

in

T e a c h e r c e r t i f i c a t i o n has

but does not always hold true since only m e a s u r e m e n t
a c a de m ic

To

little

and standards.

in v o c a t i o n a l a g r i c u l t u r e and an
the s e co nd ar y and p o s t - s e c o n d a r y

in the v a r i o u s states mu st a t t u n e

levels,

standards

w i t h c u rr en t needs and programs.

It is thought by some that upgrading instruction in vocational
education at the secondary and post-secondary levels will be accomplished
primarily through the pre-service teacher education program.

However,

in-service education also is valuable and is a must to help keep teach
ers up-to-date in technological changes in agriculture.
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In-Service Education for Teachers
Larger schools, multi-teacher departments, and specialisation
appears to be the trend in the new program of vocational agriculture
at the secondary level.

All these changes have in part occurred as a

result of technology and automation which forces people to move to
urban areas.

Generally speaking, the skills, ability and educational

requirements for agriculture-related occupations are increasing from
year to year, and will probably continue to do so In the future.
Currently, pre-service teacher training Is having a tremendous
impact on future teachers in preparing them to teach nonfarm, production
or technical agriculture.

However, teachers who received their degree

or degrees ten or twenty years ago and have a

master's

ormaster's plus

30 hours need in-service training.
It would seem logical that in-service education would yield the
quickest results In changing toward new programs.

However, more techni

cal and educational workshops will need to

be conducted in the future to

up-grade established teachers technically,

if they are

toteach special

ized areas of agriculture.
To realize and appreciate the Importance of in-service educa
tion a look at Industry and business may be in order.

Industries deem

it necessary to provide a well organized in-service training program to
keep their employees abreast of new programs and technological advance
ments at company expense.

In-service training in education, Indeed,

does not compare to the in-service program of Industry.
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In-service workshops and institutes in technical agriculture are
not at a complete standstill.

In fact, there are many now being con

ducted in the various states.
The Education and Research Committee In Report IV made the
following comments and recomnendatIons on in-service education for
agricultural mechanization:

(46:149-150)

1.

In-service education of teachers of vocational agriculture
is becoming increasingly important because:
(a) There is an increased complexity in engineering
applications to agriculture in modern farming.
(b) More teachers are making a career of teaching voca
tional agriculture.
(c) The pre-service education period does not allow
sufficient time to give the prospective teachers
all of the needed preparation at the undergraduate
level. Consequently teachers in the field need
a strong in-service education program.
(d) Teachers must be kept up-to-date on new developments
in agricultural engineering technology.
(e) There is a growing interest at the local community
level to provide more adequate school agricultural
mechanics facilities. These facilities must be of
greatest service to their communities.

2.

Iq-service education of vocational agriculture teachers
is a responsibility of institutions preparing teachers
in this field as a part of their continuing education
program. This requires that the various institutions
recognize the need for providing an adequate staff and
sufficient funds to enable them to fulfill these inservice responsibilities.

Recommenda tions
1.

In-service education should be offered both on and off
campus, but greater emphasis should be placed on such
training offered off campus. The courses should make use
of such mediums as "doing activities," demonstrations, and
group discussions.

2,

The size of class sections should be limited to a maximum
of about fifteen.
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3.

For best educational results, the courses should be
sufficiently long to provide time to accomplish the
desired objectives. It will be necessary to offer these
courses both during the school term and the sunnier months .

4.

Members of the agricultural engineering staff who teach
courses for teachers of vocational agriculture should
visit vocational agriculture departments in their states
in order to get a better understanding of the needs of
vocational agriculture teachers.

5.

Agricultural engineering departments should work in close
cooperation with agricultural education and state super
visory staffs in the preparation of subject matter material
and teaching aids to implement the effectiveness of the
in-service education program.

6.

Graduate courses both on and off campus should be provided
for teachers of vocational agriculture. These courses
should be designed to meet the needs of both the candidates
for advanced degrees and those teachers interested only in
professional improvement. They should include education in
all of the recognized areas in agricultural engineering
and the organization and methods of teaching agricultural
mechanics.

7.

The possibility of utilizing the services of educational
departments in industry should be investigated.

Continuing and Self Education of Teachers
It seems that continuing education for teachers could be
easily controlled through certification or could be encouraged through
higher salary differentials, which it is to an extent.

Salary differ

entials are often used to encourage teachers to make further prepara
tion and to keep current within their fields; however, more could be
done along these lines.

What is the basic problem?

Why do some

teachers in agriculture fail to continue their formal education
beyond that necessary for certification?
have answers:

These questions, of course,

A few teachers probably lack initiative while others

can not acquire entry Into graduate studies.
however, influences many others.

The reward system,

Unfortunately, many national and

state Leaders in agricultural education have probably not given
high priority to continuing education; in that they are still think
ing in terms of "Smith-Hughes Agriculture" and the old Policy
Bulletin 1, which equates attending summer school with spending time
on the beach.
undesirable.
days.

To leave the community during the summer was considered
There was good reason for such an idea in the early

The "Ag. Teacher" was a new idea.

By being employed during

the summer, he proved that he was on the job.

This was good, but

even good things can be overdone; and this is one that probably
has been overdone in some states.
Louisiana.

However, this is not the case in

State supervisors, school administrators and other leaders

are concerned with the continuing education of the vocational agricul
tural teacher as well as other public school teachers,
Little is said or written on self-training or autodynamics.
That is, the Individual keeping up with current technological,social,
and educational advancements.

Some teachers do and others do not.

Just as some people go to church, others do not; some people meet the
public well groomed, others do not.

Whether people do something or

they do not is, of course, a reflection of their training at home and
of their education.

The fact that self-training Is extremely important

can not be disputed; therefore it must be encouraged in both the teacher*
undergraduate and graduate studies.

Agriculture teachers of the future

must be trained in budgeting their time so that adequate time may be
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allotted to reading current research, journals, and magazines in their
field.

School administrators must also become aware of the self-

training concept in education and encourage and allow adequate working
time for reading and study of pertinent literature.
Dr. C. C. Scarbrough wrote about in-service and self education
in the February 1966 edition of The Agricultural Education Magazine.
Scarbrough, referring in part to some of John Gardner's work, wrote:
(73:171)
Why do supervisors and teacher educators find themselves
pushing in-service education? Some teachers have suggested
that occasionally this pushing comes closer to being "arm
twisting"1 Why? If the in-Bervice education programs are for
the benefit of teachers, why aren't they doing the pushing?
They are adult, intelligent individuals, interested in their
profession and its future as well as their own.
The answer to this dilemma may lie in a mix-up of roles
as supervisors and teacher educators have tried to assume
their leadership roles. Perhaps this is to be expected. How
ever, if this Is the case, the emphasis should be shifted.
The meaning is well expressed by John Gardner in his SelfRenewal when he says, "to shift to the individual the burden
of pursuing his own education."
The key point in this editorial is exactly as suggested by
Dr. Gardner. The teacher of vocational agriculture must take
the initiative for his own further education, rather than
waiting for someone else to provide him with whatever he needs
whenever and wherever it is most convenient for him. Such
efforts at meeting desires of teachers have resulted in much
of the in-service education being in the form of short work
shops in all parts of the state. For certain professional needs,
such workshops are appropriate; but for many teachers this
approach is far from adequate.
As indicated by the heading of this article, it is suggested
that we substitute the concept of self-education rather than
continue to see all teacher needs being met through workshops
and other forms of in-service education as something put on
for teachers. It occurs to me that the teacher is investing
exactly the same in the profession as the supervisor or the
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professor; namely, his life. Therefore, he must assume the
"burden of pursuing his own education." Sure, the supervisors
and professors should help develop programs, but teachers must
take much more Initiative in these matters.
Is the teacher the only one in agricultural education
needing to follow Gardner's advice for self-renewal? No!
Gardner was talking to everybody. I am including every person
in our profession, regardless of age, experience, or title. Too
frequently one eliminates himself from such consideration on
the basis that "the other feller" needs to have more education.
The other feller means the young teacher (if I am older and had
lots of experience); the older teacher (if 1 am younger and Just
out of college); any and all teachers (if I am a supervisor or
professor); etc., etc., etc. In fact, limited research indicates
that some supervisors have had little or no graduate study in
the area of supervision. Some professors have not been back
to graduate study since completing their doctoral study, when
ever that was. So, individual needs for self-education may be
greater in these two groups than among teachers. A title does
not substitute for education.
This is not meant to be critical of any person or group
of persons. It is meant to be a challenge to each and every
person in Agricultural Education to accept for himself the
Gardner idea, "the burden of pursuing his own education."
If each of us can do this, we will likely experience self
renewal and collectively this would result in self-renewal
of Agricultural Education. Let's talk about SELF-EDUCATION
rather than In-Service Education,

Intern Programs for Teachers
The Vocational Agricultural Education Department at Louisiana
State University has assumed leadership in establishing an Intern pro
gram for teachers of vocational agriculture in order that they may
acquire first hand education in various businesses. Harold A. Davis,
vocational agricultural teacher at Kentwood High School, Kentwood,
Louisiana, was one of a number of teachers who participated in the
Intern program during the summer of 1970.
machinery dealer.

Davis worked with a farm
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The following are some of his comments about hlB experiences
and his opinions of this type of training:

(93:1-9)

The business in which I served my internship was the Hood
Tractor and Equipment Company of Amite, Louisiana. 1 performed
duties required of a Machinery Parts Helper or Clerk, a Farm
Machinery Mechanic's Helper, a Farm Machinery Mechanic and a
Farm Machinery Parts Manager and foreman. I also worked
with the Tractor and Equipment Salesman and had two interviews
with the General Sales Manager, in which he explained the method
of operation of the business, the duties and other things he
expected of the various types of employees and the kind of
individual he desires for employment.
My activities were varied and about equally divided be
tween the parts department and the mechanic or repair depart
ment, with the exception of two days that I spent with the
Farm Machinery and Tractor Salesman. The jobs I actually
performed included sweeping floors, dusting and general
clean-up, taking parts inventory, unpacking and checking parts,
placing parts in bins, looking up parts in parts catalogs,
pricing parts, making out sales slips, getting parts from
bins and shelves for customers, picking up parts from the bus
station, steam cleaning tractors, tractor parts and tractor
equipment, varsol cleaning tractor and equipment parts, paint
ing tractor and equipment parts, requesting parts for tractors
and equipment from the parts department, selecting tools for
the mechanics, observing the mechanics as they performed their
work, asking questions, removing tractor wheels, removing and
replacing wheel bearings and other bearings, repairing brakes,
repairing clutches, repairing hydraulic pumps, repairing
hydraulic lines and cylinders, helping overhaul an engine,
repairing diesel fuel injectors, replacing air filters and
fuel filters, fitting screwdriver blades, sharpening chisels,
sharpening twist drill bits, drilling and tapping threads
for grease fittings, removing broken studs and retapping holes,
removing sleeves and pins and pressing in new ones, repairing
tractor engine ignitions, brazing and welding broken or damaged
parts, helping pick-up and deliver tractors and equipment,
assisting in the assembly of equipment, helping in the prepara
tion for a tractor demonstration and accompanying the salesman
on a demonstration and on visits to customers and prospective
customers.
The business serves full-time farmers, part-time farmers,
hobby farmers, and light industrial workers such as police
jurymen and roadbank constructors. The services performed
include the sale of new and used tractors, sale of new and
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used tractor equipment, sale of tractor and equipment parts,
sale of tractor and equipment maintenance materials, repair of
tractors and equipment at the place of business and in the field
or on the road, pickup and delivery of tractors and tractor
equipment, cooperation with other tractor and equipment
businesses in the surrounding area, and technical services to
farmers, industrial workers and other repair shops.
If vocational agriculture is to prepare individuals for
employment, the teacher must possess a workable knowledge of
today's business and work world and keep abreast of the ever
changing scene. The internship program is one of the better
devices for this. It gets the teacher "involved" and makes
him keenly aware of what this thing called "The Free Enterprise
System" is, from the lowest employee on up to the top rung of
the ladder.
By having first-hand knowledge of what goes on in the
everyday work world, the teacher no longer must guess at what
he Imagines or hears are the best things to Include in his
teaching program. He knows and can teach those skills that
are of most value to a student interested in entering a particu
lar area of work. He can emphasize the attitudes that a
student must develop, If a student is to make a start and
advance on a job or In a particular field of work.
After acquiring knowledge of agricultural occupations by
participating in the internship program, the teacher can con
tinue to broaden his concepts by soliciting the aid of local
resource personnel. The teacher can convnunicate better with
business people and keep himself and his students aware of
changing conditions in the work world.
Experiences in the internship program for Vocational
agricultural education, in relation to farm machinery sales
and service occupations, are interesting, revealing, educational
and should enhance teaching in the Cooperative Agricultural
Education program. It appears that this program should be
inspirational to any teacher of vocational agriculture who
wishes to improve himself through actual participation in
the business and work world. How else can one actually know
the activities and problems that exist in the work world of
today? By performing the various duties required of each type
of employee in a given agricultural occupational field, it Is
Imperative that a teacher becomes better prepared to Instruct
young men who are enrolled in the CAE program.
The intern program for teachers is in its Infancy and its
success will depend largely on the rapport established by teachers as
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they work in the various businesses.

Needless to say, many teachers

have never had experiences other than in the classroom.

This program

would provide identity to real life work and teaching situations and
give the teacher an opportunity to experience activities in areas in
which they are preparing youth for work,

It is believed by the writer

that the intern program is one of the basic steps in the advancement
of vocational agriculture for the future.
The previous pages of this chapter on related literature have
merely scratched the surface of literature that relates to this study.
However, a number of pertinent research findings and articles reported
by leaders in their fields have been explored.

A rather comprehensive

list of related literature was compiled and listed in the Selected
Bibliography.

Some of the literature listed was not directly used in

this chapter; however, the readings from it provided a broader Insight
for the interpretation of data which appears in the following chapter.

CHAPTER III

PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

Agricultural mechanics, an Integral phase of the vocational
agricultural program, has been known by a variety of names throughout
the years.

The changes In the mechanization of agriculture over a

period of years have caused leaders to re-evaluate what had been done
In the past in view of present needs.

As a result, the objectives

of theprogram along with name changes have occurred from time t o
time.
The present problems dealing with mechanization in the industry
of agriculture are considerably different than those of the past; and
surely, those of the future will be different from those of today.
Agricultural mechanics in the high school program today should
deal in teaching people about the mechanization of agriculture from
both farm and nonfarm aspects.

Thus, another name change is in order.

To fit the current objectives of the program, agricultural mechaniza
tion or mechanized agriculture would probably be a more descriptive
term to use today.
Mechanization was developed to serve mankind by relieving his
burden of labor, but it has turned into a monster for many.

A monster

that has engulfed farming and has placed many people out of the job
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market because they now lack the necessary skills and abilities.

The

problem that the vocational agricultural teacher £aces today in teach
ing the mechanization of agriculture is far more complex than it has
ever been before.
The vocational agricultural teacher holds a unique position in
working with both prospective and established farmers and farm youth
who want to seek employment in the nonfarm agricultural industry.

He

could have a great influence in helping close the ever-increasing
technological gap between farmers and their machinery; and also in
helping with the problems youth face in regard to future jobs.

Thus,

the role of the teacher of vocational agriculture is mammoth in
teaching this phase of the program.
Teacher education also has a unique role in the total educa
tion process.

It provides leadership and coordinates a curriculum

for prospective and established teachers.

The curriculum must provide

experiences that are realistic and of a nature that will enable the
teacher to be a master of his present program with Insight and goals
set on future needs and possibilities.

This curriculum must, however,

meet the guidelines established by teacher certification.
The purpose of this investigation was to study various aspects
of the agricultural mechanics phase of vocational agricultural programs
in Louisiana in an attempt to uncover new ideas that might aid in
training teachers in the future.

The following objectives served as

guidelines;
1.

To describe and evaluate the status of the agricultural
mechanics phase of the vocational agricultural program.
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2.

To evaluate the background In experiences and education in
agricultural mechanization of teachers of vocational agri
culture .

3.

To evaluate the significance of influence that selected
factors have had on the development of the agricultural
mechanics program,

U.

To evaluate the relationship between teachers' training and
the degree to which basic activities are being taught in
specific agricultural mechanics areas.

5.

To determine if agricultural mechanics instruction Is meet
ing the expressed needs of various vocational agriculture
s tudents.

6.

To determine if there is a significant difference in the
occupational training needs in agricultural mechanics among
farm bound, employment bound, and those students planning to
continue their formal education.

7. To determine if there is a difference In certainty of occu
pational objectives among farm bound, employment bound, and
those students planning to continue their formal education.
8.

To explore possibilities and make recommendations as to how
the agricultural mechanization phase of teacher education
might be changed to aid In the improvement of agricultural
mechanics Instruction In vocational agriculture.

It must be understood that the area of agricultural mechanics In
vocational agriculture and agricultural mechanization In the colleges
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and universities Includes a multiplicity of aspects.

Because It does

not lend itself to an all-inclusive single study, some limitations as
to the situation to be studied closely had to be imposed.

Thus, the

study was limited geographically to a specific population and to selected
aspects as follows:
1.

Geographically - The geographic boundaries of the study
included eleven parishes in the four supervisory areas In
Louisiana.

2.

Population - The population included 25 vocational agricul
tural teachers, 70 junior or senior vocational agricultural
students, Including farm bound, employment bound, and stu
dents planning to continue their education from 22 individual
schools.

3.

Aspects - The aspects under Investigation in this study were
the status of the vocational agricultural and agricultural
mechanics phase of the program, the background and training
of teachers, factors that Influence the development of the
agricultural mechanics phase of the vocational agricultural
program, the degree of participation in agricultural mechanics
activities by teachers, students1 needs in agricultural
mechanics, and the degree of certainty of the Junior or
senior high school students in relation to their occupa
tional objectives.

A variety of statistics were used to analyse the collected data,
more specifically:

(1) descriptive statistics, (2) coefficient of
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variation,

(3) regression analysis,

and (5) analysis of variance.
were

those needed with

(4) coefficient of correlation,

The only hypotheses used in this study

the analysis of variance and are found with the

delineation of the data on w hich they wer e used.
to use non-statlstlcal hypotheses with
ship data analysis.
and conclusions

The writer chose not

the descriptive and relation

These data were analysed critically and findings

listed in Chapter IV.

It should be noted that at times the areas of agricultural
mechanics are listed differently.

Some authorities combine power and

suichinery into one area w hile others

list them separately.

The first

part of this chapter considers this area as a unit.

However,

to analyze more specifically the teachers'

the extent of

training,

in order

Instruction and the needs of students in specific agricultural m e c h a n 
ics activities,

the major area, Agricultural Power and Machinery, was

separated into two distinct areas

in Table XXVIII.

(1) Agricultural Tractors and Power Units,

The areas are:

and (2) Agricultural Field

Machines.
The following pages are devoted to an analysis and explanation
of data acquired through the responses of teachers and students of
vocational agriculture.

Descriptive statistics were used in the first

part of this chapter to describe the population being investigated and
Inferential statistical procedures were used in the latter part

to

measure various relationships and differences.
W i t h the passage of the Smith-Hughes Law in 1917, Federal funds b e 
came available for vocational agriculture in secondary schools.

At first,
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variation,

(3) regression analysis,

and (5) analysis of variance.

(4) coefficient of correlation,

The only hypotheses used In this study

were those needed with the analysis of variance and are found with the
delineation of the data on which they were used.

The writer chose not

to use non-statlstlcal hypotheses with the descriptive and relation
ship data analysis.

These data were analysed critically and findings

and conclusions listed in Chapter IV.
It should be noted that at times the areas of agricultural
mechanics are listed differently.

Some authorities combine power and

machinery Into one area while others list them separately.

The first

part of this chapter considers this area as a unit.

However, in order

to analyze more specifically the teachers'

the extent of

training,

instruction and the needs of students In specific agricultural mechan
ics activities,

the major area, Agricultural Power and Machinery, was

separated into two distinct areas in Table XXVIII.

The areas are;

(1) Agricultural Tractors and Power Units, and (2) Agricultural Field
Machines.
The following pages are devoted to an analysis and explanation
of data acquired through the responses of teachers and students of
vocational agriculture.

Descriptive statistics were used In the first

part of this chapter to describe the population being Investigated and
inferential statistical procedures were used In the latter part to
measure various relationships and differences.
With the passage of the Smlth-Hughea Law In 1917, Federal funds be
came available for vocational agriculture in secondary schools.

At first,
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vocational agriculture was In schools that were small and of a rural
nature; however, in more recent years there has been a movement toward
consolidation of existing schools resulting in the establishment of
vocational agricultural departments in urban schools.
The population of this study represents both old and new vocational agricultural departments, leaning somewhat toward the older
programs.

As Table 1 Illustrates, 36 per cent of the schools had a

vocational agricultural department for 32 or more years, 60 per cent
of the schools had a vocational agricultural department for 28 years
or more, and 72 per cent have had a program for 20 years or more.

TABLE I
A DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF YEARS THERE HAS BEEN A VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT IN THE SCHOOLS

Years

Number

Per Cent

0-3

I

4

4-7

1

4

8-11

2

8

12-15

3

12

16-19

0

0

20-23

3

12

24-27

0

0

28-31

6

24

32+

9

36
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Research conducted in the past illustrates that years of teach
ing vocational agriculture has little effect on the teaching and
carrying out of the agricultural mechanics phase of the vocational
agriotfltura1 program.

Younger teachers tend to be more energetic and

conduct more active programs.

On the other hand, older teachers are

able to draw on their teaching experience and thereby do a better job.
This is said with some restrictions; since, It certainly takes a
teacher at least a year or two to launch his program; and at the other
extreme, teachers who have 30 years of teaching experience may be pre
paring for retirement and become somewhat Inactive in a once rigorous
agricultural mechanics program.
The participants in this study included a moderate number of
young teachers.

As Table II Illustrates, A teachers or 16 per cent,

had up to three years of teaching experience.

On the other hand, 2

teachers or 8 per cent, had taught over 24 years.

This means that

possibly 6 teachers,or 28 per cent, were In a transitional state of
moving in or out of the profession.
Data in Table II further reveal one other important point that
must be mentioned:

Twenty-eight per cent of the teachers had been em

ployed three years or less at the school at which they were interviewed.
The integration of the public schools in Louisiana has caused a shuf
fling of teabhera by law and on their own accord in tone Instances.
Just as a beginning teacher, a teacher moving into a new program must
also go through a transitional period, and during this time will
probably not perform at full capacity.

However, a large portion of the
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TABLE II
A DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF YEARS TEACHERS HAVE TAUGHT VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE AND HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED AT PRESENT SCHOOL
Teaching Vo. Ag.
Per Cent
Number

Years

Employed at Present School
Number
Per Cent

0-3

4

16

7

28

4-7

3

12

5

20

8-11

3

12

4

16

12-15

4

16

1

4

16-19

4

16

4

16

20-23

5

20

3

12

24-27

1

4

0

0

28-31

1

4

1

4

25

100

25

100

Total

teachers (68 per cent), had taught at the school at which they were
interviewed more than three and less than twenty years.

These

teachers should be performing somewhere near their potential which
is dependent upon their experience, initiative, and ability.
Multi-teacher vocational agricultural departments seem to be
increasing according to national figures; here In Louisiana this is
also true.

However, in some Instances, recent school Integration in

Louisiana has caused unnatural development of such programs.
not always be a desirable situation.

This may

Nevertheless, multi-teacher

departments have the definite advantage of allowing teachers to special
ize in teaching subject matter.

Thus, teachers should be able to do

a better job in a particular area of specialization.
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It would seen logical that one teacher should handle agricul
tural mechanics since this Is a very specialized area of study; and
furthermore, a large amount of time is normally devoted to this phase
of instruction.

The other teacher or teachers could handle other areas

of the program.

This arrangement and team teaching Is often the case

in Louisiana schools.

A multi-teacher department, however, does not

guarantee a better program since the ability, the initiative and the
cooperation of teachers definitely play a large role In the success
of the total department.
Of the twenty-two departments in this study, twelve were two
teacher departments and ten were single teacher departments as illus
trated in Table III.

TABLE III
A COMPARISON OF ONE AND TWO TEACHER DEPARTMENTS AS TO AVERAGE
SHOP SIZE AND AVERAGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS PER TEACHER

Teachers

Number of Vo, Ag.
Departments

Average Size
of Shop

Average Number of
Students per Teacher

One*

10

1,582.00

68

Two**

12

1,963.33

59

* Shop size range for one teacher department 0 to 3,000 sq. ft.
** Shop size range for two teacher department 0 to 5,000 sq, ft.

Comparing one and two teacher departments with the average slse
of the shop In square feet, there Is evidence that the two teacher de
partments had a larger shop area.

However, in an overall picture
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most of these departments would probably be Inadequate according to
the U.S. Office of Education recommendations of 150 square feet per
student.

If

this is a valid figure, then the shops for the one teacher

departments could accommodate an average of 10 students, and the two
teacher departments could handle about 13 students.

Many classes are,

of course, much larger.
As illustrated in Table III, there is a wide variation in shop
size in both the one and two teacher department:

The range for a one

teacher department was found to be from 0 square feet, or no shop at
all, to 3,000 square feet.

The latter according to standards would

accommodate about 20 students.
The shop size range for two teacher departments was found to be
from 0 square feet, or no shop, to 5,000 square feet.

In this case

the latter would accommodate about 33 students.
The two teacher departments were also found to have a slight
advantage in student-teacher ratio.

One teacher departments were

found to have an average of 68 students per teacher, while two teacher
departments were found to have an average of 59 students per teacher.
Under such circumstances the teacher with fewer students should be
able to devote more individual time to his students.

This is defin

itely a potential advantage to good teaching practices.
There was a considerable variation In the percentage distribu
tion of students being trained for production and nonfarm agriculture.
Generally speaking,

teachers are training more students to enter no n 

farm occupations, which is as it should be, since most young m e n from
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farms today must go to nonfarm Industry If they choose to remain In
the agricultural complex.
Data in Table IV disclose that the majority of teachers are pre
paring from 0 to 40 per cent of students for production agriculture and
from 60 to 99 per cent for nonfarm agricultural employment.

There were,

however, four teachers who indicated that they were training 50 to 100
per cent of their vocational agricultural students for the production
phase.
There could be several reasons for this, all of them somewhat
illusive:

Either the teacher has not yet redirected his program, in

which case his school administrators should counsel with him; or the
majority of the students have aspirations to enter farming, in which
case the teacher should counsel with his students to face the reality
of agriculture today.
Table V illustrates the involvement of vocational agricultural
students In agricultural mechanics.

In an overall picture, teachers

reported that 405 out of a total of 2,103 students aspired to enter
agricultural mechanics related employment.
19 per cent, which is substantial.
among schools.

This represented about

There is a moderate variation

For example, two schools, one with 150 students and

another with 130 students, reported that no students were involved in
agricul tural mechanics in any way.

It may also be noted that these

particular schools had no shop facilities.

On the other hand, one

school with an enrollment of 84 students in vocational agriculture re
ported that 50 students (59.5 per cent) were interested in employment
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TABLE IV
PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS IN PRODUCTION
AND NONFARM AGRICULTURE
Per Cent
Dlatrlbutlon

Produc tlon
Agriculture*

0-5

3

1

6-10

4

0

11-20

6

2

21-30

4

0

31-40

3

1

41-50

1

1

51-60

1

0

61-70

0

6

71-80

2

7

81-90

0

3

91-100

1

4

25

25

Totals

*Range Production Agriculture I-100 per cent
**Range Nonfarm Agriculture 0-99 per cent

Nonfarm
Agriculture-’*

TABLE V
INVOLVEMENT OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL STUDENTS IN AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS ACTIVITIES

Vo-Ag
rudents
In
ichool

With
Agri. Mech
Occupational
Oblectives

Number of Students in Agri. Mech
Ag. Ill & IV
In
Agri. Mech
Students
Doing Independent
Co-Op
In Co-Op
Agri. Mech Work
Business
Training

Doing
Agri. Lab
Work In
Agri. Mech

1

72

23

0

0

21

12

2

44

20

0

0

9

13

3

68

10

0

0

17

0

4

130

0

0

0

0

0

5

84

50

0

40

0

6

92

20

4

0

4

25

7

88

40

3

2

19

15

8

40

5

0

0

10

2

9

85

1

8

2

12

0

10

165

15

2

0

15

0

11

75

8

0

0

15

0

12

42

5

0

0

8

5

no

15

1

0

5

0

0

(Continued)

TABLE V (Continued)

Doing
Agri. Lab
Work In
Agri. Mech

School
14

58

6

9

0

0

0

15

185

16

1

0

0

0

16

180

0

0

0

5

0

17

111

54

1

0

15

9

18

108

25

0

0

10

50

19

60

26

0

0

26

10

20

65

21

0

0

12

10

21

141

40

4

0

0

50

22

100

5

4

0

0

50

2,103

405

37

4

243

251

Total

With
Agri. Mech
Occupational
Objectives

Number of Students in Agri. Mech
Ag. Ill 6 IV
In
Agri, Mech
Students
In Co-Op
Co-Op
Doing Independent
Agri. Mech Work
Business
Training

Vo-Ag
Students
In
School

oo
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related to agricultural mechanics.

Generally speaking, a substantial

number of students are interested in agricultural mechanics In Louisi
ana high schools.

However, these figures are somewhat lower than

national figures as illustrated in research findings In Chapter II.
Information also reveals that only ten schools were partici
pating in cooperative training with agricultural related business.
The largest number involved in this program in any one school was
found to be nine students.

Considering total number of students, only

37 out of the 2,103 vocational agricultural students represented by
the schools were involved in the cooperative program.
only 1.7 per cent, which is quite low.

This represented

The cooperative training pro

gram was established to provide realistic on-the-job vocational train
ing for students and undoubtedly was one of the greatest progressive
moves made by vocational agriculture in modern times.

Excellent

training can result through the participation of the student, the
teacher and the student's family.

However, many teachers hesitate to

utilize this type of training, giving various reasons such aB lack of
cooperative businesses in their locality, that their busy schedules did
not allow them to participate in such a training program, or that they
were not successful in convincing businesses to participate.
Only four students were placed in agricultural mechanics re
lated businesses.

This number represented only ,19 per cent of the

total vocational agricultural students in the 22 schools.
The new concept in training vocational agricultural students
in Louisiana suggests that Agriculture III and Agriculture IV students
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do independent work toward an occupational objective.

Seventeen schools

reported that they had students doing Independent work in agricultural
mechanics.

The range Is of course quite wide.

One school (number 5)

with 84 students reported 40 of their students doing this type of work.
However, five schools reported they had no students doing independent
work in agricultural mechanics.

The 22 schools reported a total of 243

students doing independent work in agricultural mechanics.

This repre

sents 11.4 per cent of the total student body.
Indications were that for the most part, those students doing
Independent work were developing skills in welding, electricity, wood
working, and project construction.
Recently Louisiana established a new type of training program
in vocational agriculture titled, "agricultural laboratory."

The

type of training to be offered to vocational agricultural students is
similar to that offered by the cooperative training program.
the student experiences realistic job experiences.

That is,

However, rather than

practicing these experiences in a business, the teacher simulates jobs
for the student in the laboratory.

This gives the student realistic

experiences under the supervision of the vocational agricultural teacher
in the school shop.
This new program could develop into an excellent one, if the
teachers organize realistic exercises and motivate students in perform
ing them.

It is shown in Table V that 12 schools are not participating

in the "agricultural laboratory" program.

This program could easily

overlap with the Independent work program in which Agriculture III and
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Agriculture IV students participated.

Looking at the statistics, 251

or 11.8 per cent of the total student body were found to be partici
pating in the new "agricultural laboratory" training program.
The new concept in vocational agriculture in Louisiana is a
general agricultural instruction program for Agriculture I and Agricul
ture II students.

Agriculture III and Agriculture IV students should

have developed an occupational objective and should have started work
ing toward that objective.

However, relatively few teachers reported

that they were using this concept completely.

As illustrated in Table VI

only five teachers, or 20 per cent, reported that all AgrlcuLture III
and Agriculture IV students were doing independent work which was pre
paring them for a chosen occupation.

The other 20 teachers, or 80 per

cent, reported that they were not following this plan completely; how
ever, some indicated that some of their students were doing independent
work.

TABLE VI
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL TEACHERS TRAIN
ING AGRICULTURE III AND AGRICULTURE IV STUDENTS IN
INDEPENDENT WORK TOWARD THEIR
OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVES

Number
Yes
No
Total

Per Cent

5

20

20

80

25

100

Vocational agricultural teachers in the early years of the pro
gram devoted a considerable amount of time to working with adult
fanners and with their farming problems.

However, with the movement

toward larger comnerclal type farms and the emergence of nonfarm
agriculture, it appears that teachers have redirected their efforts
toward teaching high school students with less emphasis toward adult
farmers.

State leadership in Louisiana is concerned about the present

status of adult education and have encouraged teachers to again estab
lish this program.

Results of this study revealed that a substantial

number of teachers have conducted adult education programs in the
past as shown in Table VII,
had not done so.

Only eight teachers reported that they

Five reported that they did not intend to teach

adults in the next five years.

It was evident that most teachers

have Intentions of teaching adults in the future.
Data in this table disclose that teachers have and plan to
conduct the largest number of adult education classes in the area of
Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work), specifically
welding.

Other areas in which adult education has been conduct d and

in which teachers desired to continue their efforts were in Electri
city, Agricultural Power and Machinery, and Structures and Environment.
Teachers Indicated that the small gasoline engine was used in the area
of Power and Machinery for instructional purposes, while Structures
and Environment education for adults was directed toward the greenshouse
production of ornamental plants and vegetables.

In planning future

adult education programs, teachers may wish to closely analyze the cur
rent problems of farmers and plan their program accordingly.
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TABLE VII
A DISTRIBUTION OF ADULT EDUCATION CLASSES DURING THE
PAST FIVE YEARS AND PROJECTIONS FOR FIVE YEARS
HENCE ACCORDING TO AREAS
Past Five Years
Number
Per Cent

Areas
Agricultural Construction
and Maintenance (shop work)

Next Five Years
Number
Per Cent

13

52

16

64

Agricultural Power and
Machi nery

6

24

10

40

Soli and Water
Management

1

4

1

4

Agricultural Structures
and Environment

5

20

5

20

Materials and Food,
Processing and Handling

1

4

0

0

Electricity

9

36

9

36

None

8

32

5

20

The task of vocational agrlcultural teachers in the past has been
to train prospective farmers and established farmers for entry and addi
tional proficiency in production agriculture.

Today the task has expanded

to the training of students to enter gainful employment In agricultural
related businesses.

Research has illustrated that many employment oppor

tunities exist for qualified young men and women in businesses related
to agricultural mechanics.
Each of the 25 vocational agricultural teachers was asked to
estimate the number of agricultural mechanics related Jobs which would
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emerge in his parish within the next year.

There was little evidence

that teachers researched or studied findings concerning the employment
market in order to find out the number of jobs available in agricultural
mechanics related businesses.

As Table VIII illustrates, eight teachers

either did not respond or placed a question mark in the blank provided
indicating they had no criteria on which to base an estimate.
tional agriculture moves toward a nonfarm training program,

As voca
teachers

will need to become familiar with the job market, so that they might
counsel with their students and direct them toward realistic job oppor
tunities .
The suggested agricultural mechanics program developed in Louisi
ana recommends that the vocational agricultural teacher should devote
between 20 and 50 per cent of the instructional time to agricultural
mechanics.

However, when considering individual training, as much as

80 per cent of the time may be devoted to agricultural mechanics.

Some

teachers who participated in this study devoted very little time to
this area because of a Lack of facilities, while other devoted in excess
of 80 per cent of their instructional time to the program.
In the total picture of average time devoted to agricultural
mechanics (Table IX), It appears that teachers are allowing an adequate
amount of time for instruction in agricultural mechanics.

The total

amount of time devoted to class and laboratory in Agriculture I was
found to be 54.64 hours or 30.36 per cent of the instructional time
(computed on a 180 hour class-time year), 74.24 hours or 41.24 per cent
for Agriculture II, 84.24 hours or 46.80 per cent for Agriculture III,
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TABLE VIII
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS RELATED JOBS
AVAILABLE IN TEACHER'S PARISH IN THE NEXT YEAR

Teacher N u m b e r _______________

Number of Jobs

1

10

2

7

3

50

4

50

5
6

100
?

7

20

8

7

9

7

10
LI
12

50
?

13

50
?

14

4

15

6

16

6

17
18

25
?

19

20

20

65

21
22

300
?

23

12

24

10

25

10

TABLE IX
AVERAGE INSTRUCTION TIME DEVOTED TO BOTH CLASSROOM AND LABORATORY IN THE VARIOUS
AREAS OF AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS IN AGRICULTURE I, II, III AND IV
(N-25)

Areas

Ag,. I
Class
Lab.
room

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance (shop work)

17.72

Agricultural Power and
Machinery

_ A*. II

Lab.

Class
room

Ag. Ill
Class
Lab.
room

Ag. IV
Class
room
Lab.

12.80

23.36

13.20

23.00

8.60

23.60

13.20

3.80

3.88

3.80

5.72

8.40

8.20

8.40

7.00

Soil and Hater
Management

1.80

2.40

3.68

4.00

5.28

4.72

6.08

4.52

Electricity

2.20

3.20

3.20

5.56

6.56

6.92

7.96

5.24

Agricultural Structures
and Environment

2.72

1.72

4.60

4.12

5.36

2.88

6.16

3.16

Materials and Food,
Processing and Handling

1.00

1.40

1.20

1.80

1.80

2.52

3.20

3.00

29.24

25.40

39.84

34.40

50.40

33.84

55.40

36.12

Totals
Total Labatory & Classroom Time

54. 64

74. 24

84. 24

91 .52
o
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and 91.52 hours or 50.84 per cent for Agriculture IV.

It may also be

noted that teachers allow progressively more time for agricultural
mechanics Instruction as students progress from Agriculture I through
Agriculture IV,
Teachers reported that they spend the largest amount of time in
Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work) which is as it
should be, since basic skills are taught in this phase of the program.
These basic skills should establish a basis for other phases of the
p rogram.
The least amount of time was devoted to Materials and Food,
Processing and Handling which is the newest addition to agricultural
mechanics.
Also, some of the agricultural mechanics shops are somewhat
inadequate to serve the present needs of the program since they were
designed and constructed for a shop skill type program a number of
years ago as Table I illustrates.

Teachers and high school adminis

trators alike should consider the expansion, renovation, and rearrange
ment of older shops to serve the broadened objectives of the program
that has resulted from the passage of the 1963 and 1968 Vocational Acts.
Adequate facilities are, however, only one basic ingredient for produc
tive agricultural mechanics instruction.
Teachers devoted more time to laboratory instruction in Agri
cultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work), which is logical
since this part of agricultural mechanics Is directed toward develop
ing skills.
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others are small and Inadequate for instructional purposes.

A few

schools have no facilities for teaching the shop phase of agricul
tural mechanics.

As Table X illustrates, the average shop size was

found to be 1995.A square feet In the schools that participated in
this study.
A rather broad variation existed among the size of shops.

Two

of the schools had no agricultural mechanics shop facilities whatsoever,
while some schools had very adequate shop facilities with an area of
3,000 to 5,000 square feet.

Some of the older vocational agricultural

departments, however, had facilities that were very inadequate for
current instructional purposes. Teachers and school administrators in
these schools may wish to put forth an effort to adjust to the current
s ituation.
Table X also illustrates that there is a wide variation in
funding of the agricultural mechanics phase of the vocational agricul
tural program.

It is difficult to successfully conduct the laboratory

phase of agricultural mechanics without adequate facilities, tools and
equipment, or funds to purchase consumable materials needed.

The

average amount allowed for consumable goods was found to be $212.05
per year per school. The range was found to be rather wide - from
0 to $1200.00 per year.
The standard deviation illustrates the actual deviation in
quantitative terms.

For shop area, it was found to be 1039 square

feet, and in funding it was found to be $946.

Both are rather large

figures; thus Indicating a substantial variation in both cases.

To
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TABLE X
A COMPARISON OF RESOURCE VARIATIONS IN SHOP SIZE AND
FUNDING, ALSO ILLUSTRATING THE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
THAT HAVE FARMS, A TRACTOR AND FIELD MACHINERY

School

Sq. Ft.
In Shop

1

1,250

2

2, 250

3

Dollars/Year
to Conduct
Agri, Mech
$

800.00

Farm

Acres

Have Tractor
and Field
Machines

Yes

50

Yes

0

No

0

No

1,2 50

0

No

0

No

4

2,400

0

No

0

Yes

5

1,800

155.00

No

0

No

b

I, 500

350.00

No

0

Yes

1

3,000

400.00

No

0

No

8

2,800

No

0

No

9

900

115.00

No

0

No

10

2,400

500,00

Yes

1

No

11

920

No

0

No

12

800

400.00

No

0

No

I3

1,500

100.00

Yes

2

Yes

No

0

No

Yes

1

Yes

0

No

0

No

14
15
lb

0
2, 180
0

0

0

0
300.00

17

3,000

0

No

0

No

IP

1,000

0

No

0

No

19

3,000

95.00

No

0

No

(Continued)
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TABLE X (Continued)

Sq. Ft.
in Shop

Dollars/Year
to Conduct
Agri. Mech

Farm

20

2,300

$ 1 , 200.00

Yes

2

No

21

5,000

350.00

No

0

No

22

200

10

No

School

Total

Yes

0
$4,665.00

43,8 9 8

Acres

Have Tractor
and Field
Machines

66

Shop Size Range - 0 Sq. Ft. to 5,000 Sq. Ft.
Funding for Agricultural Mechanics Range - $0 to $1,200.00
ago

at

Average Size of Shop

— ^

Average Funding
Standard D e v ia tio n

“ 1995.4 Sq. Ft.

» $212,05/Year for Agri, Mech,
Formula

2

SD -

- £ --

n

where:
SD - Standard Deviation
x

2

n

■ The square of the deviation from the mean
- Number of Observations

SD (shop area) ■ 1039 sq. ft.
SD (funding/year) » $946.
A Comparison of difference in the deviation between shop size and
funding per year
C V

■

S^^__x_JL00
M

Where:
C.V. ■ The Coefficient of Variation
S.D. « The Standard Deviation
M
• The Mean (Average)
Then:
t.
___
x
1039 x LOO
r
(shop area) 1995- " 5 0
V2 (funding/year) ■
Compare
or

^^x^lOO

to V2

- 5.20 to V2 - 44.62

« 44.62
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determine how much difference existed in quantitative terms between
shop size and funding of programs, the question, "How much difference
is there between size of shop and funding?" was posed.
termined by computing the coefficient of variation.
presented in Table X.

This was de

These data are

Coefficient of variation was also used to

measure the extent of differences between unlike data in this case.
It was found that the funding variation was about eight times greater
than the shop area.
Ten of the teachers participating in this study had no budget
for agricultural mechanics instruction.

Some teachers indicated that

they are unable to conduct an adequate program because the adminis
tration fails to provide necessary funds.

Other teachers, however,

indicated they had funds allotted and also conducted fund raising
projects to raise money for consumable materials.

It appeared as

though teachers who had a productive program seemed to have no problems
in acquiring funds from the school or raising additional funds when
needed to conduct the agricultural mechanics phase of their program.
It was also found that relatively few schools had a farm.
One school reported a 50 acre farm; another reported a 10 acre farm;
two reported two acre farms; and two reported one acre farms.

Only

three of the schools had both a farm and a tractor and field machin
ery,

Two with no farm had a tractor and field machinery.

In other

words, relatively few departments were set up to provide operational
instruction in Power and Machinery in their program.

This, however,

should not be a reason for the exclusion of Agricultural Power and
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Machinery from the instructional program, since tractors, machinery,
and land could be acquired through other ways for instructional
purposes.

Also, much could be taught about tractors, power units,

and machinery in the classroom, on field trips, in the shop, and
out-of-doors on the school grounds.
Instruction in agricultural Power and Machinery should be an
integral part of the vocational agricultural program.

Research in

dicates that many jobs exist in this area for nonfarm employment
and, economically, it is one of the areas in which a large part of
the production dollar is used in a farming operation.
It would seem logical that, due to the complexity of mechani
zation in agriculture today, teachers must acquire and keep up-todate a teaching materials library in agricultural mechanics.

This

should include books, publications, lesson plans, visual aids,
periodicals, research publications, and other teaching aids in all
areaB of agricultural mechanics.

This would be necessary especially

where students are doing independent work in agricultural mechanics.
The various states have recognized the importance of teaching
materials and many have appointed personnel to coordinate and aid
teachers in acquiring such material.
Through the work of teachers and graduate students, the
Vocational Agricultural Education Department at Louisiana State
University has compiled and published a vast amount of excellent
teaching materials In all areas of agriculture for the use of
teachers.
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A rather comprehensive analysis was made between the teachers'
perception of their agricultural mechanics program and their perception
of the adequacy of their teaching materials library in the major areas
of agricultural mechanics.

Teachers were asked to evaluate their agri

cultural mechanics phase of their agricultural program at one of four
levels.

A space was also provided for no opinion.

tive levels were:

The four qualita

(1) excellent, (2) good, (3) fair, and (4) poor.

A quantitative value of four, three, two, and one was then assigned
to the qualitative responses in their respective order.

Teachers were

further asked to rate the adequacy of their teaching materials library
in the various major areas of agricultural mechanics.

A qualitative

choice of (1) very adequate, (2) adequate, (3) lacks in adequacy, and
(4) not adequate was provided to which teachers could respond.

Like

wise, quantitative increments of four, three, two, and one were
assigned respectively to the responses.
In addition to the weighted mean and Standard Deviation, Regres
sion Analysis was used as a statistical tool in evaluating the relation
ship between the teachers' evaluation of their own agricultural mechanics
program and the adequacy of their teaching materials library in the
various areas of agricultural mechanics.
There should be a relationship between the variables upon which
teachers evaluate their program and the teaching materials used.

A

review of Table XI discloses that many relationships can be seen.

In

the first column the weighted means are listed as they were computed
from the degree responses from the 25 teachers,.

These values had a
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TABLE XI
ANALYSIS RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
PHASE OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE AND TEACHING
MATERIALS AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS

Part 1
Variables

Wt. Mean

S.D.

r2
_

The excellence of Agricultural
Mechanics program

2.44

1.04

The adequacy of Teaching Materials
in Agricultural Construction
and Maintenance

2.92

.76

.62

The adequacy of Teaching Materials
in Agricultural Power and
Machinery

2.68

.75

.51

X3

The adequacy of Teaching Materials
in Soil and Water Management

2.60

.87

.43

X4

The adequacy of Teaching Materials
in Electricity

2.92

.76

.47

X5

The adequacy of Teaching Materials
in Structures and Environment

2. 24

.88

.47

The adequacy of Teaching Materials
in MateriaLs and Food, Processing
and Handling

2. 20

1.00

.11

C.V.

R2

Y

X1

x2

X6

Part 2

Y Regressed on
X1
1,

2,

3, \ 4,

5,

6,

____

37.08

.44

100
possible range from 4 to 0.

It is interesting to note that when com

paring the weighted means, the teachers as a group rated their teaching
materials library most adequate in Agricultural Construction and Main
tenance, and Electricity.
value of 2.92.

These two areas were found to have a mean

Again considering the teachers as a group, they rated

their teaching materials library least adequate In Materials and Food,
Processing and Handling.

This was found to have a weighted mean value

of 2.20.
In the second column the Standard Deviations of the degree
responses of the teachers are listed.

This is the normal way of

expressing the average deviation from the mean.

Thus, the smaller the

Standard Deviation value, the more uniform the responses; and the
larger the Standard Deviation value, the greater the deviation in re
sponses .
The table discloses that there was a rather wide variation in
the variables.

The greater variation was found In the way teachers

rated the excellence of their Agricultural Mechanics Program.
value was found to be 1.04.

This

The second greatest variation was found to

be in the teaching materials in the area of Materials and Food, Proces
sing and Handling.

This Standard Deviation value was found to be 1.00.

It is also apparent that the other library materials in the major
areas of agricultural mechanics varied greatly from one school to
another.
The C.V. value In Part 2 of Table XI denotes a coefficient of
variation that could range from 0 to 100 since it is a per cent of
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the mean.
large.

The table shows a C.V. value of 37.08.

This la relatively

Consequently, It would have to be concluded that there

Is a

substantial variation In the responses of teachers In evaluating their
agricultural mechanics program and the adequacy of their teaching
materials library in the various areas.
The third column In Part 1 of Table XI reveals a coefficient
of correlation value (r) and is used as an Index in measuring the
teachers' evaluation of their program with the evaluation of the ade
quacy of their teaching materials library in the various specific areas
of agricultural mechanics.

This was determined through qualitative

responses and converted to a quantitative value.

A reading of one

indicates a perfect relationship; however, a range of -I to +1 is
possible.

A perusal of this column shows that there Is a positive

relationship when the teaching materials library are correlated to the
excellence of the program.

As the table illustrates the highest re

lationship (r * .62) was found between teaching materials In Agricul
tural Construction and Maintenance (shop work) and the excellence of
the program.
The lowest relationship (r - .11) was found when correlating
the adequacy of the teaching materials library and the excellence of
the agricultural mechanics program.
Y as the dependent variable (the excellence of the agricultural
mechanics program) was then regressed on all of the X variables - the
2
adequacy of the teaching materials library. An R value which could
range from -1 to +1 was found to be .44.

Consequently, there is
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evidence of a substantial positive relationship when regressing Y on
all the X variables as a unit.
Obviously there Is much variation In the agricultural mechanics
libraries and programs.

However, there is a positive relationship and,

in most Instances, a substantial relationship between the way teachers
rate the excellence of their program and the adequacy of their teach
ing materials In the various areas of agricultural mechanics.
There is also evidence that teachers evaluate their agricul
tural mechanics program and their teaching materials in the shop work
area In much the same way.

There is evidence from the responses of

teachers that many of them have a collection of materials to teach
agricultural mechanics.

However, much could be done to improve this

aspect of the program.
Table XII reveals that 84 per cent of the vocational agricul
tural teachers participating in this study lived on a farm prior to
attending college.

However, only 32 per cent had an organized shop

on the home farm.
There is evidence that many of the teachers were not exposed
to an orderly shop program on the home farm which may be responsible
for some of the problems experienced in managing the vocational agr i 
cultural shop by many teachers.
With increased mechanization on farms,

it has become necessary

for the successful farmer to be proficient in the use, repair and
maintenance of mechanical equipment;

therefore this must be given

consideration by the vocational agricultural teacher.
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TABLE XII
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL TEACHERS LIVING
ON A FARM AND HAVING AN ORGANIZED SHOP ON THE HOME
FARM PRIOR TO ATTENDING COLLEGE
Lived on Farm
Number
Per Cent

Had an Organized Shop
Number
Per Cent

Yes

21

84.0

8

32.0

No

4

16.0

17

68.0

25

100.0

25

100.0

Total

Although the average farmer needs to be only a general mechanic
who depends upon well-equipped commercial businesses for his special
ized needs, he should have an organized area in which he can keep his
farm machinery, and also buildings and equipment which are maintained
and kept in good repair.

It need not be elaborate and expensive, but

it should be organized and efficient.
The data in Table XIII discloses the number and per cent of
vocational agricultural teachers that took 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 years of
agriculture at the high school level.

The table shows that 76 per cent

of the teachers have experienced agricultural training in high school.
Fifteen teachers, or 60 per cent, took 4 years; 2, or 8 per cent, took
3 years; and 2, or 8 per cent, took 1 year.

Six, or 24 per cent, of

the teachers have, however, not received any high school training in
agriculture.

Most of these teachers probably attended a high school

that did not have a vocational agricultural program.

Others may have

elected not to take agriculture In high school, since it Is an elective
type of program.
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TABLE XXII
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS TAKING VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
IN HIGH SCHOOL

Number

Years

Per Cent

0

6

24.0

1

2

8.0

2

0

0.0

3

2

8.0

4

15

60.0

25

100.0

Total

Obviously many teachers have received agricultural mechanics
instruction at the high school level.

This is surely a contributing

factor to the program, since many of the skills learned 10, 20, or 30
years ago are still very applicable today.

The era of agriculture and

itB mechanization is, however, changing; teachers must not base their
program on the activities they were taught In high school, but Look to
present and future needs upon which to plan their instructional program.
It would seem logical that vocational agricultural teachers with
first-hand work experiences which were related to mechanics would have
a broader background in agricultural mechanics.

Table XIV shows that

8 teachers, or 32 per cent, had six months or more work experience In
some mechanics related Industry.

Twelve teachers, or 48 per cent,

received training and experience in some phase of mechanics while
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TABLE XIV
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL TEACHERS HAVING
MILITARY SERVICE OR WORK EXPERIENCE (SIX MONTHS
OR MORE) RELATED TO MECHANICS
Work Experience
Number
Per Cent

Military Service
Number
Per Cent

Yes

8

32.0

12

48.0

No

17

68.0

13

52.0

25

100.0

25

1 00,0

Total

in the military service.

Such experience should aid the teacher in

conducting his program.
The minimum standard for teaching vocational agriculture in
Louisiana is a baccalaureate degree from an approved college or univer
sity.

The vocational agriculture teacher is a specialized high school

teacher and must therefore take 50 credits in technical agriculture
from the following major areas:
1.

Agricultural economics and farm management

2.

Agricultural mechanization

3.

Animal science

4.

Plant science

Louisiana, like many other states, has an incentive program to
encourage teachers to continue their formal education to obtain the
masters degree and also hours beyond the masters degree.

Many teachers

take advantage of graduate training to improve professionally.
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Table XV Illustrates the educational level attained by the
teachers who participated in this study.
only a bachelors degree.

Eleven, or 44 per cent, held

Of these, some have not yet had an opportun

ity to continue their work while others do not qualify for entry re
quirements into a graduate program.

The latter are thus not able to

formally continue their education and are limited in the possibilities
for professional improvement which are available to them.

Those

teachers who have 30 credit hours beyond the masters degree seem to
have little incentive to continue their graduate work.

It is, however,

interesting to note that 72 per cent of the teachers in this study
were found to have less than 30 hours beyond the masters degree.

This

indicates that a substantial number of teachers could possibly benefit
from graduate work in agricultural mechanization.

TABLE XV
DEGREE HELD BY TWENTY-FIVE TEACHERS PARTICIPATING IN STUDY

Degree

Number

Per Cent

11

44.0

M.S. or M.Ed.

7

28.0

Masters + 30 hours

7

28.0

25

100.0

B.S.

Total

Prospective vocational agricultural teachers are required to
take certain courses in agricultural mechanization at the undergraduate
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level.

As previous research shows, the amount required may vary from

one university to another.

Undergraduates normally have elective

credits at their disposal from which hours may be chosen in agricul
tural mechanization.

Table XVI depicts the credit hours and areas in

which the teachers in this study have experienced undergraduate course
work in agricultural mechanization.

Considering the teachers as a

group, the largest average credit hours were taken in Agricultural
Construction and Maintenance or shop work.
3.04 hours of credit in this area.
course work in shop work.

Teachers have an average

Only three teachers did not take

The second largest average number of credits

was found in the area of Soil and Water Management (2.36 hours), fol
lowed closely by Agricultural Power and Machinery (2.16 hours).

The

least amount of undergraduate course work in agricultural mechaniza
tion taken by teachers was in Electricity - an average of .60 hours,
and in Farm Structures and Environment with an average of .58 credit
hours.

As the table illustrates, most teachers have about 12 total

credit hours in this area.

One teacher reported that he had taken no

undergraduate course work in any of the areas, yet another reported
that he had taken 19 credit hours.
In comparison to the amount of time teachers are asked to teach
agricultural mechanics, their corresponding course work training ap
pears to be somewhat low.
Table XV illustrates that at least 14 of the teachers had
acquired a masters degree or a masters degree plus 30 additional hours.
However, with the exception of two or three young teachers and some

TABLE XVI
UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT HOURS IN AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION

1
Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance (Shop Work)

2

3

Agricultural Power and
Machinery

3

4

5

6

Teachers
7
8
9

6

4

3

3

3

6

3

3

3

3

3

Agricultural Structures and
Environment
Soil and Water
Management

3

Electricity
Materials and Food, Processing
and Handling

3

3

9

2

3

6

3

3

3

3

2

18

19

15

8

4
2

2

Methods of Teaching
Agricultural Mechanics
Total

3

10

11

12

13

14

15

3

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
3

3

3

6

3

3

3
12

12

0

18

3

5

3

3

3
12

7

(Continued)

18

3

3
11

13

13

TABLE XVI (Continued)

16

17

18

19

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance (Shop Work)

4

4

4

3

Agricultural Power and
Machinery

3

3

3

3

Teachers
20 21 22

4

3

23

24

3

3

3

6

3

3

25

3.04

3

Agricultural Structures
and Environment

3

Materials and Food, Processing
and Handling

3

Methods of Teaching
Agricultural Mechanics

3
Total

Mode . . . . .

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Electricity

. . . .0-19 hrs.
12 hrs,

M e a n ......... 12.2 hrs.

2.16

0.58

Soil and Water
Management

Range

Mean

16

0.60

3

16

2.36

3

3

3

13

12

4

9

2.02

3

12

3

3

3

12

15

9

1.40
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teachers not able to meet the entry requirements of a graduate program,
most teachers have completed some graduate work.

For some reason,

however, vocational agricultural teachers have very little formal
graduate course work in agricultural mechanization, as illustrated in
Table XVII.
When considering all of the participating teachers, the average
credit hours were found to be 1.87 hours per teacher.

Fourteen teachers

had no graduate work to their credit in agricultural mechanization,
while four reported a total of six hours.

Under such circumstances, it

would seem necessary to determine why teachers are not participating
in graduate work in this area of study.
In o r d e r
formal

XVIII

vailed.
of

the

intentions

indicate yes,

illustrates,

of

of

near

in

undecided,

taking

teachers
in

no o r u n d e c i d e d .

the

in

next

the

had i n t e n t i o n s
next

while

five

years.

28 p e r c e n t

f o r m a l c o u r s e work

of

I t wa s

enrolling
An e q u a l

indicated

relation
five

to

years,

found,

th a t a near even d i s t r i b u t i o n o f

per cent

c o u r s e work

they were

intention
in

to

Thirty-six

formal

that

the

a g r i c u l t u r a l m e c h a n i z a t i o n c o u r s e wo r k

they were asked
Table

to determ ine

plans

as
pre

i n s o me

type

nu mb e r r e p o r t e d

they

had n o

in a g r ic u lt u r a l m echanization

future.

Student teaching is considered an important phase of the edu
cational development of prospective teachers.

During this phase, the

young teacher encounters first hand experiences in teaching situations
while working under the supervision of an experienced teacher.

It is

generally believed that the experiences acquired while student teaching

TABLE XVII
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS IN AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION

1

2

3

4

5

Agricultural Power and
Machinery

3

3

3

3

Agricultural Structures
and Environment

2

6

Teachers
7
8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance (Shop Work)

3

3

3

Soil and Water
Management
Electricity

3

3

3

Materials and Food, Processing
and Handling
Methods of Teaching
Agricultural Mechanics
Total

0

5

3

6

3

0

0

0

0

0

3

6

0

0

6
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TABLE XVII (Continued)

16

17

18

Teachers
19 20 21 22

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance (Shop Work)

3

3

23

24

25

3

Mean

0.36

Agricultural Power and
Machinery

0.72

Agricultural Structures
and Environment

0.20

Soil and Water
Management

0.0 0

Electricity

0.36

Materials and Food, Processing
and Handling

3

0.1 2

Methods of Teaching
Agricultural Mechanics

3

0.1 2

Total

Range

0

0

6

0

0

3

3

3

0

0

0- 6 hrs.
0 hrs.

Mean

1.87 hrs.
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Mode
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TABLE XVIII
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS PLANNING TO PARTICIPATE
IN FORMAL COURSE WORK IN AGRICULTURAL
MECHANICATION IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS

Number

Plans

Per Cent

Yes

9

36.0

No

7

28.0

Undecided

9

36.0

25

100.0

Total

a r e s o me o f

the most v a l u a b l e

education.

For

phase o f
schools

this

the v o c a t i o n a l
should

student

the

the e x te n t

teaching,

the p r o s p e c t i v e
nature

agricultural

be an i m p o r t a n t

To d e t e r m i n e
while

reason,

in

of

in

in

were asked

the p a r t ic ip a t in g

the s e l e c t i o n

of participation

teachers

undergraduate

the a g r i c u l t u r a l mechanics

programs

criteria

teachers'

to

of

the

in a g r i c u l t u r a l
indicate

schools.
mechanics

the areas

they

had c o v e r e d ,

A perusal of Table XIX discloses that some teachers participated
in all areas of agricultural mechanics during student teaching.

A

rather large number, 19 or 76 per cent, taught lessons in Agricultural
Construction and Maintenance {shop work), while the other five major
areas were taught to a lesser extent, ranging from 24 to 32 per cent of
the teachers as illustrated.
One teacher reported that he taught lessons in all six major
areas, as compared to four who indicated that they had not taught agri
cultural mechanics while student teaching.
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TABLE XIX
T E A C HE R S P A R T I C I P A T I O N IN A G R I C U L T U R A L M EC HA N IC S
A C T I V I T I E S W H I L E S TU D E N T TE AC H IN G

(N-25)

Number

Per Cent

19

76.0

Agricultural Power and
Machinery

6

24.0

Farm Structures and
Env ironmen t

7

28.0

Soil and Water
Management

8

32.0

Electricity

8

32.0

Materials and Fond, Processing
and Handling

6

24.0

Maior Area
Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance (shop work)

Number of teachers participating in all six areas . . . .
Number of teachers participating in no areas
....

1
4

In-service education has been es tabli shed in vocational agriculture as a means of keeping teachers up-to-date with current technical
information in agriculture.

An effort was made to determine teachers'

participation in in-service training which is usually provided through
a joint effort between the State Department of Education and the Univer
sity.
Indications are that a considerable number of teachers have re
ceived in-service training in Agricultural Construction and Maintenance
(21 or 84 per cent), Electricity (18 or 72 per cent), and about one-half
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or 56 p er cent
evidence

that

tn A g r i c u l t u r a l

T h er e is,

however,

the o t he r three m a j o r a reas of a g ri cu l t u r a l m e c h a n i c s

not b e e n emphasized.

Da ta in T a bl e X X d is cl o se

e d u c a t i o n p r o g r a m has been
ever, w i t h

Power and Machinery.

that

taken a d v a nt a ge of by many

the rapid a d v a n c e m e n t of a gr ic ul tur e,

to c on ti nu e and may have to be

this

had

the i n- se rv i ce
teachers.

How

trend w i l l

need

intensified.

T A B L E XX
I N -S E RV I CE E D U C A T I O N P A R T I C I P A T I O N OF V O C A T I O N A L A G R I C U L T U R A L
T E A CH E RS IN T HE LAST FIVE Y E A R S
(N-25)

Number

Per C e nt

A g r i c u l t u r a l C o n s t r u c t i o n and
M a i n t e n a n c e (shop work)

21

84.0

Ag ri c ul t ur al
Machi nery

14

56.0

A g ri c u l t u r a l S tr uc tu re s
and En vi ro n me n t

J

12.0

Soil and W a t e r
M ana ge m en t

3

12. 0

18

72.0

2

8.0

Area

Power and

Electr ic ity
M a t e r i a l s and Food,
and H a n d l i n g
Nu mb er of
Number

Processing

teachers p a r t i c i p a t i n g

in all

six areas

. . . .

0

of teachers p a r t i c i p a t i n g in no a r e a s ............ 2

A r ev ie w of T a bl e XXI

reveals

that

teachers are c o g n i z a n t of the

i mp o rt an c e of k e e p i n g a br e a s t w i t h m e c h a n i z a t i o n

in todays agric ul tu re .
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TABLE XXI
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL TEACHERS DESIRING
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS IN THE
VARIOUS AREAS OF AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION
(N-25)

Number

Per Cent

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance (shop work)

15

60.0

Agricultural Power and
Machinery

18

72.0

Agricultural Structures
and Environment

9

36.0

Soil and Water
Management

10

o
o
<r

Areas

Electricity

16

64.0

4

16.0

11

44.0

Materials and Food, Processing
and Handling
Methods of Teaching
Agricultural Mechanics
Note:

Two teachers desired no in-service training in the next 5 years

The facts Indicate that teachers are especially interested in receiving
in-service education in Agricultural Power and Machinery (18 or 72 per
cent).

Relatively large numbers of the teachers also indicated a de

sire for in-service training in Electricity, Agricultural Construction
and Maintenance, Methods of Teaching Agricultural Mechanics, Soil and
Water Management, and Farm Structures and Environment.

Fewer teachers,

only 4 or 16 per cent, indicated that they were interested in the
newest addition to agricultural mechanics - Materials and Food, Process
ing and Handling.
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It m a y a lso be noted
d e s i r e d no in-ser vi ce
revealed

in

this

that only

two

teachers

t ra in in g in the next

table s h ow that

repor te d that they

five years.

The facts

teachers are g en e ra ll y rece pt ive

to

t r a in i ng that w o u l d e nable t he m to improve their i ns t ru c t i o n in a g r i 
cu lt ur al mechani cs .
D a t a in T ab l e XXII
feel
ing.

that

reveal

i n- se rv ic e e d u c a ti on

that most

teachers,

is a very n e ce ss ary part of

A fur th er stu dy of the table dis clo se s

20 per cent,
and only

rated this

two,

study w e re of the o p i n i o n
n ec es si ty

of the

their t r a i n 

that five teachers,

part of the e du cational

or 8 per cent,

18 or 72 per cent,

or

p r o g r a m as nece ss ary

teachers w ho p a r t i c i p a t e d

that in -s erv ic e e du c at i on was of

in this

little

in v o ca ti o na l agriculture.

T AB LE XXII
A D I S T R I B U T I O N OF V O C A T I O N A L A G R I C U L T U R A L TEACHERS'
ON THE N E C E S SI T Y OF IN -S ER VI CE E D U C AT I ON

De gr ee of N e c e s s i t y

N um be r

T ea ch e rs
Per Cent

18

72.0

Necessary

5

20.0

Of Li tt le N e c e ss i ty

2

8.0

Of No N e c e s s i t y

0

0.0

No O pi n i o n

0

0.0

25

100.0

Very N e c e s s a r y

Total

O PI NI O NS
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One of the objectives of this study was to determine the In
fluence of the vocational agriculture teachers background on the
development of the agricultural mechanics phase of vocational agri
culture.

Table XXIII lists and ranks eight experience areas.

The

original plan was to analyze the influence of background experiences
on the development of the program through regression analysis.

This

procedure, however, had to be abandoned because it is a linear analy
sis and the variation in numbers of teachers restricted the solution
of the problem.
Those teachers who had experienced a certain activity were
asked to rate the degree to which their experiences in the activity
influenced the development of agricultural mechanics in their program.
The teachers were asked to rate the influence on a qualitative basis,
namely:

(1) very much, (2) some, (3) very little, (4) none or (5)

no opinion.
For e v a l u a t i o n p u r p o s e s a q u a n t i t a t i v e
two,

one,

a n d z e r o wa s a s s i g n e d

w e i g h t e d me an v a l u e s
tative

value

riencing

each

of

the

item.

in Table
responses

respectively

value
to

the

X X I I I a r e b a s e d on t h e
divided

Th e i t e m s w e r e

of

three,

responses.
sum o f

by t h e numbe r o f

then

four,

The

the q u a n t i 

teachers

expe

r a n k e d by t h e w e i g h t e d mean

value.

A review of the table indicates that participating teachers
think in-service education had the greater influence on the development
of their program (3.32 on a 4 to 0 scale).

Only eight teachers indi

cated that they had work experience in industry related to agricultural
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TABLE XXIII
RANK BY WEIGHTED MEANS OF THE INFLUENCE OF EXPERIENCES AND
EDUCATION ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AGRICULTURAL
MECHANICS PHASE OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
AS PERCEIVED BY CERTAIN TEACHERS

Number

Weighted
Mean Values

23

3.52

1

8

3.29

2

Undergraduate Agricultural
Mechanization Training

24

3.04

3

Military Training Related
to Agricultural Mechanics

12

2. 75

4

Graduate Agricultural
Mechanization Training

11

2.73

5

Home Farm Agricultural
Mechanics Experiences

21

2.50

6

Student Teaching
Experience

21

2.48

7

High School Agricultural
Mechanics Training

19

1.70

8

Experiences
1.

In-Service Training in
Agricultural Mechanics

2 . Work Experience in Industry
Related to Agricultural
Mechanics
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Rank

Possible Wt, Mean Range 4.00 to .00
Note:

Wt. mean Is based on the number of teachers who experienced
the activity
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mechanics for six months or more.

Work experience related to agricul

tural mechanics ranked second since those eight teachers rated the
degree of influence quite high - 3.29 on a 4 to 0 scale.

Undergraduate

education in agricultural mechanization was also found to be a very
Influential factor.

As the table illustrates, a weighted mean of 3.04

was computed from the responses of the 24 teachers who had taken under
graduate credits in agricultural mechanization.
Military training related to mechanics was found to rank fourth
with a weighted mean of 2.75, followed closely by graduate agricultural
mechanization training.

Home farm agricultural mechanics experiences

rated sixth with a weighted mean value of 2.50.

This was followed

closely by student teaching experiences in agricultural mechanics In
seventh place with a weighted mean value of 2.48.

High school agri

cultural mechanics training ranked eighth or last with a value of 1.70.
Federal aid in funding has been allotted to vocational agriculture
from time to time for the purchase of tools and equipment, and for con
struction purposes.

Since 1963, additional funds have become available

for the purchasing of equipment.

It is of utmost importance that both

teachers and school administrators use sound judgment in buying equip
ment in order to update and balance their program.

This equipment

should then also be used productively for instructional purposes.
Table XXIV illustrates that teachers have used funds to purchase
equipment in all the major areas of agricultural mechanics.

The least

amount of equipment purchased was in the newest addition to the agricul
tural mechanics program - Materials and Food, Processing and Handling.
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TABLE XXIV
AREAS OF AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS FOR WHICH EQUIPMENT
WAS PURCHASED THROUGH FEDERAL AID
(N-22)

Number

Per Cent

14

63.6

Agricultural Power
and Machinery

9

40.9

Soil and Water
Management

4

18.2

Electrici ty

9

40.9

Materials and Food, Processing
and Handling

1

4.5

Agricultural Structures
and Envi ronment

5

22. 7

Area
Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance (Bhop work)

This area is relatively new and not yet well developed.

However, as

the farm becomes more mechanized and more students will need to seek
employment in the food service aspect of agriculture, teachers will
need to focus more attention on this area of agricultural mechanics.
The largest amount of equipment was bought by teachers in the
area of Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work).

Four

teen, or 63.6 per cent, of the teachers reported that they had used
Federal aid to purchase equipment for this phase of the agricultural
mechanics program.
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At the request of the vocational agricultural teacher, some
agriculture related industries provide limited aid, both financial
and technical.
teacher.

This has in some instances provided a crutch for the

It has also provided an excellent source of top quality

technical instruction and a means of acquiring equipment for instruc
tional purposes fo~ the high school.
These industries must be commended for their generosity and
efforts.

They have undoubtedly made a great contribution to education.

Vocational agricultural teachers should be constantly working toward
a realistic, well-rounded agricultural mechanics program and should
use the resources that industry has to offer.
Information in Table XXV indicates that teachers have received
aid from industries related to Agricultural Construction and Mainten
ance (shop work), Agricultural Power and Machinery, and Electrical
programs.

The welding industry has had a definite Influence on the

development of welding instruction, and in more recent years small
gasoline engines have found a place in the program due in part to the
efforts of industry.

Electrical companies have also had a favorable

impact on the total program in vocational agriculture.
Leaders in the area of vocational agricultural education and
teachers must, however, keep in mind the importance of a balanced
agricultural mechanics program.

Although welding and small gasoline

engines are extremely important in agriculture, these two segments
alone should comprise only a part of the total program.
Table XXV reveals another notable point.

It was found that

63.6 per cent of the departments did not utilize technical aid of any
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TABLE XXV
AREAS OF AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS IN WHICH FINANCIAL OR TECHNICAL
TEACHING AID HAS BEEN GRANTED IN THE AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
PHASE OF THE VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM
(N-22)

Area

Number

Per Cent

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance (shop work)

4

18.2

Agricultural Power
and Machinery

6

27.3

Soil and Water
Management

0

0.0

Electricity

5

22.7

Materials and Food, Processing
and Handling

0

0.0

Agricultural Structures
and Environment

0

0.0

14

63.6

None

type.

Teachers in these fourteen departments are, of course, not taking

full advantage of all the resources available to them.
Surely, there are many factors and forces which are interrelated
and influence the development of the agricultural mechanics phase of
vocational agriculture in a particular school.

A rather comprehensive

evaluation was made of eleven factors that were believed to have an
influence on the development of the program.
Teachers were asked to Indicate the degree of influence that
each of the X factors had on the development of their program.

The
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qualitative degrees of response included:

(1) very much, (2 ) some,

(3) very little, or (4) none; and a space was provided for no opinion,
A quantitative value of four, three, two, one, and zero, in that order,
was then assigned to the responses for evaluation purposes.
Teachers were also asked to evaluate the agricultural mechanics
phase of their agricultural program at one of four levels -- excellent,
good, fair, poor, and no opinion,

A quantitative value four, three,

two, one, and zero was assigned to the responses.

Thus a numerical

number range of four to zero was established for statistical purposes.
Using this as a basis, three statistical computations were made.
First, the weighted means were computed; second, the Standard Deviation
was computed; and third, a regression analysis was computed on the
excellence of the agricultural mechanics program as perceived by
teachers (the dependent variable Y) and the degree of influence that
the teachers believed the various selected factors have had on the
development of their program - the independent X variables.

Part I of

Table XXVI (b values) regresses the Y variable on each of the X variables.
Part 2 of the same table regresses the Y variable on the X variables as
a group.
It is interesting to note that the weighted mean value for all
the X factors was found to be relatively high.

In fact, teachers in

alt cases rated the influence higher than the excellence of their
program.

It is also interesting to note that teachers rated personal

interest as being the most influential factor in the development of
their agricultural mechanics instructional program.

The weighted mean
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TABLE XXVI
THE INFLUENCE OF SELECTED FACTORS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS PHASE OF VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS

Part I
Wt.
Mean

S.D.

r

b
value

The Excellence of Agricultural
Mechanics program

2.44

1.04

-

-

State Supervision In Making
Recommendations and Providing
Aid

2.68

1.03

.25

-.16

Conferences and Meetings Con
ducted by the State Department
of Education and the University

2.72

1.31

.31

-.33

X3

Local school policy

2.88

1.17

.70

.69

X4

Teaching Materials provided
by the University

2.72

1.02

.43

.56

Desires of Students

3.28

1.10

.58

.19

X6

Desires of Local Farmers

3.00

1.04

.5*

.48

X7

Desires of Agricultural
Related Businesses

2.60

1.12

.51

-.24

X8

Research Findings and
Reconmendations

2.64

I. 15

.55

.20

Personal Interest

3.36

l.ll

.43

-.26

X10

In-Service Workshops

3.32

1.11

.49

-.05

X11

Needs of the Conmunity

3.25

1.09

.52

-.44

Factor Variables
Y

X1

x2

X5

X9

(Continued)
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TABLE XXVI (Continued)

Part 2
Wt.
Mean

C.V.

R2

37.30

.59

Y Regressed on
Xl, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6 , X7, X8 , X9 , X10,
X11

value of this factor was found to be 3.36.

It was followed closely by

In-service workshops, desires of students, needs of the community, and
desires of local fanners.
A close Inspection of the Standard Deviation column and the
coefficient of variation (C.V. value) reveals that there was a rather
wide variation in teacher responses to the influence factors under
investigation.

The widest variation in responses concerned the influence

of conferences and meetings conducted jointly by the State Department
of Education and the University.
The C.V. value, computed by using the Standard Deviation as a per
cent of the mean, was found to be quite high, indicating a substantial
variation when Y was regressed on the X variables as a group.
The £ values in Part 1 indicate that there Is a positive rela
tionship between the influence variables and the agricultural mechanics
program.

The highest influence relationship was found to come from

local school policy.
(.59).

The R

2

value was also found to be relatively high

This Indicates that when the Y variable is regressed on the X
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variables, there is a relatively high influence by all factors on the
agricultural mechanics program.

The b value in Table XXVI Indicates

the corresponding change that could be expected in the Y variable when
each X variable is Increased by one and when all others are held con
stant.

In other words, as the weighted mean value of X increased by

1.00, the Y variable changed by the Indicated amount in the b value
column.

Thus, the indications are that the largest amount of influence

on the improvement of agricultural mechanics programs could occur
through the local school policy as shown by a b value of .69.

In second

place was an increase in the amount of teaching materials provided by
the university.
Quantitatively, an increase of 1.00 on X4 variable (teaching
materials provided by the university) would increase the excellence of
the agricultural mechanics program by a corresponding value of .56.
It is also interesting to note that a negative effect on the
excellence of the program could be expected with an Increase of six
of the variables.

The negative b values derived through regression

analysis discloses that the needs of the conxnunlty play a lesser role
in the development of the program than they once did.

Further evi

dence indicates that little improvement in the total agricultural
mechanics program could be expected through conferences and meetings
by the State Department of Education and the University or through
state supervision.

It may also be noted that the desires of agriculture

related businesses would not bring about an improvement in the program.
This indicates that teachers have not completely accepted the responsi
bility of training students for nonfarm employment in agriculture.

The
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data also points out that ln-servlce work shops would have little effect
on the Improvement of agricultural mechanics in the state.

These in-

service work shops are normally planned in a manner that does not allow
sufficient time for fruitful training of teachers.
Students of vocational agriculture have basically three employ
ment alternatives in agriculture: (1) They may enter some type of pro
duction farming, (2) They may enter some nonfarm occupation, or (3)
They may continue their formal education and enter either a technical
or professional field.
Although there are very few opportunities for students to enter
farming today, it still remains the vocational agricultural teacher's
responsibility to instruct and guide those students who plan to farm.
The majority of farm youth today must seek employment in nonfarm areas.
Many different types of jobs are available for people who have special
ized skill and knowledge.

Many other farm youth have been encouraged

by parents, teachers and school counselors to continue their education.
This study gathered data for analysis purposes from the three categories
of students mentioned above.
Research conducted in the past shows that high school students
have rather definite occupational plans.

One of the objectives of this

study was to determine whether there is a significant difference in the
certainty of occupational objectives among farm bound students, employ
ment bound students, and students planning to continue their formal
education.

(Table XXVII)
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TABLE XXVII
A COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE IN THE CERTAINTY OF THE CHOSEN
OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVES AMONG FARM BOUND STUDENTS,
EMPLOYMENT BOUND STUDENTS, AND STUDENTS PLANNING
TO CONTINUE THEIR FORMAL EDUCATION

Number

Mean

Farm Bound

20

3.35

Employment Bound

25

2.44

Planning to Continue
Their Education

25

3.28 ^

Type Student

F Ratio

>
^y

10.87

F Tabular:
.01 = A.94
.05 - 3.14
df 2 and 62

The original plans were to gather data from 25 students in each
category.

However, the writer found that 5 of the 22 schools surveyed

had no vocational agricultural junior or senior level students who were
planning to enter some type of farming.

Therefore, only 20 farm bound

students participated in this study, as illustrated in Table XXVIITo determine whether a difference in certainty existed, each of
the students was asked to express his feeling of certainty toward his
chosen occupational objective by responding to one of these four
levels: (1) absolutely certain, (2) fairly certain, (3) vaguely cer
tain, or (A) not certain.

A space was also provided for no opinion.

A quantitative value of four, three, two, and one was then assigned to
each response respectively for analysis purposes.
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The following hypothesis was posed to be tested by analysis of
variance:

There Is no significant difference In the certainty toward

an occupational objective among farm bound students, employment bound
students, and students who were planning to continue their formal
education.
An F Ratio of 10.87 was found.

Comparing this to F tabular

value (4.94 at the .01 level of confidence and 3.14 at the .05 level
of confidence) at 2 and 62 degrees of freedom, it was found that the
computed value is greater at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence.
It must therefore be concluded that there Is a highly significant
difference among the three types of students as to the certainty of
occupational objectives.
The facts revealed that farm bound students seem to be most
certain of their future work plans.

Table XXVII shows that the com

puted mean was found to be 3.35 on a 4.00 to .00 scale.

Students

planning to continue their formal education were found to have an
average of 3. 28* and employment bound students were found to be least
certain with a mean value of 2.44.

Under such circumstances the voca

tional agriculture teacher must place special emphasis on counseling
with employment bound students.

He must help the students define more

clearly their employment objectives.
Table XXVIII was compiled as a summary table in which four
groups of data were used:
1.

Data from vocational agricultural teachers

2.

Data from farm bound vocational agricultural students junior and senior level

TABU XXVIII
A SUMMARY TABU

Agricultural Mechanics Activities

1

2

Wt. Means3
3
4

5

Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work)
1.

Promote the establishment of a home shop or farm
service center ...............................

2.60

2.84

3.35

2.96

3.00

Plan, equip, arrange and manage an agricultural
mechanics shop ...............................

2.60

2.56

3.10

2.84

2.60

Select hand and power tools and shop equipment
considering such factors as make, models, sizes,
quantities, and grades ........................

2.88

2.64

3.35

3.00

3.00

Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely use common
shop tools and equipment ......................

2.92

2.92

3.40

3.16

3.08

Install, safely use, service and maintain power
tools found in agricultural mechanics shops . . .

2.72

2.76

3.55

3.20

3.08

3.20

3.08

3.10

3.72

3.08

Do hot metal work, including; bending, shaping,
and heat treating ............................

2.64

2.72

3.00

3.20

2.64

8 . Do cold metal work, including; cutting, drilling,
filing, tapping, threading, riveting, and bending.

2.68

2.72

3.10

3.08

2.96

2,

3-

4.

5.

6 . Do electric arc and oxyacetylene welding,
including cutting, bronze welding and hard
surfacing ...................................
7.

(Continued)

TABLE XXVIII

(Continued)

Agricultural Mechanics Activities

6

r Values*5
7
8

9

F-Ratioc
10

Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work)
1.

Promote the establishment of a home shop or farm
service center .................................

.67

.27

.04

.11

.93

Plan, equip, arrange and manage an agricultural
mechanics shop .................................

.72

.20

.02

.22

1.57

Select hand and power tools and shop equipment
considering such factors as make, models, sizes,
quantities, and grades ..........................

,77

.12

-.20

.00

1.04

Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely use common
shop tools and equipment ........................

.86

.11

.17

.45

.75

Install, safely use, service and maintain power
tools found in agricultural mechanics shops . . . .

.86

.40

-.20

.41

1.73

6 . Do electric arc and oxyacetylene welding,
including cutting, bronze welding and hard
surfacing .....................................

.79

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

Do hot metal work, including; bending, shaping,
and heat treating ..............................

-.19

.36

4.81c

.90

.52

.35

.04

2.69

.76

.11

-.18

-.06

.17
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8 . Do cold metal work, including; cutting, drilling,
filing, tapping, threading, riveting, and bending. .

.04

(Continued)

TABLE XXVIII (Continued)
Wt. Means

Agricultural Mechanics Activities

1

2

3

4

5

9. Do sheet metal work, including; cutting, bending
and fastening

2.00

2.24

2.85

2.88

2.72

10. Do pipe and tubing work and make simple plumbing
repairs

2,72

2.68

3.05

2.88

2.68

2.80

3.15

2.48

2.88

2.44

2.52

3.50

2.52

2.80

2.56

2.64

3.15

2.40

2.44

2.16

2.52

3.45

2.52

2.52

2.36

2.64

2.60

2.56

2.72

16. Make the more important rope knots, hitches, splices
and halters

1.96

2.28

2.70

2.24

2.60

17. Recognize dangers and hazards connected with the
use of tools and equipment and guard against
them

3.04

3.16

3.40

3.32

3.36

11. Select lumber, hardware and other building
materials and calculate bills of materials

....

12. Construct and maintain small farm buildings
and equipment..................................
13.

Do painting, apply wood preservatives of all
types, and g l a z i n g

14. Construct and maintain adequate f e n c e s
15.

Do concrete work including building forms,
testing materials, preparing mixes, placing,
finishing and curing; and doing simple construction
with concrete masonry .building u n i t s ...........

2.76

(Continued)

TABLE XXVIII

(Continued)

6

Agricultural Mechanics Activities

r Values
7
8

9

F-Ratio
10

Do sheet metal work, including; cutting, bending
and fastening .................................

.70

.13

-.15

.10

.20

10. Do pipe and tubing work ?nd make simple plumbing
repairs .......................................

.60

.15

-.23

.18

.88

....

.67

.09

-.19

.12

2.90

12. Construct and maintain small farm buildings
and equipment .................................

.51

.37

.21

.40

8 .20e

Do painting, apply wood preservatives of all
types, and glazing ............................

.69

.05

-.50

.28

4.35d

.........

.70

.43

-.24

.46

9. lle

9.

11.

13.

Select lumber, hardware and other building
materials and calculate bills of materials

14.

Construct and maintain adequate fences

15.

Do concrete work including building forms, testing
materials, preparing mixes, placing, finishing
and curing; and doing simple construction with
concrete masonry building units .................

.59

.25

-.22

.02

.16

Make the more important rope knots, hitches,
splices and halters ............................

.71

,20

.01

.03

1. 88

Recognize dangers and hazards connected with the
use of tools and equipment and guard against
t h e m .........................................

.70

.37

-.13

.40

.06

16.

17.

(Continued)

TABLE XXVIII (Continued)

Agricultural Mechanics Activities

1

Wt. Mean
2
3

4

5

Agricultural Power Units and Tractors
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Understand principles of fuel induction,
timing, compression and ignition systems
in internal combustion engines

2.64

Do preventative maintenance on farm tractors and
stationary agricultural e n g i n e s

2.20

Overhaul internal combustion engines, make repairs
and replace parts such as: clutches, brakes, starters,
generators, ignition points, waterpumps, etc, . . .

1.88

2.76

3.60

3.20

3.32

2.52

3.65

3.00

2.88

2,12

3.45

2.96

3.08

Operate, service, maintain, and repair small
gasoline engines

2.84

3.08

3.35

3.04

2.60

Evaluate and select power units and machines to
fulfill specific farming requirements considering
economic factors and Nebraska T e s t s

1.76

2.08

3.30

2.64

2.60

Agricultural Field Machines
1.

2.

Identify component units in field machines and
understand how the individual units work together
................
to make up a functional machine

1.80

1.96

3.30

2.76

2.64

Operate, plan and do preventative maintenance on
common field m a c h i n e s ...........................

2.12

2.20

3.40

2,72

2.76

(Continued)

TABLE XXVIII

(Continued)

Agricultural Mechanics Activities

6

r Values
7
8

9

F-Ratio
10

Agricultural Power Units and Tractors
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Understand principles of fuel induction, timing,
coi^iression and ignition systems in internal
............................
combustion engines

.84

.14

Do preventative maintenance on farm tractors and
stationary agricultural engines

.80

.05

.16

.03

5.47'

.10

.29

.38

1.53

-.28

. 11

4.73

Overhaul internal combustion engines, make repairs
and replace parts such as: clutches, brakes, starters,
generators, ignition points, waterpumps, etc. . . .

.65

.10

-.01

1.53

Operate, service, maintain, and repair small gasoline
e n g i n e s .......................................

,71

-.14

Evaluate and select power units and machines to
fulfill specific farming requirements considering
economic factors and Nebraska T e s t s .............

.46

.23

-.18

.04

3.97*

Identify component units in field machines and
understand how the individual units work together
to make up a functional m a c h i n e ........... . .

,46

.29

.28

-.06

4.20<

Operate, plan and do preventative maintenance on
common field machines ........................

,63

-.02

.12

-.13

4.72*

Agricultural Field Machines
1.

2.

(Continued)

TABLE XXVIII

(Continued)

Wt. Means
Agricultural Mechanics Activities
3. Make repairs to correct cotmnon operating troubles
due to wear of parts, breakage, misalignment,
and other improper functioning

2.04

2.16

3.45

2.96

2.92

4. Adjust field machines to perform at maximum
efficiency

1.76

2.04

3.65

2.80

2.84

2.32

2.48

3.55

2.80

3.08

1. Understand hydrologic cycle, rainfall, run-off and
erosion control principles

2.40

2.52

3,20

2.44

2.76

2. Measure distances, calculate areas, do topography
surveying, and read and draw topographic maps . . .

2.24

2.44

2.90

2.44

2.76

3. Set up and use the farm level and record field
notes

2.40

2.64

3.05

2.36

2.84

4. Construct terraces, level land, construct ditches,
and drain low l a n d s

1.92

2.24

3.45

2.32

2.88

5. Evaluate, plan and lay out a simple sprinkler or
flood irrigation s y s t e m

1.52

1.72

3,05

2.16

2.44

6 . Pollution control in run-off w a t e r ...............

1.76

1.84

2.90

2.68

2.84

5. Evaluate machinery operation for safety practices

.

Soil and Water Management
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(Continued)

TABLE XXVIII

(Continued)

Agricultural Mechanics Activities
3.

6

r Values
7
8

9

F-Ratio
10

Make repairs to correct common operating troubles
due to wear of parts, breakage, misalignment,
and other improper functioning ..................

.67

.10

.08

.00

2.87

Adjust field machines to perform at maximum
efficiency .....................................

.62

-.41

-.22

.14

6 .90e

Evaluate machinery operation for safety practices

.61

-.22

.03

.18

5. 74e

.83

.04

-.24

.02

4. 31d

.74

-.09

-.05

.02

1,64

Set up and use the farm level and record field
notes .........................................

.81

.36

.10

.20

4.40d

Construct terraces, level land, construct ditches,
and drain low lands ............................

.72

.13

-.32

-.01

9. 35e

Evaluate, plan and lay out a simple sprinkler or
flood irrigation system ........................

.54

.24

-.09

-.24

5.556

6 . Pollution control in run-off w a t e r ...............

.42

.08

-.25

.00

3.69^

4.

5.

Soil and Water Management
1.

Understand hydrologic cycle, rainfall, run-off and
erosion control principles ......................

2 . Measure distances, calculate areas, do topography
surveying, and read and draw topographic maps . . .
3.

4.

5.

TABLE XXVIII

(Continued)

1

Agricultural Mechanics Activities

2

Wt. Means
3

4

5

Agricultural Electricity
1,

Understand the electron theory, electrical
terminology, theory of circuits, etc..............

2.76

2.72

2.35

2.76

2.80

2.

Repair service and maintain electric motors

....

2.04

2. 20

2.45

3.08

2.72

3.

Uire farm buildings in accordance to The National
Electric Code ..................................

2.56

2.84

2.65

3.12

2.92

Figure toad requirements and wire sizes for
specific electrical equipment ...................

2.48

2.80

2.95

3.04

2.84

Evaluate wiring and re-wiring for adequacy, conven
ience, and safety ..............................

2.60

2.72

3.05

3.04

2.92

Understand the building requirements for a
particular farmstead ............................

2.40

2.64

3. 20

2. 68

2.52

Plan, lay-out, and construct a small farm
building .......................................

2.36

2.64

3.15

2.68

2.84

Estimate quantities, select suitable building
materials, and compute costs in farm building
construction ...................................

2 .28

2.56

3.10

2.56

2.92

Re-model an existing farm building ...............

1.92

2.44

2.80

2.60

2.56

4.

5.

Agricultural Structures and Environment
1.

2.

3.

4.

(Continued)

TABLE XXVIII (Continued)

6

Agricultural Mechanics Activities

r Values
7
8

9

F-Ratio
10

Agricultural Electricity

2.

Repair service and maintain electric motors

.59

-.14

3.

Wire farm buildings in accordance to The National
Electric Code ..................................

.64

-.15

Figure load requirements and wire sizes for
specific electrical equipment ..................

.44

.11

Evaluate wiring and re-wiring for adequacy,
convenience, and safety ........................

.57

Understand the building requirements for a
particular farmstead ............................

4.

S.

.18

1.37

.26

2.83

OO

.01

.43

1.38

-.03

.30

.27

.04

-.04

.20

.14

.70

.30

.33

.24

4.47d

Flan, lay-out, and construct a small farm
building .......................................

.68

.08

.11

.09

1.51

Estimate quantities, select suitable building
materials, and compute cost in farm building
construction ...................................

.62

-.34

00
o

.58

o
1

Understand the electron theory, electrical
terminology, theory of circuits, etc..............

1
o

1.

.14

2.09

Re-model an existing farm building ...............

.49

.14

-.06

.26

.45

....

.31

Agricultural Structures and Environment
1.

2.

3.

4

4.

(Continued)

TABLE XXVIII

(Continued)

Agricultural Mechanics Activities
5.

Evaluate good construction methods and standard
building materials to meet the environmental
requirements of farm animals and poultry .........

1

2

Wt, Means
3

4

5

2 .2a

252

2 95

2 52

2.84

Understand the principles and application of labor
saving devices such as: elevators, conveyors, and
processing devices ....................
...

1.64

1.80

2.90

25 6

2.52

Install processing and handling devices such as*
elevators, conveyors, feed grinders, and seed
cleaning equipment
..........................

1 56

1 .72

3.00

2.52

2.48

Operate, adjust, and maintain meat cutting devices
such as meat slicers, saws, etc...................

1.56

1.88

2. 50

2,56

2.56

Operate, adjust, and maintain grain storing and
drying equipment ................................

1.40

1.64

3.00

2.48

2.40

Evaluate the refrigeration and storage facilities
for storing meats, vegetables and fruits .........

1.60

1.72

2.50

2.64

2 64

Materials and Food, Processing and Handling
L.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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TABLE XXVIII

(Continued)

Agricultural Mechanics Activities
Evaluate good construction methods and standard
building materials to meet the environmental
requirements of farm animals and poultry .........

9

F-Ratio
10

.66

30

.07

.25

1.49

Understand the principles and application of labor
saving devices such as: elevators, conveyors, and
............................
processing devices

.89

-.15

.12

.14

1.01

Install processing and handling devices such as:
elevators, conveyors, feed grinders, and seed
cleaning equipment ..............................

.83

- ,40

.10

-.04

2.14

Operate, adjust, and maintain meat cutting devices
such as meat slicers, saws, etc...................

.69

-.18

.06

-.21

.03

Operate, adjust, and maintain grain storing and
drying equipment ................................

.60

.10

.02

.10

2.93

Evaluate the refrigeration and storage facilities
for storing meats, vegetables and fruits . . . . . .

00

5.

6

r Values
7
8

-.14

-.14

.15

.16

Materials and Food, Processing and Handling
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

a 1
2
3
4
3

-

Weightedmean
Weightedmean
Weightedmean
Weightedmean
Weightedmean

of degree activities are taught by teacher
of formal training experienced by teacher in activity
of need for activity of farm bound student
of need for activity of employment bound student
of need for activity of college bound student
(Continued)

TABLE XXVIII

k 6
7
8
9

-

rvalue
rvalue
rvalue
rvalue

between
between
between
between

columns
columns
columns
columns

1
1
1
1

and
and
and
and

(Continued)

2
3
4
3

c10 - F-Ratio among 3, 4, and 5
F Tabular:

(df ■ 2 and 62)

d Significantly different at the .05 level of confidence (.05 * 3.14)
Significantly different at the .01 level of confidence (.01 * 4.94)

I

3.

Data from employment bound vocational agricultural students
- junior and senior level

4.

Data from students who were planning to continue their forma
education - junior and senior level.

Teachers and students were asked to respond to 48 agricultural
mechanics activities, broken down into 7 major areas:

(1) Agricultural

Construction and Maintenance (shop work), Agricultural Power Units and
Tractors, (3) Agricultural Field Machines, (4) Soil and Water Manage
ment, (5) Agricultural Electricity, (6 ) Agricultural Structures and
Environment, and (7) Materials and Food, Processing and Handling.

The

activities under each of the major areas were considered basic to a
complete educational program in agricultural mechanics.
However, teachers and students were asked to respond differently
to each of the activities listed.

First, teachers were asked to rate

the degree to which each activity was taught in the agricultural mechan
ics phase of his program.

The choice of degrees was (1) very adequate,

(2) adequate, (3) limited, or (4) not included.

A quantitative value

of 4,3, 2, and I was then assigned to each of the degrees respectively.
A weighted mean was then computed from the responses of the 25 teachers
and was listed in Column 1 in Table XXVIII.
Teachers were also asked to rate the training they had received
in each of the listed activities.

The degrees to which the teachers

could respond in reference to their training was (1 ) very adequate,
(2) adequate, (3) limited, or (4) no training.

Again, a quantitative

value of 4, 3, 2, and 1 was assigned to each degree respectively and a
weighted mean was computed and listed in Column 2.
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The

three groups of s tu den ts were

same a c ti vit ies
w e re

to rate

to w h i c h

the d eg ree

m e ch an ic s w o u l d benefit
The

(2)

teachers,

each degree
was

oeneficial,

listed

respectively.
3.

to c o nt i nu e

In Columns

6,

lists

The

b e tw ee n

and

their

formal

(4)

3, 2, and

f ollowing a rb i tr a ry

in a g ri c ul tu ra l

(1) very b e n e 
no opinion.

the w e ig h te d m e a n
for

e d u c a t i o n were

that express

needs.

As
to

farm bound student
for the

those students
listed

7, 8, and 9 are listed co ef fi ci en t

two v ariables

they

1 was a s s i gn e d

for the

and the w ei g h t e d means

values w h i c h are r el a ti o ns h ip m ea su re s
tionship

four levels

The w e i g h t e d mean

to the

future oc cu p at i on a l

little benefit,

C ol u mn 4

bound student,

w h o p la n ne d

to one of

a q u an ti t a t i v e value of 4,

in C ol u m n

em p lo ym e nt

of

However,

the a ct iv it ie s

them in view of their

(3)

to respond

had responded.

to whi c h each of

students c ou l d have r es p on d ed

ficial,
for

the teachers

then asked

the

in C ol u m n 5.

of c o r r e l a t i o n
linear

rela

on a q ua n ti t a t i v e scale of -1 to +1.

no tations are usually used

to express

the

n u me ri ca l values of jr:
£

from

.00 to + 2 0

denotes

indifferent

or neglig ib le

r el a tio nsh ip

r_ from + . 20 to + . 4 0 d e no tes low c o r re l at i on - present but slight
jr from + . 4 0

to + - 7 0 denotes a s ub st a nt i al

_r from + . 7 0

to + 1 . 0 0 denotes high

O ne of
tionship
teach and

the o bj e ct iv e s

bet we en what

d e t e r m i n e wh ic h

to d e t e r m i n e

agricu lt ur al

received alo ng

in C o lu m n 6.

relati on sh ip

to a very high r e la t io ns hi p

this study was

the vocatio na l

the tra ining they

ship is e x p r e ss e d

of

or a m a r k e d

these

the r e l a 

teachers actually
lines.

This

relation

A n ot he r o bj e ct i ve of this study was

group of s tu de nt s

- farm bound,

em p lo y me nt bound,

or

to
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students planning to continue their formal education - profits most
from the agricultural mechanics instructional program.

Therefore,

coefficients of correlations were computed between what each group of
students thought they needed to know in agricultural mechanics and
that which was taught.

The r_ value between the expressed needs of

farm bound students and the degree to which that activity was being
taught was listed in Column 7.

In Column 8 the £ values between the

expressed needs of the employment bound students and the degree to
which the activity was being taught was listed.

The jc values for the

expressed needs of the students planning to continue their formal
education and the degree to which the activity was being taught was
listed in Column 9.
Another objective of this study was to determine whether a
significant difference existed in the expressed needs in agricultural
mechanics Instruction among the three groups of students.

Since a

difference measurement among three groups was the problem, Analysis
of Variance of F-Ratio was used.
Analysis of Variance Is used with a null hypothesis.
the following specific hypothesis was posed:

Therefore,

There is no significant

difference in the expressed needs in agricultural mechanics Instruction
among farm bound, enplovment bound, and those vocational agricultural
students planning to continue their formal education.
To test the stated hypothesis and determine if a significant
difference existed, an F-Ratlo was computed from the assigned quantitat
i v e responses of the three groups of students for each of the 48 basic
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activities in the 7 major areas of agricultural mechanics.

The F

tabular value at 2 and 62 degrees of freedom was found to be 4.94 at
the .01 level of confidence and 3.14 at the .05 confidence level.
computed F-Ratio is then compared to the F tabular value.

The

If the

computed F-Ratio is less than the tabular value for an activity, the
null hypothesis is accepted and it may be concluded that there is no
significant difference among the needs of the three groups for that
activity.

However, if the computed F-Ratio is greater than F tabu

lar v a l u e ,

then the null hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded

that there is a significant difference in the expressed need for the
activity among the three groups of students.

The computed F-Ratio

was listed in Column 10 of Table XXVIII.
Table XXVIII is a summary of the data which has been explained
above.

It should be noted that a column legend is given only on the

last page of Table XXVIII.
In converting the qualitative responses to quantitative values
a wieghted mean ranging from 4.00 to .00 could occur.

However, a

value of less than 1 . 0 0 is only possible if either teacher or students
failed to respond to an Item.

Therefore, the weighted mean values

must be related to a 4.00 to 1.00 scale in converting them back to
the qualitative average shown in Table XXVIII.
It

la interesting to note by inspecting columns one and two

that the rating given by teachers of their training in agricul
tural mechanics activities was higher than that given to their
teaching of the same activity in 42 of the 48 cases, or S ■.
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per cent.

Teachers reported that in their opinion they were doing an

adequate job in teaching two activities in agricultural mechanics,
based on a weighted mean of greater than 3.00.

Both activities were

in the major area of Agricultural Construction and Maintenance.

The

first activity was the teaching of electric arc and oxyacetylene weld
ing, including cutting, bronze welding and hard surfacing.
found to have a weighted mean value of 3.20.

This was

The second activity,

with a weighted mean value of 3.04, was teaching students to recognize
dangers and hazards connected with the use of tools and equipment.
The third highest weighted mean value (2.84) reported by teachers was
in the operation, service, maintenance, and repair of small gasoline
engines.

There is little doubt from general observations of the pro

gram that teachers are doing an adequate job in teaching welding,
small gasoline engines and safety.
The teachers reported that they were teaching very little in
Materials and Food, Processing and Handling as Illustrated by a
weighted mean of less than 2 . 0 0 in all five activities in the major
area.

Three activities in Soil and Water Management were found to

have a value of less than 2.00.

Agricultural Power Units and Tractors,

and Agricultural Machinery each had two activities with a weighted
mean of less than 2.00.

Each of the other two major areas were found

to have only one activity with an average rating of less than 2 .0 0 .
These data reveal that teachers appear to be doing an adequate job
of teaching the shop activities in Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance and Agricultural Structures and Environment.

Instruction
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In Agricultural Power and Machinery, and Soil and Water Management is
being given to a lesser extent, and the newest addition to agricul
tural mechanics (Materials and Food, Processing and Handling) is not
presently being taught to any great extent in Louisiana high schools.
It is also interesting to note that the teachers as a group reported
that they had received little formal training In the area of Materials
and Food, Processing and Handling.
When the responses of teachers were correlated on the degree
to which the teacher had received formal training in the various
activities (Column 6 ) it was found that there was a substantial to
very high relationship in all Instances.

Thirty-seven activities were

found to have an £ value of .60 or more.

The highest jc v a l u e was .90.

Six activities had _r values of less than .60 but g r e a t e r than .50, and
five activities were found to have an _r value between .50 and .44.

Un

der such circumstances, there is ample evidence that teachers tend to
teach to a greater extent those activities in agricultural mechanics
in which they have received formal training.
The responses from 70 vocational agricultural students were
utilized for analytical purposes.

Most of the students were seniors;

however, a few junior level students participated in the study.
The students wefe asked to express their perception of the
utilitarian value of each of the 46 activities in agricultural mechan
ics in view of their occupational objective.

The activities were the

same as those to which each student's teacher had responded.

There

fore, the jc value in columns 7, 8 , and 9 are in essence an average
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of the correlation between each individual teacher and his students
and not the correlation between all teachers and all students.
It is interesting to note in columns 3,
rated the activities quite high.

4, and 5 that students

A review of column 3 (farm bound

students) reveals that the students rated 27 of the items above 3.00
on a scale of 4.00 to .00.

It is also interesting to note that the

farm bound students rated all the activities in Agricultural Power
Units and Tractors and Agricultural Field Machines above 3.00.

No

activities were found

to have a weighted mean of 2 . 0 0 or less for

farm bound students.

A further Inspection of the £ value in column

7 discloses that there are 36 positive correlations and 12 negative
correlations.

The highest £ value was found to be .40; however, most

positive correlations are quite low and denote a negligible or low
relationship.
The weighted means in column 4 for employment bound students
generally rated the activities slightly lower than farm bound students.
Nineteen items were found to have a weighted mean of 3.00 or above.
No activity was found

to have a weighted mean of 2.00 or less.

values in column 7 reveals 26negative and 22

The £

positive correlations

between the degree to which teachers reported they were teaching the
activity and the degree to which the students believed the activity
would be useful to them.

All positive correlations were found to be

negligible or low.
Column 5 reveals that most vocational agricultural students
who were planning to continue their formal education rated the
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activities somewhat lower than farm bound or employment bound students.
A close inspection of column 5 shows that nine activities have a
weighted value of 3.00 or more.

No activities were found to have a

weighted mean value of less than 2 , 0 0
Column 9 reveals that 41 positive correlations were found be
tween the teachers and the students planning to continue their formal
education.

However, all positive correlations may only be delineated

as negligible or lew.

Only seven activities were found to have a

negative _r value.
Column 10 reveals the F-Ratios that were computed from the re
sponses of farm bound, employment bound, and students planning to
continue their formal education.

The three groups of students were

asked to indicate the degree of benefit of each activity in view of
their occupational objective.

Thus, the F-Ratios that illustrate

significant differences indicate that the need among the groups were
different for that activity in agricultural mechanics.
Of the 48 activities under the seven major areas, needs differed
significantly for 17 activities -- seven at the .01 confidence level.
A close inspection of Column 10 reveals that the needs differed
significantly for only 4 of the 17 activities listed under the major
area Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work) -- all four
at the .05 level, and two at the .01 level.

This means that all three

groups of students do not feel that these four activities in agricul
tural mechanics will benefit their particular needs to the same degree.
Three of the five activities below the major area Agricultural Power
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Units and Tractors were responded to vith significant differences among
the three groups of students.

All four were found to be significantly

different at the .05 confidence level and of the four, one at the .01
confidence level.

Students' needs were found to be significantly dif

ferent in four of the five agricultural mechanics activities in the
major area Agricultural Field Machines. Four were significantly differ
ent at the .05 confidence level, and two were found to be significantly
different at the .01 confidence level.

Among the seven major areas,

the largest number of differences in needs for agricultural mechanics
activities by students was found to be in the major area Soil and Water
Management.

Five of the six activities were found to have F-Ratios

greater than 3.14 which is F tabular at the .05 confidence level.

Two

of the five values were greater than 4.94; thus, needs are significantly
different at the .01 confidence level for those two activities.

The

facts indicate that the three groups of students have a different feel
ing as to the amount of benefit they would receive from basic instruc
tion in Soil and Water Management,
The major area Agricultural Structures and Environment was
found to have one activity to which students responded to with signi
ficant differences at the .05 confidence level.
By inspecting the activities under the major areas Agricultural
Electricity, and Materials and Food, Processing and Handling, no
significant differences in needs were expressed In these areas by
the three groups of students.

CH APTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Purpose of Study
The primary purpose of this study was to analyze the agricultural
mechanization experiences and the education of certain vocational agri
culture teachers, in addition to selected factors as they affected the
development of the agricultural mechanics phase of the vocational agri
cultural program.

A second and equally important purpose was the

analysis of the teachers' training and teaching in basic agricultural
mechanics activities in relation to the expressed needs of students.
More specifically the following statements of purpose were used for
this study:
1.

To describe and evaluate the agricultural mechanics phase of

the vocational agricultural program.
2.

To evaluate the background in experience and education in

agricultural mechanization of teachers of vocational agriculture.
3.

To evaluate the significance of influences that selected

factors have had upon the development of the agricultural mechanics
program.
4.

To evaluate the relationship between teacher training and

the degree to which basic activities are being taught in specific
agricultural mechanics areas.
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5.

To determine whether agricultural mechanics instruction is

meeting the expressed needs of various vocational agricultural students.
6 . To determine whether there is a significant difference in
the training needs in agricultural mechanics among farm bound students,
employment bound students, and those students planning to continue
their formal education.
7.

To determine whether there is a difference in certainty of

occupational objectives among farm bound students, employment bound
students, and those students planning to continue their formal educa
tion.
8 . To explore possibilities and make recommendations on means
of improving the agricultural mechanization phase of teacher education.

Methodology
The participants in this study included 25 vocational agricul
tural teachers from 22 selected high schools, and 70 junior and senior
agricultural students.

Twenty-five of these students planned to seek

employment after completing high school, 25 planned to continue their
formal education, and 20 planned to enter farming.

An attempt was

also made to select schools that were considered representative of each
of the four supervisory areas of the state.

Thus, the selected schools

should be somewhat representative of vocational agricultural departments
throughout the state.
The Descriptive Survey Method using the survey schedule and a
personal Interview to collect data was the method of research used in
this study.

The Instrument used to gather data was developed as a
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result of a survey of literature, personal efforts by the writer, and
the suggestions and recommendations made by a jury of experts in the
field.

The instrument was designed to investigate various aspects of

the agricultural mechanics phase of the vocational agricultural program.
Aspects under investigation were:

(1) the status of the agricultural

mechanics phase of vocational agriculture, (2) the background and
training of teachers, (3) factors that influence the development of
the agricultural mechanics phase of the program, (4) the degree to
which various basic agricultural mechanics activities are taught, (5)
students' needs in agricultural mechanics, and (6 ) the certainty of
various junior and senior high school students as to their occupational
objectives .

Sunmary and Findings
The first part of Chapter III was devoted to the description of
various aspects of the vocational agricultural program.

Special

emphasis was placed on the agricultural mechanics phase of the total
program, which is sunmarized as follows:
1.

Seventy-two per cent of the schools participating in this

study have had a vocational agricultural department for 20 or more
years; 2 8 per cent have had a department for less than 15 years.
2.

Sixteen per cent of the teachers have taught vocational

agriculture for less than 3 years, 76 per cent have taught for more
than 3 but less than 24 years, and 8 per cent have taught for more
than 24 years.

It was also found that 68 per cent of the teachers
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have taught for more than 3 but less than 20 years at the school where
they were interviewed.
3.

The average shop size was found to be 1,995.4 square feet;

the Standard Deviation for shop size was 1,039 square feet; shop size
range was found to be 0 to 5,000 square feet. Average annual funding
by local schools was found to be $212.05.
funding was found to be $946.00.

The Standard Deviation for

The funding range was found to be

from 0 to $1 , 20 0 per year.
Variation of funding was found to be about eight times greater
than variation of shop size.

Six teachers reported that their depart

ment had a school farm with acreage ranging from 1.0 to 50,0 acres.
Teachers from five departments reported that they had a tractor and
some field machinery.
4.

Teachers from 18.2 per cent of the departments reported

that they had received technical or financial aid from industry in
the major agricultural mechanics area of Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance, 27.3 per cent in Agricultural Power and Machinery, and
22.7 per cent in Electricity.

Sixty-three and six tenths per cent

reported that they had received no technical or financial aid from
industry.
5.

Teachers are using federal money to buy equipment for all

areas of agricultural mechanics.

The largest number of teachers, 14 or

63.6 per cent, used federal aid to purchase equipment to conduct the
Agricultural Maintenance and Construction part of the agricultural
mechanics program.

Only one teacher used federal aid to buy equip

ment for the area of Materials and Food, Processing and Handling.
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6 . Ten of the schools participating in this study were oneteacher departments, and 12 were two-teacher departments.

Two-teacher

departments were found to have slightly larger shop areas and also had
a lower student-teacher ratio.
7.

Twenty, or 80 per cent, of the teachers reported that they were

training from 60 to 100 per cent of the students for non-farm agricul
tural employment, while only four teachers reported that they were
training from 50 to 100 per cent of their students for production
agriculture.
8 . Five teachers, or 20 per cent, reported that they were train
ing all Agriculture III and IV students in independent work toward an
occupational objective while twenty, or 80 per cent, of the teachers
indicated that they were not.
9.

Teachers reported that 19 per cent of all vocational agri

cultural students in the 22 schools were Interested in agricultural
mechanics related employment.

Ten of the 25 teachers indicated that

they had students placed in cooperative training.

However, only two

teachers reported that they had students placed in cooperative train
ing related to agricultural mechanics.

Teachers also reported that

11.4 per cent of all Agriculture III and IV students were doing Indepen
dent work in agricultural mechanics.

It was found that teachers in

twelve of the 22 departments were conducting recently established
agricultural laboratory programs, and that 1 1 . 8 per cent of the total
agricultural student body was participating in the new programs.
10.

Fourteen teachers estimated that 50 or less Jobs related to

agricultural mechanics would emerge within the next year in their
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parish; one teacher estimated 65, and another estimated 300.

Eight

did not respond or responded with a query symbol.
11.

Based on a 180 hour school year, teachers reported that

they were devoting 30.36 per cent of the total teaching time to agri
cultural mechanics with Agriculture I students, 41.24 per cent with
Agriculture II students, 46.80 per cent with Agriculture III students,
and 50.84 per cent with Agriculture IV students.

Vocational agricul

tural teachers devote the largest amount of instructional time to the
major area of Agricultural Construction and Maintenance.

It was found

that the least amount of instructional time was devoted to Materials
and Food, Processing and Handling.
12.

Fifty-two per cent of the 25 teachers participating in this

study have conducted adult education classes in Agricultural Construc
tion and Maintenance In the past 5 years; 64 per cent plan to conduct
classes in this area in the next 5 years.

Twenty-four per cent of

the 25 teachers have conducted adult education classes in Agricultural
Power and Machinery in the past 5 years; 40 per cent plan programs in
this area in the next 5 years.

Twenty per cent of the 25 teachers have

conducted and plan to conduct future adult education classes in Struc
tures and Environment.

Thirty-six per cent of the 25 teachers have

conducted and plan to conduct some classes in Electricity.

Thirty-two

per cent of the 25 teachers in this study have not conducted adult
classes in the past 5 years; 20 per cent reported they have no inten
tion of conducting any type of adult classes in agricultural mechanics
in the next 5 years.
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13.

Eighty-four per cent of the 25 teachers participating in this

study lived on a farm prior to attending college.

Only 32 per cent had

an organized farm shop on their home farm.
14.

Eighteen, or 72 per cent, of the 25 teachers took vocational

agriculture while attending high school.
15.

Thirty-two per cent of the 25 teachers have worked in jobs

related to mechanics for 6 months or more.

Forty-eight per cent of

these 25 teachers reported having military service experience in
mechanics.
16.

Forty - four per cent of the 25 teachers reported that they

had only a B.S. degree, 28 per cent had a Master's degree, and 28 per
cent had a Master's degree plus 30 hours of course work.
17.

The average number of undergraduate college credits in agri

cultural mechanization for teachers was found to be 12,2 hours.

When

averaging the number of credit hours teachers have completed in each
of the areas of agricultural mechanization, it was found that teachers
had taken an average of 3.04 hours in Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance, 2.36 hours in Soil and Water Management, 2.16 hours in
Agricultural Power and Machinery, 2.02 hours in Materials and Food,
Processing and Handling, 1.40 hours in Methods of Teaching Agricultural
Mechanics, .60 hours in Electricity, and .58 hours in Agricultural
Structures and Environment.
It was found that when considering all 25 teachers, that they
had an average of 1.87 graduate credit hours in agricultural mechaniza
tion.

Eleven of the 25 teachers who had done graduate work in this
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area have an average of 4 credit hours.

Fourteen teachers reported

that they had taken no graduate work In agricultural mechanization.
19.

Thirty-six per cent of the 25 teachers reported that they

were planning to take formal course work in agricultural mechanization,
36 per cent were undecided, and 28 per cent indicated that they had no
intention of taking formal course work in this area of study.
20.

Nineteen, or 76 per cent, of the 25 teachers reported that,

while student teaching, they taught lessons in the major area of Agri
cultural Construction and Maintenance.

The percentage of positive

responses ranged from 24 to 32 per cent in the other five areas of
agricultural mechanics.

One teacher reported that he taught lessons

in all areas, while 4 teachers indicated that they taught lessons in
none of the areas.
21.

Eighty-eight per cent of the 25 teachers have participated

in some form of in-service teacher education in agricultural mechaniza
tion in the past five years.

A breakdown indicated that 21, or 84 per

cent, have participated in in-service education in the area of AgriculConstruction and Maintenance; 18, or 72 per cent, in Electricity; 14,
or 56 per cent, in Agricultural Power and Machinery; 3, or 12 per cent,
in Soil and Water Management; and 2, or 8 per cent, in Materials and
Food, Processing and Handling.

Only two, or 8 per cent, of the teachers

did not participate in in-service education in any area of agricultural
mechanization.
22.

Eighteen, or 72 per cent, of the 25 teachers reported that

they would like to participate in in-service education in the next five
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years in the major area of Agricultural Power and Machinery; 16, or
64 per cent, in Electricity; 15, or 60 per cent, in Agricultural Con
struction and Maintenance; 11, or 44 per cent, in Methods of Teaching
Agricultural Mechanics; 10, or 40 per cent, in Soil and Water Manage
ment; 9, or 36 per cent, in Agricultural Structures and Environment;
and 4, or 16 per cent, in Materials and Food,Processing and Handling.
Only two, or 8 per cent, of the teachers reported that they desired no
in-service education in agricultural mechanization.
23.

Eighteen, or 72 per cent, of the 25 teachers indicated that

they considered in-service education a very necessary part of the
educational program for the vocational agricultural teacher.

Five,

or 20 per cent, believed it to be necessary; and 2 , or 8 per cent,
believed it to be of little necessity while none of the teachers
indicated it to be of no necessity.
24.

The Standard Deviation in the teachers' opinions of the

excellence of their agricultural mechanics program was found to be 1.40.
The quantitative range to which teachers could have responded was 4.00
to .00.

A coefficient of variation value of 37.08 was found when

regressing the excellence of the agricultural mechanics program on
the adequacy of the teaching materials in the various areas of
agricultural mechanics.

The

value was found to be .44.

When correlating the excellence of the agricultural mechanics
program and the adequacy of the teaching materials library in each of
the various areas of agricultural mechanics; the area of Agricultural
Construction and Maintenance was found to have the highest correlation
("rM - .62).

Materials and Food, Processing and Handling was found to

have the lowest correlation ("r" ■ .11).
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mechanics program was found to be .70.

This correlation was found to

occur with the influence of local school policy on the excellence of
the agricultural mechanics program.
According to regresaional analysis a "b" value of .69 was
computed in the influence of the local school policy, .56 for teaching
materials provided by the university, .48 for desires of the local
farmers, .20 for research findings and recommendations.

The following

influence variables were found to have negative "b" values:

(1) state

supervision in making recomnendations and providing aid, (2 ) conferences
and meetings conducted by the State Department of Education and the
University, (3) desires of agriculture-related businesses, (4) personal
interest, (5) in-service workshops, and (6) needs of the community.
27.

A significant difference was found in the certainty of the

occupational objectives among farm bound, employment bound and students
planning to continue their formal education.
found to be 10.87.

The computed F Ratio was

The F tabular value at the .01 confidence level was

found to be 4.94 and 3.14 at the .05 confidence level at 2 and 62 degrees
of freedom.

A mean of 3.35 was computed from the responses of farm

bound students, 3.28 for students planning to continue their formal
education, and 2.44 for employment bound students.

The possible

quantitative mean ranged from 4.00 to .00.
28.

Of the 48 specific agricultural mechanics activities (17 in

Agricultural Construction and Maintenance, 5 in Agricultural Power Units
and Tractors, 5 in Agricultural Field Machines, 6 in Soil and Water
Management, 5 in Agricultural Electricity, 5 in Agricultural Structures
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and Environment, and 5 in Materials and Food, Processing and Handling),
teachers rated their training higher than the degree to which they
indicated that they taught the activities in 42 or 88.5 per cent of
the cases.

On a possible 4.00 to .00 scale, teachers rated the teach

ing of only two activities to be over 3.00.

The two activities were:

(1) to teach students to do electric arc and oxyacetylene welding,
indlucing cutting, bronze welding and hard surfacing - 3.20, and (2)
to teach students to recognize dangers and hazards connected with the
use of tools and equipment - 3.40.

However, on a possible scale of

4.00 to .00, teachers rated the training they received higher than
3.00 in three activities.

The activities were in:

(1) electric arc

and oxyacetylene welding, including cutting, bronze welding and hard
surfacing - 3.08, (2) to operate, service, maintain, and repair small
gasoline engines - 3.08 and (3) to recognize dangers and hazards
connected with the use of tools and equipment and guard against them
- 3.16.
Fourteen activities were found to have a weighted mean value
of less than 2 , 0 0 according to the degree to which teachers reported
their teaching of those activities.

All five of the activities in

Materials and Food, Processing and Handling were found to have a
weighted mean value of less than 2.00.

Three of the activities in

Soil and Water Management were found to have a weighted mean value of
less than 2.00

Two areas -- Agricultural Power Units and Tractors and

Agricultural Field Machinery -- were found to have two activities each
with weighted mean values of less than 2 .0 0 .
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Two areas -- Agricultural Structures and Environment

and

Agricultural Construction and Maintenance -- were found to have only
one activity with a weighted mean of less than 2 , 0 0
Eight activities were found to have a weighted mean value of
less than 2 . 0 0 in the degree to which teachers had received training.
All five activities in Materials and Food, Processing and Handling were
found to have a value of less than 2.00,

Two activities in Soil and

Water Management, and one in Agricultural Field Machines were also
found to have a weighted mean below 2 .0 0 .
29.

A rather high "r" value was found in ail 48 basic agricul

tural mechanics activities when correlating the responses of the
teacher's perception of his training and the degree to which he taught
the activities.

The "r" range was found to be .90 to .44; however,

37, or 77 per cent, of the 48 correlations were found to be .60 or
greater.
30.

Generally, all three types of students rated the usefulness

of the 48 agricultural mechanics activities higher than teachers re
ported they were teaching the activities on a possible 4.00 to .00 scale.
It was found that the computed weighted means from farm bound students
were 3,00 or greater in 27, or 51.3 per cent, of the 48 agricultural
mechanics activities.

All five of the agricultural mechanics activities

in the major areas Agricultural Power Units and Tractors and Agricul
tural Field Machines were found to have weighted means of 3.00 or
greater.

It was also found that the weighted means from the responses

of employment bound students of 19, or 39.6 per cent, or the 48
activities were 3.00 or greater.

The weighted means of nine, or 18.7
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per cent, or the activities from the responses of students planning to
continue their formal education were found to be 3.00 or greater.

None

of the activities from the responses of students planning to continue
their formal education were found to be 3.00 or greater.

None of the

activities were found to have a weighted mean of less than 2 .0 0 .
The correlations ("r" values) between the degree to which the
teachers reported that they taught agricultural mechanics activities
and the degree to which the students indicated the activity would
benefit them in view of their occupational needs was found to be
generally low.
In correlating the responses of students who were planning to
continue their formal education with the responses of their teachers,
41 positive and 7 negative "r" values were found.

The greatest

positive correlation was found to be .46 and the lowest negative
response was -.24.
The second highest number of positive correlations was found
when correlating farm bound students to the responses of their teachers.
Thirty-six positive and 12 negative "r" values were found.

The greatest

positive correlation was found to be .40 and the lowest negative was
.41.

The lowest number of positive correlations was found when corre

lating the responses of employment bound students to the respo )es of
their teachers.
found.

Twenty-two positive and 26 negative "r" values were

The greatest positive "r" value was found to be .33 and the

lowest negative was -.50.
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31.

Thtrty-one, or 64.7 per cent, of the agricultural mechanics

activities were not found to be significantly different at the .05 con
fidence level in the way the three groups of students perceived that
each activity would be beneficial to them in view of their occupational
objective.

Seventeen activities were found to be significantly differ

ent at the .05 confidence level; and seven of these at the .01 confidence
level.

Of the 17 activities listed under the major area Agricultural

Construction and Maintenance, student responses were significantly
different in four activities at the .05 confidence level and two of the
four at the .01 confidence level.

Three of the activities under the

major area Agricultural Power Units and Tractors were found to be
significantly different from the responses of the three types of stu
dents.

All three were found to be significantly different at the .01

confidence level.

Students responded differently to four of the five

activities under the major area Agricultural Field Machinery.

All four

were found to be significantly different at the .05 confidence level
and two of the four were found to be significantly different at the .01
confidence level.

One activity was responded to with significant differ

ence at the .05 confidence level under the major area Agricultural
Structures and Environment.
No significant differences were found in the responses of
students to the activities under the major area Agricultural Electric
ity and Materials and Food, Processing and Handling.
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Conclusions
There are many factors other than those considered in this
research that might influence the development of the agricultural
mechanics phase of vocational agriculture.

However, within the frame

work of data included in this study, major conclusions have been
cons tructed.
1.

There is a wide variation in agricultural mechanics

facilities and funding in Louisiana vocational agricultural programs.
Data revealed that shop size ranged from 0 to 5,000 square feet
with a Standard Deviation of 1,039 square feet. The funding
ranged from 0 to $1,200.00 per year, with a Standard Deviation
of $946.00. The variation in funding per year was about eight
times greater than the variation in the physical size of the
laboratory area.
In order to conduct a well balanced agricultural mechanics
program adequate facilities and a sufficiently large budget
to buy consumable goods for instructional purposes are great
assets. The agricultural mechanics laboratory, if properly
used, can provide an area where simulated work situations may
be experienced by vocational agricultural students. However,
teachers should not curb agricultural mechanics instruction
because of a lack of adequate facilities. Much teaching can
transpire through other means, such as classroom instruction,
field trips, and cooperative training.
Many of the agricultural mechanics facilities are not adequate,
according to the U. S. Office of Education recommendation of
150 square feet per student because they were constructed over
20 years ago with the needs of that time in mind. Recently
built facilities were inadequately planned. Teachers with
inadequate facilities and budgets could consider developing
a fund-raising program and devise an improvement plan that
would provide additional facilities to make possible a balanced
instructional program in all areas of agricultural mechanics.
2.

Most vocational agricultural teachers in Louisiana are

training students for nonfarm employment.
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The largest number of job opportunities in agriculture today
are not in fanning but in nonfarm employment in the agricultural
industry. Eighty per cent of the teachers participating in this
study indicated that they were training from 60 to 100 per cent
of their students for nonfarm employment in agriculture. Only
20 per cent of the teachers indicated that they were training
from 50 to 100 per cent of their students for farming.
3.

Multi-teacher departments have better facilities and are

better equipped to conduct an extensive agricultural mechanics program.
Forty-three and five tenths per cent of the schools participat
ing in this study were one teacher departments, and 56.5 per
cent were two teacher departments. Two teacher departments were
found to have an average shop size of 1,963.33 square feet and
an average of 59 students per teacher. On the other hand, one
teacher departments were found to have an average shop size of
1,582.00 square feet with an average of 68 students per teacher.
There are other advantages in having two teacher departments.
Agricultural mechanics can definitely be taught more effectively
with smaller classes, and two teacher departments would allow
teachers to specialize in teaching subject matter and would
allow a division of responsibilities between the teachers. One
teacher should handle agricultural mechanics, since this is a
very specialized area of study and its instruction requires
more preparation than teaching other areas of vocational
agr iculture,
4.

There is evidence that vocational agricultural students

are involved in a substantial amount of classroom and laboratory
training in agricultural mechanics.

However, cooperative training in

agricultural mechanics businesses as well as in other nonfarm businesses
was very limited.
Teachers indicated that 19 per cent of all vocational agricul
tural students in the 22 schools were interested in agricultural
mechanics related employment. Ten of the 25 teachers reported
that they had student placed in cooperative training. However,
only two teachers reported that they had four students, or .19
per cent of the total agricultural student body placed in
cooperative training related to agricultural mechanics. Teachers
also reported that 11.4 per cent of all Agriculture III and IV
students were doing independent work in agricultural mechanics.
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Twelve of the 22 departments were found to be conducting re
cently established agricultural laboratory programs. It was
also found that 1 1.8 per cent of the total agricultural student
body was participating in the new program.
Based on a 180 hour school year, teachers reported that they
were devoting an average of 30.36 per cent of the total teach
ing time to agricultural mechanics with Agricultural I students,
41.24 per cent with Agricultural II students, 46.80 per cent
with Agricultural III students, and 50.84 per cent with Agri
cultural IV students. Vocational agricultural teachers devoted
the largest amount of instructional time to the major area of
Agricultural Construction and Maintenance. The least amount of
instructional time was devoted to Materials and Food, Process
ing and Handling. Previous research revealed that many job
opportunities exist in agricultural mechanization businesses.
Training for students should be planned to give them realistic
experiences in skills and knowledge to help them cope with the
problems of their profession.
Although time is the basic ingredient for agricultural mechanics
instruction, it alone should not be considered and accurate
measurement of a program. The relevance of instruction can only
be measured in realistic experiences that prepare students to
become worthy citizens equipped to enter the work world,
5.

Vocational agricultural teachers have conducted adult

education classes in one or more areas of agricultural mechanics and
plan to continue to do so in the future.
Since the inception of vocational agriculture, one of the duties
of the teacher has been to work with adult farmers. The follow
ing facts substantiate this conclusions.
Fifty-two per cent of the teachers participating in this study
have conducted adult education programs in Agricultural Con
struction and Maintenance in the past five years, and 64 per
cent plan to conduct classes in this area in the next five
years. Twenty-four per cent of the teachers have conducted
adult education classes in Agricultural Power and Machinery
in the past five years, and plan programs in this area in the
next five years. Twenty per cent of the teachers have con
ducted and plan to conduct adult education classes in Structures
and Environment. Thirty-six per cent of the 25 teachers have
conducted and plan to conduct some classes in Electricity.
Thirty-two per cent of the 25 teachers in this study have not
conducted adult classes in the past five years; 20 per cent
reported that they have no intention of conducting any type of
adult classes in agricultural mechanics in the next five years.
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6 . Vocational agricultural teachers do not have an adequate
knowledge of the job market in agricultural mechanics.
One primary purpose of the vocational agricultural teacher is to
prepare students for work; therefore, he must be familiar with
the job market. Thirty-two per cent of the teachers participat
ing in this study were unable to estimate the number of agricul
tural mechanics related jobs that would emerge in his parish
during the next year. Teachers must not only become familiar
with the job market; they must also become familiar with the
skills and knowledge required to perform the various jobs for
which they are training students.
7.

Vocational agricultural teachers have had a variety of

agricultural mechanics experiences.

However, the majority of these

experiences have been in the area of Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance, with limited formal training in the other major areas of
agricultural mechanics.
The teachers of vocational agriculture should be trained in all
areas of agricultural mechanics so that they will be competent
in conducting a relevant agricultural mechanics program for
students, and farmers. The teachers must feel confident that
their training and experiences puts them in a position of
leadership in all areas of agricultural mechanics.
8 . Vocational agricultural teachers elect to take a limited
amount of course work in agricultural mechanization; and, furthermore,
teacher education programs in Louisiana encourage this practice by
requiring only a limited amount of college work in this area,
A certified teacher of vocational agriculture normally has a
minimum of 140 college credits, of which 50 must be in tech
nical agriculture. A teacher with a master's degree plus 30
hours has approximately 200 college credits. It was found,
however, that the average number of undergraduate college
credits in agricultural mechanization for teachers was 1 2 . 2
hours. When averaging the number of credit hours teachers have
acquired in each area of agricultural mechanization, it was
found that teachers had taken an average of 3.04 hours in
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Agricultural Construction and Maintenance, 2.36 hours In Soil
and Water Management, 2.16 hours in Agricultural Power and
Machinery, 2,02 hours In Materials and Food, Processing and
Handling, 1.40 hours in Methods of Teaching Agricultural
Mechanics, .60 hours in Electricity, and .58 hours in Agricul
tural Structures and Environment.
It was further found that, when considering all 25 teachers,
they had an average of 1.87 graduate credit hours in agricul
tural mechanization. Eleven of the 25 teachers who had done
graduate work in this area had an average of 4.00 credit hours.
Fourteen teachers reported that they had taken no graduate
work in this area.
9.

In-service training in agricultural mechanics, work experience

in industries related to agricultural mechanics, and undergraduate
agricultural mechanization training had considerable influence on the
type of program developed by the teachers of vocational agriculture.
A variety of educational work experiences are availalbe for
vocational agricultural teachers. Surely, the more experiences
a teacher has to his credit the better prepared he should be
technically to develop and carry out an agricultural mechanics
program. Identifying those experiences that are most effective
should be valuable in future teacher education programs.
The three types of experiences listed above were isolated through
data contributed by teachers of vocational agriculture. Teachers
were asked to rate the influence that eight selected experiences
had on the development of their agricultural mechanics program
on a 4.00 to .00 scale. Ranked by weighted means, in-service
training in agricultural mechanics ranked first with a weighted
mean of 3.52. Work experiences in industry related to agri
cultural mechanics rated second with a weighted mean of 3.29.
Undergraduate agricultural mechanization training ranked third
with a weighted mean of 3.04.
10.

In-service education in agricultural mechanization is an

essential phase of the continuing education program for teachers of
vocational agriculture.
The technology of mechanization In agriculture is changing
rapidly, and teachers will need help in redirecting existing
programs. Fortunately, teachers are aware of this fact.
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There is evidence of this in that 72 per cent of the teachers
reported that they would like to participate in in-service educa
tion in the next five years in the major area of Agricultural
Power and Machinery, 64 per cent in Electricity, 60 per cent in
Agricultural Construction and Maintenance, 44 per cent in
Methods of Teaching Agricultural Mechanics, 40 per cent in
Soil and Water Management, 36 per cent in Agricultural Struc
tures and Environment, and 16 per cent in Materials and Food,
Processing and Handling. Only two, or 8 per cent, of the
teachers reported that they desired no in-service education
in agricultural mechanization. Seventy-two per cent of the
teachers indicated that they believed in-service education to
be a very necessary part of their educational program, 20 per
cent believed it to be necessary, and 8 per cent believed it
to be of little necessity. None of the teachers indicated
it to be of no necessity.
11.

Local school policy and the teaching

available through the agricultural teacher

materials made

education program at

Louisiana State University are among the most influential factors in
the development of the agricultural mechanics phase of vocational
agriculture.
There are many inter-related factors that have a direct influence
on the development of agricultural mechanics instructors. An
understanding of these factors should aid future program planning
in agricultural mechanics. The influence of factors was deter
mined through regression analysis -- "b" value. Of eleven
factors under consideration, local school policy was found to
have the highest "b" value (.70). Teaching materials provided
by the university were found to rank second with a "b'1 value
of .56.
12.

There is a direct relationship between the training teachers

receive and the activities they teach in agricultural mechanics.
Teachers of vocational agriculture have a large task in teaching
the various phases of agricultural mechanics and providing real
istic experiences for independent study in all areas. Therefore,
the training in agricultural mechanization at the college level
in undergraduate, graduate and in-service education must be
very carefully planned. There is evidence that teachers are
doing an adequate job in teaching some of the basic shop activtles, and an excellent job in the areas of welding, small
gasoline engines and electricity. In addition, there is
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evidence that teachers have received the largest amounts of
training and aid in those areas in which they excel In instruc
tion. A relatively high "r" value wasfound in all 48 basic
agricultural mechanics activities. When correlating the respon
ses of the teacher'b perception of his training and the degree
to which
he taught the activities, the "r" range was found to
be .90 to .44; however, 37, or 77 per cent, of the 48 correla
tions were found to be .60 or greater.
13.

There is a low relationship between agricultural mechanics

instruction received and the expressed needs in agricultural mechanics
of farm bound students, employment bound students and students planning
to continue their formal education.
Vocational agricultural students have basically three alterna
tives if they desire employment in agriculture: (1) a limited
number may enter some type of farming, (2 ) many may enter non
farm employment in agriculture, and (3) others may continue
their formal education and enter professional employment in
the agricultural complex in a technical or professional capacity.
It is the responsibility of the teacher of vocational agri
culture to aid students in their freshman and sophomore years
to clearly define their occupational objectives. The teacher
should counsel the student and provide relevant training experi
ences for junior and senior level students in agriculture.
The correlations ("r" values) between the degree to which the
teachers reported that they taught agricultural mechanics
activities and the degree to which they and the students expressed
their feeling that the activity would provide some benefit in
view of occupational needs were found to be generally low.
In correlating the responses of students who were planning to
continue their formal education with the responses of their
teachers, 41 positive and 7 negative "r" values were found.
The greatest positive correlation was found to be .46 and the
lowest negative -.24.
The second highest number of positive correlations was found
when correlating the responses of farm bound students to the
responses of their teachers.
Thirty-six positive and 12
negative "r" values were found. The greatest positive correla
tion was found to be .40 and the lowest negative -.41. The
lowest number of positive correlations was found when correlating
the responses of employment bound students to the responses of
their teachers. Twenty-two positive and 26 negative "r" values
were found. The greatest positive "r" values were found to be
.33 and the lowest negative values were -.50.
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14.

Basic agricultural mechanics should be taught to all voca

tional agriculture students; however, students’ needs differ signifi
cantly in the major areas of Agricultural Power Units and Tractors,
Agricultural Field Machinery, and Soil and Water Management.
Agriculture I and II students should receive general training
in all areas of agricultural mechanics, concentrating mainly
in the major area of Agricultural Construction and Maintenance
(shop work). This area is basic to the other areas; however,
teachers should survey other areas to familiarize students
with agricultural mechanics. Agriculture III and IV students
should work toward a specific goal under the supervision of
the vocational agricultural teacher. The facts revealed in the
responses of the three groups of junior and senior level agri
cultural students indicate that there is a difference in needs
in some activities.
In 31, or 64.7 per cent, of the agricultural mechanics activities
no significant difference in the need for instruction was re
vealed from the responses of the three groups of students.
However, a significant difference was found in the needs for
instruction in 17 of the activities.
Of the 17 activities listed under the major area Agricultural
Construction and Maintenance, the students responses illustrate
a difference in needs for four activities -- two at the .05
confidence level and two at the ,01 confidence level. Students
needs were found to differ significantly in three of the activ
ities under the major area Agricultural Power Units and Tractors.
Two were found to be significantly different at the .05 confidence
level, and one was found to be significantly different at the .01
confidence level. Students responded differently to the benefit
they would receive in five activities under the major area
Agricultural Field Machinery. Responses to two activities were
found to be significantly different at the .05 confidence level,
and two at the .01 confidence level. The three groups of
students responded differently to five of the six activities
under the major heading Soil and Water Management. Students
needs for three of the activities were found to be significantly
different at the .05 confidence level and for two at the .01
confidence level. One activity was responded to with signifi
cant difference by the students at the .05 confidence level under
the major area Agricultural Structures and Environment.
No significant differences were found in the responses of
students to the activities under the major area Agricultural
Electricity, and Materials and Food, Processing and Handling.
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15.

There Is a significant difference In the certainty of occupa

tional plans among the farm bound students, employment bound students,
and students planning to continue their formal education.
Students should start planning for an occupation while in high
school. Fanning, employment in off-farm agriculture, and
further education leading to professional or technical Jobs
are basically the alternatives that agricultural students have
to choose from Data in this study reveal that farm bound
students, and students planning to continue their formal educa
tion are more certain in their plans than employment bound
students.
The computed F ratio was found to be 10.87. The F tabular
value at the .01 confidence level was found to be 4.94, and
was 3.14 at the .05 confidence level at 2 and 62 degrees of
freedom. A mean of 3.35 was computed from the responses of farm
bound students, 3.28 from students planning to continue their
formal education, and 2.44 from employment bound students.
The possible range was 4,00 to .00.
The agricultural complex has a multiplicity of jobs available
for high school graduates. Teachers of vocational agriculture
must place special emphasis on acquainting students with the
various possibilities in agricultural employment, and must aid
students in defining their occupational objectives. Once this
is accomplished, the students may work toward realistic goals.

Recommendations
Recommendations for the improvement of agricultural mechanics at
the high school level through teacher education will be general in
nature.

It is realized that the measures for improvement of agricul

tural mechanics Instruction is an entity in each school.

There is a

great variation in agricultural mechanics programs in Louisiana and,
therefore they cannot be justly treated on a state-wide basis.

An

analysis and Interpretation of data received from teachers of voca
tional agricultural students, the perusal of related literature, and
the experiences and observations of the writer while conducting this
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study, did, however, reveal a pattern upon which to base improvement
concepts.

In keeping with the above, the following reconmendations

were made:
1.

The program now referred to as "agricultural mechanics"

should be referred to as instruction in the mechanization of agricul
ture.

This is a more descriptive name, since, agriculture has entered

an era of technology and mechanization.

Changing the name could have

a catalytic effect in causing teachers to direct more attention to the
realistic problems in the mechanization of agriculture.
2.

A task force composed of teacher educators, agricultural

engineers, and vocational agricultural teachers should formulate
definite plans for vocational agricultural laboratory facilities in
Louisiana.

These plans should include the construction of new

facilities as well as renovation possibilities for currently existing
facilities that are Inadequate, and lacking in tools and equipment.
3.

A basic educational fund raising plan could be developed

and made available to aid teachers who receive no funds from the local
school budget but desire to conduct an agricultural mechanics program.
Once a functional program is established, financing should be no
problem, since the local school administrators will surely support
a functional program.
4.

A battery of basic teaching materials should be prepared

through a Joint effort of teacher education, agricultural engineers,
and teachers of vocational agriculture in the major areas of Agricul
tural Power Units and Tractors, Agricultural Field Machinery, Soil
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and Water Management, Agricultural Electricity, and Materials and Food,
Processing and Handling.

In addition, a comprehensive list of names

and sources of books, publications, periodicals and other teaching
materials in all areas of agricultural mechanics should be compiled
and made available to teachers and local school administrators.
5.

The college curriculum should be examined to determine if

training in agricultural mechanization is in proportion to the job
expectations of teachers of vocational agriculture.
6 . Vocational agricultural teachers doing graduate work should
be encouraged to take credit hours in agricultural mechanization.
7.

Both on and off campus graduate courses in agricultural

mechanization should be provided for teachers of vocational agriculture.
The courses should be designed to meet the requirements of advanced
degrees, but more importantly, they should meet the needs of those
teachers who are interested in professional improvement.

Courses

should be flexible enough to include education in any single area or
combination of areas of agricultural mechanization and the organiza
tion, management, and methods of conducting agricultural mechanics
instruction.

These courses should be conducted through a joint effort

of the agricultural education and agricultural engineering departments,
8 . Teacher educators should encourage and continue to coordinate
intern type training for pre-service and practicing teachers.

Because

of its economic importance, the farm machinery and equipment businesses
should be chosen most frequently as training laboratories.
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9.

An in-service teacher training program should be launched

by teacher educators, agricultural mechanization personnel, business
leaders, and state supervisors.

The in-service training should be

planned in two and three week courses to provide sufficient time for
in-depth instruction.

These in-service training classes should be

planned to involve local school administrators and vocational agri
cultural teachers and conducted in the Bummer and during the
regular school term on all college campuses having teacher education
programs.

They could also be conducted as evening classes in well

equipped vocational agricultural shops throughout the state.

The

most urgent in-service training needs appear to be in the major areas:
(1) Agricultural Power Units and Tractors, (2) Materials and Food,
Processing and Handling, (3) Agricultural Field Machinery, (4) Soil
and Water Management, (5) General Shop Management, and (6) Basic
Occupational Information and Research in Agricultural Mechanization.
Further studies could be made to expand this study.

From the

writer's experiences, and from new problems uncovered during the course
of this research, the following recommendations for further study are
presented:
1.

An additional study should be made of the problems faced

by vocational agricultural teachers in conducting the agricultural
mechanics phase of vocational agriculture programs in Louisiana high
schools
2 . A further study is recoranended to evaluate the type of train
ing Agriculture III and IV students are receiving in the independent
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study program in relation to skills and knowledge needed for job entry.
3.

An additional study should be conducted to determine problems

teachers face in conducting cooperative training and to determine
reasons for limited participation of agricultural mechanization businesses.
U.

It is recommended that a study be conducted to determine why

vocational agricultural teachers take few credit hours in agricultural
mechanization, especially at the graduate level.
5.

An additional study should be made to determine the mechani

zation problems faced by Louisiana farmers in order to provide a basis
for adult education for farmers.

This study should be conducted as a

joint effort of the agricultural engineering and agricultural educa
tion departments.
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AREAS, PARISHES AND HIGH SCHOOLS CONTRIBUTING TO THE STUDY
Area

Parish

High School

IV

Livings ton

Albany

IV

Tangipahoa

Kentwood
Ponchatoula
Loranger
Hanmond

IV

Assumption

Assumpt ion

I

Beauregard

East Beauregard
South Beauregard

I

Caddo

North Caddo
Woodlawn
Fair Park

II

FranklIn

Winnsboro
Crowville
Gilbert

II

Jackson

Weston
Jonesboro-Hodge

III

St. Martin

Breaux Bridge
Cecilia

III

Avoyelles

Bunkie
Hessmer

III

Lafayette

Comeaux

III

Calcasieu

Sulphur
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SURVEY SCHEDULE NUMBER 1

TO:

VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL TEACHERS IN LOUISIANA

NOTE:

The information recorded on this form is confidential and will
lose its individual identity when compiled.

1. Years you have taught Vocational Agriculture _______ .
2. Years of teaching at present school _______ .
3.

Years there has been a Vocational Agriculture program in school _

4.

Number of teachers in Vocational Agriculture department ______ .

PART I
EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING IN AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
Farm R e l a t e d E x p e r i e n c e s

1.

Did you live on a farm prior to attending college?
_____Yes
_____No (If NO omit questions 2, 3, and 4)

2. Did you have an organized shop on home farm?
Yes
No
3.

Rate the degree of proficiency acquired in Agricultural Mechanics
on the home farm.
Very
Proficient

Proficient

Little
Proficiencv

No
Prof iciencv

No
Opinion

Rate the influence that your home farm experiences have had on
setting up your school Agricultural Mechanics program.
Verv Much

Some

Verv Little

None

No Opinion
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High School Education and Influences
5.

Check number of years you took Vocational Agriculture in high school:
0,
1, _____2,
3, _____4.
(If above is zero omit questions 6 and 7)

6 . Rate the degree of proficiency acquired in Agricultural Mechanics in
high school Vocational Agriculture.
Very
Prof icient

Prof ic ient

Little
Prof iciency

No
Proficiency

No
Opinion

Rate the extent to which you patterned your Agricultural Mechanics
program after the one in the high school you attended;
Very Much

Some

Very Little

None

No Opinion

Work Experiences and Influences
8 . Did you have work experience (six months or more) in industry related
to Agricultural Mechanics?
_____Yes,
No. (If YES answer No. 9)
9.

Rate the influence work experience in industry has had on the develop
ment of your Agricultural Mechanics program.
Very Much

______ Some____

Very Little

None

No Opinion

10.

Did you have work experience in the military service related to Mechanics^
Yes,
No. (If YES answer No. 11)

11.

Rate the influence military experience has had on your present program
in Agricultural Mechanics.
Very Much

12.

Some

Very Little

None

No Opinion

Poor

No Oplnlor

Rate your Agricultural Mechanics program.
Excellent

Good

_____Fair_______
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College Education and Influence
13.

Your college preparation:
DEGREE
B.S._____________
M.S. or M.Ed._____
Master's + 30 hrs.
Other

14.

YEAR OBTAINED
19_________
19_________
19_________
19

Give number of UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT HOURS you have taken in each of
the following areas of Agricultural Mechanics.
CREDIT HOURS
a .________ Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work)
b .________ Agricultural Power and Machinery
c .________ Farm Structures and Environment
d .________ Soil and Water Management
e .________ Electricity
f .________ Materials and Food, Processing and Handling
g .________ Methods of Teaching Agricultural Mechanics
h .________ Other (list)_______________________________________

15.

Rate the extent to which your UNDERGRADUATE training in the above has
influenced your program and teaching of Agricultural Mechanics.
Very Much

16.

Some______

Very Little

None

No Opinion

Check areas in which you taught lessons while student teaching.
a .____________A g r i c u l t u r a l

C o n s t r u c t i o n and M a i n t e n a n c e

(sh op work)

b .___________ A g r i c u l t u r a l P o w e r a n d M a c h i n e r y
c .___________ S o i l a nd W a t e r M a n a g e m e n t
d .____________E l e c t r i c i t y
e .____________A g r i c u l t u r a l S t r u c t u r e s a n d E n v i r o n m e n t
f .____________M a t e r i a l s a n d F o o d , P r o c e s s i n g and H a n d l i n g
g .____________Non e

17.

Rate the extent to which your STUDENT TEACHING experiences have
influenced your program and teaching of Agricultural Mechanics.
Very Much

Some

Very Little

None

No Qpinior
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18.

Give number of GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS you have taken in each of the
following areas of Agricultural Mechanics.
CREDIT HOURS
_Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work)
a.
^Agricultural Power and Machinery
b.;
Farm Structures and Environment
c,
Soil and Water Management
d."
_Electricity
e.
Materials and Food, Processing and Handling
f/
Methods of Teaching Agricultural Mechanics
8 *.
_Other: (list)______________________________________ _
h.
None
i.'

19,

Rate the extent your GRADUATE training has influenced your program and
teaching in Agricultural Mechanics.
Some

V e r y Much

Verv Little

None

No Opinion

20.

Do you plan to take formal course work for credit in Agricultural
Mechanics or Agricultural Engineering in the next five years?
_______Yes
_______No
_______ Undecided

21.

Check the areas in which you have participated in IN-SERVICE training
within the last five years. (if no checks, omit No. 22)
a ._________
b ._________
c ._________
d ._________
e ._________
f ._________
g ._________
h . ________

22.

Shop work (any phase)
Power and Machinery
Structures and Environment
Soil and Water Management
Electricity
Materials and Food .Process ing and Handling
Other (list)______________________________
None

Rate the extent your IN-SERVICE training has influenced your program
and teaching in Agricultural Mechanics.
Very Much_____

Some_____

Very Little

None_____

No Opinion
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23.

Check the areas of Agricultural Mechanics in which you would like to
receive IN-SERVICE education in the next 5 years.
a .________
b .________
c .________
d .________
e .________
f .________
g .________
h .________
i.

24.

Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work)
Agricultural Power and Machinery
Farm Structures and Environment
Soil and Water Management
Electricity
Materials and Food, Processing and Handling
Methods of Agricultural Mechanics
Other:
(list)_________________________________
None

Rate IN-SERVICE education as to necessity as a part of the continuing
education process of Vocational Agriculture teachers: (check one)
Very
Necessary

Necessary

Of Little
Necessity

Of No
Necessity

No
Opinion

THE AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS PROGRAM AND FACTORS INFLUENCING ITS DEVELOPMENT
Student Information
23.

Number of Vocational Agriculture students in department.

26.__________Per cent of students in Production Agriculture.
27.__________Per cent of students in Non-Farm Agriculture
28.

_________Number of A g . Ill and Ag. IV students doing Independent
Mechanization work toward their occupational objective.

29.

________ Number of students placed in cooperative training: How many
are placed in Agricultural Mechanics related businesses?

30.

________ Number of students in department having an Agricultural Mechan
ics objective.

31.__________Number of students doing "Agri-Lab" work in Agricultural
Mechanics.
32.__________Estimate number of Agricultural Mechanics jobs there will be
available in the next year in your Parish,
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Types of Training Offered (last 5 yeara)
33.

Check if the following types of training are offered and rate impor
tance as a part of the total Vocational Agriculture program:

Check if offered
a.
Cooperative
training
b.

A gri-L ab
train in g

c.

Adult

Very
Important

Important

Of Little
Importance

Not
Important

No
Opinioc

Educat ion

34.

Check areas of Agricultural Mechanics in which you have conducted
adult education in the last five years:
a ._______ Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work)
b ._______ Agri cultural Power and Machinery
c ._______ Soil and Water Management
d ._______ Agricultural Structures and Environment
e ._______ Materials and Food, Processing and Handling
f ,_______ Electr icity
g ._______ None

35.

Check area or areas of Agricultural Mechanics in which you plan to
conduct adult education in the next year:
a ._______ Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work)
b ._______ Agricultural Power and Machinery
c ._______ Soil and Water Management
d ._______ Agricultural Structures and Environment
e ._______ Materials and Food, Processing and Handling
f ._______ Electricity
g ._______ None

36.

Rate your feeling of competency in teaching Agricultural Mechanics to:
Very
Competent
a. High school students
b. Adults, young and
adult farmers

Competent

Little
Competency

No
Competency
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Agricultural Mechanics Teaching Time
37.

Give a breakdown of hours of teaching time per year devoted to each
area of Agricultural Mechanics in Lab and Field and Classroom in
Ag. I, II, III, and IV.

Lab. Class

Ag. II
Lab. Class

Ar . I l l

Lab. Class

Ag. IV
Lab. Class

Agricultural Construc
tion and Maintenance
(shop work)
Agricultural Power
and Machinery
Soil & Water Manager jnt
Electr icity
Agricultural Structure
and Environment
Materials and Food,
Process ing and
Handling
g.

Do Ag. Ill and IV students do only independent work toward their
occupational objective in Agricultural Mechanics? Yes
, No__

Agricultural Mechanics Facilities and Resources
38.

Number of square feet in your shop.

39.

Amount local school provides in the budget to conduct Agricultural
Mechanics? $
per year.

40.

Does agriculture

department have a tractor and fieldmachines?

Yes_______ , No_______ .
41.

Does Agriculture

Department have a farm?

Yes_______ , No________. Acres____________ .
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42.

Federal Aid granted to your program was used for equipment in which of
the following areas: (check)
_________ Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work)
_________ Agricultural Power and Machinery
_________ Soil and Water Management
_____________ E l e c t r i c i t y

_________ Materials and Food, Processing and Handling
_________ Agricultural Structures and Environment
_________ Does Not Apply
43.

Check areas of Agricultural Mechanics in which technical aid in
teaching or gifts have been received from industry. (Last 5 years)
_________ Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work)
related businesses
_________ Ag ricultural Power and Machinery - related businesses
_________ Soil and Water Management - related businesses
_________ Electricity - related businesses
_________ Materials and Food, Processing and Handling - related
businesses
_________ Other (list)_________
_________ None

44.

Rate the adequacy of your teaching materials library (books, lesson
plans, visual aids, etc.) in the following areas of Agricultural
Mechanics.
Lacks in
Not
Very
Adequate Adequate Adequacy Adequate
Agricultural Construction &
Maintenance (shop work) . .
Agricultural Power & Machinery
Soil & Water Management . . .
Electricity ...............
Agricultural Structures and
Environment ..............
Materials and Food, Processing
and Handling..............

45.

Rate the adequacy of your
facilities (shop area, tools,
equipment, consumables,
budget, etc.) ............

46.

Rate the degree the physical facilities of your shop influence your
Agricultural Mechanics program.
Very Much

Much

Very Little

None

No Opinion
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Other Factor Influence
47.

Rate the following factors as to the degree to which they have in
fluenced the activities in your Agricultural Mechanics program:
[Very
Much

Some

Very 1
Little i None

No
Opinion

a. State supervision in making
recommendstions and provid
ing a i d .....................
b. Conferences and meetings con
ducted by the State Depart
ment and University ..........
c. Local school policy ............
d. Teaching materials provided
by the University ............
e. Desires of students ............
f. Desires of local farmers........
g. Desires of agricultural re
lated businesses..............
h. Research findings and
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s ......................................

i.
j.
k.
1.

Personal interest ..............
In-service workshops............
Needs of the community..........
Employment opportunities........

. . . ________ _ ■
—

.-------
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PART II

TEACHING AND TRAINING BACKGROUND IN SPECIFIC
ACTIVITIES IN AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS

I.

Rate the degree to which the following specific
activities in agricultural mechanics are in
cluded in your program.

II.

Also, rate the adequacy of your training back
ground in each of the activities.

A gr i cu l t u r a l C o n s t r u c t i o n and M a i n t e n a n c e

(shop work)

1. Promote the establishment of a home shop
or farm service center.....................
2. Plan, equip, arrange and manage an
Agricultural Mechanics shop ................
3. Select hand and power tools and shop equip
ment considering such factors as make,
models, sizes, quantities, and grades . . . .
4. Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely use
connon shop tools and equipment ............
5. Install, safely use, service and maintain
power tools found in Agricultural Mechanics
shops .....................................
6 . Do electric arc and oxyacetylene welding,
including cutting, bronze welding and
hard surfacing.............................
7. Do hot metal work, including; bending,
shaping, and heat treating..................
8 . Do cold metal work, including; cutting,
drilling, filing, tapping, threading,
riveting, and bending ......................
9. Do sheet metal work, including; cutting,
bending and fastening ......................
10. Do pipe and tubing work and make simple
plumbing repairs. . . . . ..................

[Training
Back
ground
of
Teacher
II

Degree
Areas
Are
Taught
I
x>
<i>
d
u
c

4)

+J
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c
d
o
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d
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W <U
<D •o
o
> f
lj c
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Degree
Areas
Are
Taught
I

Training
Back
ground
of
Teacher
II

at
<0
c
D
CT 0)
4J •O
<0 CD <u
3
>- C
7
Ci 0)
01 T>
o
c
> (0

11.

S el ec ti ng lumber ha rd wa re and o ther b u i ld i ng
m a te ri al s and c al c ul a te bills of materials. . .

12.

C o ns tru ct and m a i n ta in small farm b uildings
and eq ui pm e nt ......................................

13.

Do painting, apply wo od pr es er v at i ve s of all
types, and g l a z i n g .................................

14.

Cons tr uc t and m a i n t a i n a d eq u at e

15.

Do concrete wo rk including b u il d in g forms,
testing m at er ia ls , pr ep a ri ng mixes, placing,
f inishing and curing; and do simple c on 
s tr uct io n w i th concrete m as on ry b u i ld i ng units.

16.

M a k e the more important rope knots, hitches,
splices and halters ...............................

17.

R e c o gn i ze dangers and hazards co nnected w ith
the use of tools and e quipment and guard
a g ain st t h e m .................................
. . .

Agricultural

f e n c e s .........

Power Units and T ra ct o rs

1.

P r i n c i p l e s of fuel induction, timing, c o m 
pression, and i gn ition systems in internal
c o mb u st i on e n g i n e s .................................

2.

Do p re v en ta t iv e m a i n t e n a n c e on farm tractors
and stationary a gr i cu l tu ra l engines ............
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Training
Back
ground

Degree
Areas
Are
Taught

of

Teacher

1

11
>
0)

<0
3 >■
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Ci 0) B
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3. Overhaul internal combustion engines, make
repairs and replace parts such as; clutches,
brakes, starters, generators, ignition
points, water pumps, etc.
. ................
4. Operate, service, maintain, and repair
small gasoline engines ............................
5. Evaluate and select power units and machines
to fulfill specific farming requirements
considering economic factors and Nebraska
Tests ..................................................
Agricultural Field Machines
1.

Identify component units in field machines
and understand how the individual units
work together to make up a functional
machine................................................

2.

Operate, plan and do preventative mainten
ance on common field machines................

3.

Make repairs to correct common operating
troubles due to wear of parts, breakage,
misalignment, and other improper functioning .

4.

Adjust field machines to perform at maximum
efficiency .................................

5.

Evaluate machinery operation for safety
practices. . ........................................

jnot ;includec

4)

D >1
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Degree
Areas
Are
Taught
I
TJ
<U
■O
3
o
C

Soil and Water Management
1. Understand hydrologic cycle, rainfall, run
off and erosion control principles ..........
2. Measure distance, calculate areas, do
topography surveying, and read and draw
topographic maps ...........................
3. Set up and use the farm level and record
field notes.................................
4. Construct terraces, level land, construct
ditches, and drain low lands ...............
5. Evaluate, plan and lay out a simple sprinkler
or flood irrigation system .................
6 . Pollution control in run-off water ..........
Agricultural Electricity
1. Understand the electron theory, electrical
terminology theory of circuits, etc.........
2. Repair service and maintain electric motors, .
3. Wire farm buildings in accordance to the
National Electric Code .....................
4. Figure load requirements and wire sizes for
specific electrical equipment................
5. Evaluate wiring and re-wiring for adequacy,
convenience, and safety.....................

Training
Back
ground
of
Teacher
:i
iH
W
Ot
3
C
CT .-i
<D 4)
•o *J TJ
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o
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Degree
Areas
Are
Taught

Training
Back
ground
of
Teacher
II
►
p—^
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3
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c
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~a ■U ■a ■H

Agricultural Structures and Environment
1. U nd e rs t an d the b u i l d i n g re qu i re me nt s for
a pa rt icu la r fa rmstead ........................
2. Plan, lay-out, and construct a small
farm b u i l d i n g ...................................
3. E s t i m a t e quan ti ti es , select suitable
b u i l di n g materials, and compute costs
in farm b ui ld in g c o n s t r u c t i o n .................
4. R e mod el

an e x i s t i n g farm b u i l d i n g ............

3. E v al u at e good c on s tr u c t i o n m e th od s and
s tan d ar d b ui l d i n g m a t e r i a l s to m e e t the
e n v i r o nm e nt a l re qu i re m en ts of farm anima ls
and p o u l t r y ......................................

M aterials

and F o o d ,

P r o c e s s i n g and H a n d lin g

1. U nd e rs t an d the p ri n ci p le s and a p p l i c a t i o n
of labor s av in g d ev ic es su ch as: elevators,
conveyors, and p r o c e s s i n g d e v i c e s ............
2.

Install p r o c e s s i n g and h a n d l i n g devices
such as: elevators, conveyors, feed grinders,
an d seed c l e a ni n g e q u i p m e n t ...................

3. Operate, adjust, and m ai n t a i n m e a t c u t t i n g
d e vi ce s such as meat slicers, saws, etc. . .
4. O per at e, adjust, and m ai n t a i n grain sto ri ng
an d d r y i n g e q u i p me nt ..........................

Evaluate the refrigeration and storage
facilities for storing meats, vegetables
and fruits...........................
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SURVEY SCHEDULE NUMBER 2

TO STUDENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
Note:

The information recorded on this schedule is confidential and will
lose its individual identity when compiled.

1.

Grade ____________________

Age_____________

2.

What do you plan to do after completing high school?

(check one)

____ Find a job,
_____Farm.
_____Attend trade school.
_____Attend 4 year college.
3.

What type of occupation do you plan to enter?_____________

4.

How certain are you that you want to enter the above occupation,
(check the one that best describes your feeling of certainty)
_____Absolutely certain
_____Fairly certain
____ Vaguely certain
_____Not certain
____ No opinion

5.

Check the degree to which each of the following activities
in Agricultural Mechanics would benefit you in view
of your future occupational needs:

Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (shop work)
1.

Promote the establishment of a home shop or farm
service center.........................................

2. Plan, equip, arrange and manage an Agricultural
Mechanics shop.........................................
3. Select hand and power tools and shop equipment
considering such factors as make, models, sizes,
quantities, and grades.................................
4.

Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely use common
shop tools and equipment...............................

5. Install, safely use, service and maintain power
tools found in Agricultural Mechanics shops ............
6 . Do electric arc and oxyacetylene welding, including
cutting, bronze welding and hard surfacing............. .
7.

Do hot metal work, including; bending, shaping, and
heat treating .........................................

8 . Do cold metal work, including; cutting, drilling,
filing, tapping, threading, riveting, and bending . . . .
9.

Do sheet metal work, including; cutting, bending and
fastening .............................................

10.

Do pipe and tubing work and make simple plumbing repairs.

11.

Selecting lumber, hardware and other building materials
and calculate bills of materials.......................

12.

Construct and maintain small farm buildings and equipment

13.

Do painting, apply wood preservatives of all types,
and glazing ...........................................

14.

Construct and maintain adequate fences..................

verv beneficial
beneficial______
of little benefit
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15.

Do concrete work including building forma, testing
materials, preparing mixes, placing, finishing and
curing; and doing simple construction with concrete
masonry building units.................................

16.

Make the more important rope knots, hitches, splices
and halters ...........................................

17.

Recognize dangers and hazards connected with the use of
tools and equipment and guard against them............

Agricultural Power Units and Tractors
1.

Understand principles of fuel induction, timing,
compression, and ignition systems in internal
combustion engines.....................................

2.

Do preventative maintenance on farm tractors and
stationary agricultural engines .......................

3.

Overhaul internal combustion engines, make repairs and
replace parts such as: clutches, brakes, starters,
generators, ignition points, water pumps, etc.........

4.

Operate, service, maintain, and repair small gasoline
engines ...............................................

5.

Evaluate and select power units and machines to ful
fill specific farming requirements considering
economic factors and Nebraska Tests ..................

Agricultural Field Machines
1.

Identify component units in field machines and under
stand how the individual units work together to make
up a functional machine ...............................

2.

Operate, plan and do preventative maintenance on
common field machines ....................... ........

3.

Make repairs to correct common operating troubles due
to wear of parts, breakage, misalignment, and other
improper functioning...............................

very beneficial
beneficial_____
of little benefit
no opinion______
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very beneficial
beneficial______
of little benefit
no opinion______
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4.

Adjust field machines to perform at maximum efficiency.

.

5.

Evaluate machinery operation for safety practices . . . .

Soil and Water Management
1.

Understand hydrologic cycle, rainfall, run-off and
erosion control principles...............................

2.

Measure distances, calculate areas, do topography
surveying, and read and draw topographic maps ..........

3.

Set up and use the farm level and record field notes.

4.

Construct terraces, level land, construct ditches,
and drain low lands .....................................

5.

Evaluate, plan and lay out a simple sprinkler or flood
irrigation system .......................................

. .

6 . Pollution control in run-off water......................
Agricultural Electricity
1.

Understand the electron theory, electrical terminology
theory of circuits, etc................................

2.

Repair service and maintain electric motors ............

3.

Wire farm buildings in accordance to The National
Electric Code .........................................

4.

Figure load requirements and wire sizes for specific
electrical equipment...................................

5.

Evaluate wiring and re-wlring for adequacy, convenience,
and safety.............................................

very beneficial
beneficial______
of little benefit
no opinion______
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Agricultural Structures and Environment
1.

Understand the building requirements for a
particular farmstead...................................

2.

Plan, lay-out, and construct a small farm building. . . .

3.

Estimate quantities, select suitable building materials,
and compute costs in farm building construction ........

4.

Re-model an existing farm building......................

5.

Evaluate good construction methods and standard building
materials to meet the environmental requirements of farm
animals and poultry .......... ........................

Materials and Food. ,Process ing and Handling
1.

Understand the principles and application of labor
saving devices such as: elevators, conveyors, and
processing devices.....................................

2.

Install processing and handling devices such as: elevators,
conveyors, feed grinders, and seed cleaning equipment . .

3.

Operate, adjust, and maintain meat cutting devices such
as meat si leers, saws, etc.............................

4.

Operate, adjust, and maintain grain storing and
drying equipment.......................................

5.

Evaluate the refrigeration and storage facilities for
storing meats, vegetables and fruits....................
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
and Agricultural and Mechanical College
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803
College of Agriculture
School of Vocational Education
December 18, 1970

You have been selected as one member of a panel to evaluate the
two enclosed instruments. Your he Ip in evaluating them will be greatly
appreciated.
The instruments were designed to collect data from Vocational
Agriculture teachers and senior students in Vocational Agriculture for
the purpose of analyzing: (1) the Agricultural Mechanization experiences
and education of Vocational Agriculture teachers in Louisiana, (2) the
status of the Agricultural Mechanics phase of Vocational Agriculture
in Louisiana high schools, (3) selected factors as they affect the
development of the Agricultural Mechanics phase of Vocational Agriculture
programs, (4) the teachers' training and teaching in basic Agricultural
Mechanics activities in relation to student's occupational needs, and
then, (5) recommendations for future Vocational Agricultural teacher
training in Louisiana will be made based on findings.
This study is being conducted under the supervision of a committee
chaired by Dr. C, M. Curtis as part of the requirements of a doctorate
degree.
Enclosed is a self addressed envelope for the return of your
comments and the questionnaire.
Allow me to thank you in advance for your help.
Sincerely,

Robert L. Wolff
Graduate Assistant
RLW:lw
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
and Agricultural and Mechanical College
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803
College of Agriculture
School of Vocational Education
January 18, 1971

Mr. Edwin Newman, Superintendent
Tangipahoa Par.sh Schools
Amite, Louisiana 70422
Dear Mr. Newman:
We are interested in conducting research that concerns Vocational
Agricultural students and Vocational Agricultural teachers in an effort
to obtain basic information about various aspects of the Agricultural
Mechanics program. It is hoped that the study will reveal information
that may be helpful in the Agricultural Mechanization phase of teacher
training in the future.
This research is being conducted under the supervision of a com
mittee as part of the requirements for a doctorate degree.
Needed to make this study is the cooperation of 11 parish school
systems and 23 individual schools from the 4 supervisory areas of the
state.
This communication is to inquire if you, as Superintendent of
Tangipahoa Parish School System, would be willing to participate in the
study by allowing us to interview the Vocational Agricultural teachers
and three senior or junior level Vocational Agricultural students in the
following high schools on the indicated dates.
School
Kentwood High School
Chesbrough High School
Ponchatoula High School
Hammond High School

Date
February 19, 1971
January 19, 1971
January 20, 1971
January 20, 1971

A copy of the inventory is attached, which contains nothing to
which students or teachers can object.
Your reaction to our proposal will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

C. M. Curtis, Research Advisor
Professor of Agricultural Education

Robert L. Wolff
Graduate Assistant
RLW:mkm
Attachment

VITA

Robert L. Wolff was the second oldest child and only son of the
Willie Wolff family, born in Bexar County, Texas on December 12, 1939.
In 1942,after the death of his mother, he moved with his father and
his oldest sister to Wilson County where he grew up on a small farm.
Upon completion of his grammar school education in a small rural
school, he attended Poth High School and graduated in 1958.

After

completing high school, he worked in both the farm machinery and auto
motive industry until 1963, when he entered San Antonio Junior College
on a part-time basis for a semester.
In 1960, the author married Lynette Voigt a high school sweet
heart and during the summer of 1963 the Robert L. Wolff family grew
from two to three when Dana Gayle was born and to date is the only child.
In the fall of 1963 the author and his family moved to Kingsville, Texas,
where he attended Texas A 6c I University and received his B. S. Degree
in August of 1966.

While attending Texas A & I University the author

worked as a Lab. Assistant in Agricultural Mechanics phase of the School
of Agriculture.

Upon completion of his B. S. Degree, the author accepted

a position on the staff at Texas A & I University as an Instructor of
Agriculture.

The following two years the author instructed courses in

Agricultural Mechanization full time at Texas A & I University during
the regular spring and fall sessions and attended Graduate School at
Texas A 6 M University full time during the summer months.
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He received
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a Master’s Degree from Texas A & M University In August of 1968,
Upon the completion of a Master's Degree the author returned to
Texas A & I University as a full time Instructor during the regular
session.
During the 1969 school year with the consultation of personnel
from the Vocational Agricultural Education Department at Louisiana State
University and the administration at Texas A & 1 University, the author
requested and was granted an educational leave from Texas A & I University
to attend Louisiana State University in pursuit of a Ph. D. degree in
Vocational Agricultural Education with minor work in Agricultural
Engineering.

The author and his family then moved to Baton Rouge in

May, 1969 to pursue further graduate training toward the terminal degree.
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